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Europlan began over 50 years ago 
as a hotelier around Lake Garda.
Founded as a small family business, 
today Europlan can boast a company 
with 500 employees who work in various 
fields, all committed to meeting the needs 
of tourists. 
Nowadays Europlan’s Tour Operating 
expertise extends throughout the 
whole of Italy and it ranges from 
hotels, apartments and camping 
accommodation packages to organised 
tours for every kind of travellers. 

This catalogue is YOUR INVITATION 
to discover with us the traditions, 
flavours and colours 
of OUR ITALY. 
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Tourist Tax: rates do not include the city tax in cities 
which apply it. This tax will be paid directly by clien-
ts at the reception at check out, according to the local 
city board procedure. The city tax may change accor-
ding to hotel category. Kindly inform all travellers of 
this before departure.

Participants for each tour: Minimum 20 persons. In 
case the minimum number of participants is not re-
ached, Europlan Spa reserves the right to cancel the 
tour as described in point 7 of the General Terms. 

Claims: for any claim, please see point 10 of the Gene-
ral Terms. Furthermore, please note that sports and 
recreation facilities such as the pool, the discotheque, 
the market, the program, the miniclub, sports classes 
and similar items, may also not be activated when the 
weather conditions or the limited number of guests do 
not justify their functioning, nor can a reimbursement 
be expected for such omission of activation.

Internet site reviews: Some websites which contain ho-
tel reviews are not subject to verification, and therefore 
are not reliable in light of the fact that it is not possible 
to determine the origin and reasons which led to write 
comments, whether positive or negative.  After the con-
firmation of any service, Europlan S.p.A. will not accept 
any total or partial cancellations resulting from nega-
tive reviews found on internet sites. In case this occurs, 
the contractual rules of the General Terms will apply.
Due to technical and/or logistic issues, itineraries are 
subject to change.

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Tel. +39 045 6209816 | Fax: +39 045 6209411
www.europlan.it | sales@europlan.it

EUROPLAN RESERVATION SERVICE
I - 37010 AFFI (VR), Via Crivellin 7L
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Associazione Teatro
Popolare di Sordevolo

THE PASSION OF CHRIST 
AT SORDEVOLO

EXCLUSIVE
RE-SALE 
AGENT

Since about 1490, the play had been performed in the 
Colosseum on Good Friday, with a large attendance of 
people, pilgrims, travellers and famous persons. This 
tradition was interrupted in 1539 by Pope Paul III ‘s 
prohibition of such representations, due to the dramatic 
Reformation period and the subsequent Luther’s, Calvi-
no’s and other religious movements detachment from 
the Roman Catholic Church. The “Roman” passion text 
reached Sordevolo through still mysterious ways. Since 
1816 the entire community of Sordevolo has been repre-
senting the Passion of Christ. The Passion of Sordevolo 
is certainly the greatest choral play never performed in 
Italy by amateur actors: the performance takes place in 
a 4,000 square metres open space, a reconstructed cor-
ner of Jerusalem, dating back to 33 A.D.: Herod’s Pala-
ce, Synedrium, Pontius Pilate’s Praetorium, the Garden 
of Gethsemane, the cenacle, the Calvary. The 3-hours 
performance consists of a prologue and 29 scenes, with 
an overall participation of about 400 actors and walk-
on characters.

4
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 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS  
DAY 1: Arrival at your hotel in the Biella area. Dinner and overnight 
accommodation.

DAY 2 - Lake Maggiore (approx 150 kms) 
Today’s visit is to Lake Maggiore. Arrival at Stresa, the pearl of Lake Maggiore. 
Its panoramic and architectural beauty and mild climate make it a popular 
tourist destination. We will venture off by boat to the stupendous Borromean 
Islands, which form the backdrop to the marvelous landscape of the lake; 
we board for Isola Bella to visit the Borromean Palace with its beautiful 
hanging gardens. At the end of the visit we proceed to Isola dei Pescatori, 
with its characteristic streets and restaurants where fish specialities from 
the lake can be sampled. The tour ends with Isola Bella, with its beautiful 
botanic garden. Return to your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 3 - Biella, Lake Viverone and Sordevolo (approx 50 kms) 
After breakfast we ‘ll leave for Biella: our tour guide will show you the ca-
thedral and the 11th century Baptistery before taking the Funicular up to 
the medieval old town situated on top of Piazzo hill. Here you will walk 
through porticoes which are characteristic of this part of town and visit 
some of the old palaces and noble villas from whose gardens you will see 
panoramic views of lower Biella and its spectacular mountain range . In 
the afternoon we head to Lake Viverone - a small blue jewel in amidst 
the green woodland and fields of Piemonte. Return to hotel to prepare 
for the evening - transfer to Sordevolo, dinner in a local restaurant before 
the passion play performance. Return to the hotel after the performance. 
Overnight accommodation.

DAY 4 - Departure 
After breakfast, it is time to say “arrivederci”.

THE PASSION
OF CHRIST
AT SORDEVOLO
PROGRAMMES

 3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS   
DAY 1: Arrival at your hotel in the Biella area. Dinner and overnight 
accommodation.

DAY 2 - Lake Maggiore (approx 150 kms) 
Today’s visit is to Lake Maggiore. Arrival at Stresa, the pearl of Lake Maggiore. 
Its panoramic and architectural beauty and mild climate make it a popular 
tourist destination. We will venture off by boat to the stupendous Borromean 
Islands, which form the backdrop to the marvelous landscape of the lake; 
we board for Isola Bella to visit the Borromean Palace with its beautiful 
hanging gardens. At the end of the visit we proceed to Isola dei Pescatori, 
with its characteristic streets and restaurants where fish specialities from 
the lake can be sampled. The tour ends with Isola Bella, with its beautiful 
botanic garden. Return to your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 3 - Departure 
After breakfast, it is time to say “arrivederci”.

The programme can be changed to meet your wishes. 

PERFORMANCE DATES 
2020

JUNE  
Saturday 13.06. 9.00 p.m.
Sunday 14.06. 4.30 p.m.
Saturday 20.06. 9.00 p.m.
Sunday 21.06. 4.30 p.m.
FRIDAY 26.06. 9.00 p.m.
Saturday 27.06. 9.00 p.m.  
Sunday 28.06. 4.30 p.m.

JULY  
Friday 3.07. 9.00 p.m.
Saturday 4.07. 9.00 p.m.
Friday 10.07. 9.00 p.m.
Saturday 11.07. 9.00 p.m.
Friday 17.07. 9.00 p.m.
Saturday 18.07. 9.00 p.m.
Friday 24.07. 9.00 p.m.
Saturday 25.07. 9.00 p.m.

AUGUST
Saturday 1.08. 9.00 p.m.
Sunday 2.08. 9.00 p.m.
Friday 14.08. 9.00 p.m.
Friday 21.08. 9.00 p.m.
Saturday 22.08. 9.00 p.m.
Friday 28.08. 9.00 p.m.
Saturday 29.08. 9.00 p.m.

SEPTEMBER  

Friday 4.09. 9.00 p.m.
Saturday 5.09. 9.00 p.m.
Friday 11.09. 9.00 p.m. 
Saturday 12.09. 9.00 p.m. 
Sunday 13.09. 4.30 p.m. 
Friday 18.09. 9.00 p.m. 
Saturday 19.09. 9.00 p.m. 
Sunday 20.09. 4.30 p.m. 
Friday 25.09. 9.00 p.m. 
Saturday 26.09. 9.00 p.m. 
Sunday 27.09. 4.30 p.m.

Tel. +39 045 6209816 
sales@europlan.it 
www.europlan.it
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98° FESTIVAL
13 JUNE - 05 SEPTEMBER 2020

PROGRAM
DAY 1: Arrival at one of our hotels in Verona surroundings 
between Verona and Lake Garda or on Lake Garda: welcome 
drink, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: After breakfast free time at your disposal. 
After lunch in hotel, departure by coach to Verona and guided 
tour of the town of eternal love, immortalized by Shakespeare 
with his tale „Romeo and Juliet“. 
Visit of the most important monuments such as: the Arena, 
Piazza Bra, Piazza Erbe - the Herb Market Square, the Basilica 
of St. Zeno and the Scaliger family tombs. 
After the guided tour, enjoy the show in the arena. 
After the show, back to the hotel and overnight stay.

DAY 3: After breakfast, departure.

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:

• 2 nights, bed and breakfast in a 3* hotel on Verona surroundings 
or Lake Garda • 1 welcome drink • 1 dinner in hotel • 1 lunch in hotel
• 1 opera  in the Arena of Verona (unnumbered seats)
• Tour escort as per programme

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Single supplement on request • Europlan luxury coach as per 
programme on request • Tourist tax where applicable

The programme can be changed to meet your wishes. 

(3 days/ 2 nights)
STAYING IN VERONA
Price per person in DBL Room from: € 129,00 
weekend supplement (Fr – Sa) - € 4,50 per night

(3 days/ 2 nights)
STAYING IN THE SURROUDINGS 
BETWEEN VERONA AND LAKE GARDA
Price per person in DBL Room from: € 122,00 
weekend supplement (Fr – Sa) - € 4,50 per night

(3 days/ 2 nights)
STAYING AT LAKE GARDA
Price per person in DBL Room from: € 134,00 
weekend supplement (Fr – Sa) - € 4,50 per night

JUNE 9.00 p.m.  
Saturday 13-06  CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA | PAGLIACCI
Friday 19-06 CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA | PAGLIACCI
Saturday 20-06 AIDA
Thursday 25-06 AIDA
Friday 26-06 CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA | PAGLIACCI
Saturday 27-06 TURANDOT
Sunday 28-06 GALA EVENT

JULY 9.00 p.m.  
Friday 03-07 CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA | PAGLIACCI
Saturday 04-07 NABUCCO
Sunday 05-07 AIDA
Tuesday 07-07 DOMINGO OPERA NIGHT
Wednesday 08-07 CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA | PAGLIACCI
Thursday 09-07 NABUCCO
Friday 10-07 AIDA
Saturday 11-07 TURANDOT
Tuesday 14-07 AIDA
Wednesday 15-07 NABUCCO
Thursday 16-07 TURANDOT
Friday 17-07 CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA | PAGLIACCI
Saturday 18-07 AIDA
Monday 20-07 ROBERTO BOLLE AND FRIENDS
Tuesday 21-07 ROBERTO BOLLE AND FRIENDS
Thursday 23-07 THE STARS OF OPERA
Friday 24-07 AIDA
Saturday 25-07 NABUCCO
Thursday 30-07 AIDA
Friday 31-07 TURANDOT

AUGUST 8.45 p.m.
Saturday 01-08 La Traviata
Sunday 02-08 Aida
Wednesday 05-08 Aida
Thursday 06-08 Nabucco
Friday 07-08 La Traviata
Saturday 08-08 Cavalleria Rusticana | Pagliacci
Sunday 09-08 Aida
Tuesday 11-08 Nabucco
Wednesday 12-08 Aida
Thursday 13-08 Cavalleria Rusticana | Pagliacci
Friday 14-08 Turandot
Saturday 15-08 La Traviata
Wednesday 19-08 Nabucco
Thursday 20-08 Aida
Friday 21-08 La Traviata
Saturday 22-08 Cavalleria Rusticana | Pagliacci
Sunday 23-08 Gala Beethoven Symphony n. 9
Wednesday 26-08 Turandot
Thursday 27-08 La Traviata
Friday 28-08 Nabucco
Saturday 29-08 Aida

SEPTEMBER 8.45 p.m.  
Tuesday 01-09 Aida
Wednesday 02-09 La Traviata
Thursday 03-09 Turandot
Friday 04-09 Nabucco
Saturday 05-09 Aida

7

Arena tickets 
price per person in euro

13-06 / 28-06
07-07 / 23-07

Friday and 
Saturday

Other days 20-07 /21-07 23-08

1st Sector stalls Platinum  € 306,00  € 265,50  € 246,00  € 255,00  € 153,00
1st Sector stalls Gold  € 245,00  € 220,50  € 205,50  € 189,00  € 122,50
1st Sector stalls  € 209,50  € 186,00  € 170,00  € 162,50  € 104,50
2nd Sector stalls  € 158,50  € 140,00  € 129,00  € 121,50  € 79,00
1st Sector Verdi  € 135,00  € 119,50  € 109,50  € 107,50  € 67,50
2nd Sector Puccini  € 107,50  € 96,00  € 87,50  € 87,00  € 57,50
3rd Sector rossini  € 81,00  € 72,50  € 66,00  € 60,50  € 41,00
4th Sector - numbered seat on the steps  € 67,50  € 60,50  € 55,50  € 53,50  € 35,00
5th Sector - numbered seat on the steps  € 48,50  € 43,50  € 40,00  € 38,00  € 24,50
Unreserved stone steps right and left  € 30,50  € 29,00  € 28,00  € 28,00  € 19,50

Program subject to change. 
Handling fee included.

Arena di Verona is the biggest open-air theatre performing 
operas since 1913, having a total capacity of about 25.000 
spectators!
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TEATRO DEL SILENZIO - LAJATICO (PI)

JULY 2020

“Cubic Vision” un progetto di Gualtiero Vanelli, prodotto da Robot City - graphic layout by operaadv.com

ComIng
Soon

Tel. +39 045 6209816 
sales@europlan.it 
www.europlan.it
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CHOIR FESTIVALS 
AND COMPETITIONS
OUR CHOIR TRIPS 2020

VERONA CHOIR COMPETITION
From 01 to 05 April 2020
The romantic city of Verona was the setting of Shakespeare‘s 
classic love story, Romeo and Juliet. Red-roofed and pa-
stel-shaded, Verona lies in a bend of the river Adige as it 
winds its way south from the Alps. Apart from Rome itself, 
Verona is Italy‘s best preserved Roman city, with a Roman 
bridge, Roman gates and the famous Roman amphitheatre, 
the Arena of Verona. Verona is a well preserved Romanesque, 
Gothic and Renaissance city, with beautiful frescoed chur-
ches and houses. Rich with tradition, this city is a perfect 
choral destination. The Verona Choir Competition is held 
in a local theatre of Verona where choirs have a maximum 
of fifteen minutes to perform their chosen pieces, judged 
by a panel of seven internationally acclaimed adjudica-
tors. The Closing Ceremony ends with a grand procession 
from the reception through the city of Verona to the Roman 
Arena, where all guest choirs will join together to perform 
Va Pensiero by G.Verdi, Inno Alla Gioia by L. van Beethoven 
and Amazing Grace by J.Newton.

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 4 nights in a 3* hotel situated in the southern area of Lake 
Garda (twin room with private bathroom, buffet breakfast 
and evening meal)
• Participation in the competition including all charges
• Participation in the opening concert
• Half day sightseeing in Verona 
(excludes any entrance fees payable locally)
• Day trip to Venice including a boat ride
• Reception with an Italian Choir
• Monetary Prize in Category 2
• Closing ceremony with snacks and wine, presentation of 
certificates for all choirs and a cup for every placed choir
• Translation service throughout the stay

THE ITINERARY DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Coaching as required throughout the festival
• Single supplement
• City tax where applicable

TUSCANY INTERNATIONAL
Choral Festival from 11 to 14 June 2020 
The Tuscany International Choral Festival takes place ea-
ch Summer in the medieval town of Montecatini Terme, in 
Tuscany. This festival offers an exciting program to choirs that 
includes up to four concert options as well as great sight-se-
eing. Tuscany was the ‘Birthplace of the Renaissance’ and 
has remained a culturally enriched region of Italy ever since. 
The region’s rolling hills and medieval art-filled towns have 
captivated people for centuries. The town of Montecatini 
Terme has been host to several famous guests including 
Toscanini and Gigli and has even provided inspiration to 
the Tuscan poet Giuseppe Giusti. And Puccini is believed 
to have composed the third act of La Bohème here. Choirs 
who wish to have a fourth choral performance can opt to 
prolong their festival stay by an extra night in Montecatini 
Terme and perform in one of the beautiful Catholic churches 
in Montecatini on the Sunday morning.

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 3 nights in a 3*, 3* Superior or 4* hotel with breakfast 
• 2 evening dinners in your hotel 
• Opening ceremony at Spa Garden Tettuccio
• Three choral performances 
• Half day excursion to Pisa or Lucca 
• Full day excursion to Florence 
• Closing ceremony at Villa Medici with dinner and drinks 
• Local assistant throughout your stay 

THE ITINERARY DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Coaching as required throughout the festival
• Single supplement
• City tax where applicable

NOT ONLY FOR ADULT CHOIRS, BUT ALSO FOR YOUNG CHOIRS AND BANDS

2021
ComIng
Soon

9
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Number of rooms = 148

Position = The Hotel is centrally located, just 100 m from the lake.

Hotel services = Bar, restaurant, lounge area, elevator, swimming 
pool, and air conditioning. 
All rooms are equipped with bathroom with shower, 
hairdryer, telephone, TV/SAT, minibar, safe, 
balcony, air conditioning.

GARDA

EUROPLAN BIKE-HOTEL 

LA PERLA***S

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

40,00

Price includes: Buffet Breakfast • 3 course dinner 
with choice of menu + salad buffet • Drinks at dinner 
(¼ Wine + ½ Mineral Water p.p.) • 1 x Coffee or tea after 
dinner • 1 x evening with live music (for stays of 3 
nights and above)

BARDOLINO

EUROPLAN HOTELS ROULETTE

DULAC ET BELLEVUE****

SPORTSMAN****

NETTUNO****

Position = All the hotels are located in Bardolino, just a few steps from 
the lake.

Hotel services = Bar, restaurant, lounge area, elevator, swimming 
pool, and air conditioning. All rooms are equipped with bathroom with 
shower, hairdryer, telephone, satellite tv, minibar, safe, air conditioning.

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

53,,00

Price includes: Buffet Breakfast • 3 course dinner with 
choice of menu + salad buffet
• Welcome drink • 1 x evening with live music (for stays 
of 4 nights and above)

Completely 
renovated!

LAKE GARDA    
HOTELS 
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BARDOLINO

EUROPLAN HOTEL

HOTEL CÆSIUS 
THERMÆ & SPA
RESORT****

Price includes: Buffet Breakfast • 3 course dinner
with choice of menu + salad buffet
• Use of the wellness area (indoor swimming pool, 
whirlpool, sauna, steam bath, Mediterranean 
shower)

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

80,00

TOP HOTEL 
FOR EVENTS 

AND MICE!

Number of rooms = 185

Position = In Cisano di Bardolino, separated from the lake only by the 
lakeside road, ca. 1,5 Km far from the centre of Bardolino (ca. 15 minutes 
along the lake promenade), ca. 500 m far from Cisano. 

Hotel services = Bar, restaurant, lounge area, elevator, air conditio-
ning, conference rooms, indoor swimming pool with whirlpool, wellness 
area with sauna, steam bath, whirlpool, Kneipp facilities, Mediterranean 
and emotional shower; gym and rest room with fruit juices and tea, 
swimming pool in garden and parking. 
All rooms are equipped with bathroom with shower, hairdryer, telephone, 
TV/SAT, minibar, coffee and tea making facilities, safe, air conditioning.
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Number of rooms = 120 + 160 apartments 

Position = the complex is located in a countryside location, in a 60.000 
square meters landscaped area, just 2 km from the centre of Garda.

Hotel services = Bar, restaurant, elevator (Hotel) lounge area, garden, 
swimming pool, 6 tennis courts, volleyball court, congress facilities; 
Wellness center with indoor pool with salted water, sauna and turkish 
bath (with supplement). 
All rooms are equipped with bathroom with shower, hairdryer, telepho-
ne, TV/SAT, safe, minibar, air conditioning.

GARDA

HOTEL & RESORT

POIANO****

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

55,50

Price includes: Buffet breakfast • Half board with 
buffet • Possibility of a 3 course served dinner with a 
supplement 

Number of rooms = 125

Position = In a central position in Bardolino, 600 m far from lake and 
beach.

Hotel services = Bar, restaurant, lounge area, elevator, conference 
rooms, 4 indoor thermal pools, wellness area with sauna, steam ba-
th, whirlpool and emotional shower, air conditioning, garden, outdoor 
swimming pool with whirlpool, parking. 
All rooms are equipped with bathroom with shower, wc, hairdryer, tele-
phone, TV/SAT, minibar, safe, coffee and tea making facilities, air-con-
ditioning, balcony or terrace. 

BARDOLINO

HOTEL & RESORT

AQUALUX SUITE & TERME****

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

83,00

Price includes: Buffet Breakfast • 3 course dinner
with choice of menu + salad buffet • Use of the 
wellness area (indoor swimming pools, whirlpool, 
sauna, steam bath)
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Number of rooms = 120

Position = the hotel is located in Toscolano, directly on the lake.

Hotel services = Bar, restaurant, lounge area, elevator, swimming 
pool, and air conditioning. 
All rooms are equipped with bathroom with shower, hairdryer, telepho-
ne, TV/SAT, safe, air conditioning.

Roulette Hotels are  = Hotel Garda Bellevue, Hotel Sogno, Hotel all’Az-
zurro, Hotel Villa Dirce

Position = All these hotels are located in Limone sul Garda, a few steps 
from the lake.

Hotel services = All Hotels have Bar, restaurant, lounge area, elevator, 
swimming pool, air conditioning. 
All rooms are equipped with bathroom with shower, hairdryer, telepho-
ne, TV/SAT, safe, air conditioning.

TOSCOLANO MADERNO

HOTEL

ANTICO MONASTERO****

LIMONE SUL GARDA

HOTEL 

ROULETTE****

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

34,00

Price includes: Buffet Breakfast • 3 course dinner 
with choice of menu + salad buffet • Drinks with 
dinner (¼ Wine + ½ Mineral water p.p.) • 1 x dinner with 
local specialities for stays of 3 nights and above • Tea 
time daily from 4 to 5 pm

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

35,00

Price includes: Buffet Breakfast • 3 course dinner 
with choice of menu + salad buffet • Drinks with 
dinner (¼ wine + ½ mineral water p.p.) • 1 x typical 
dinner for stays of 3 nights and above • Tea time daily 
from 4 to 5 pm

Hotel Garda Bellevue

Hotel All’Azzurro

Hotel Villa Dirce
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RIVA DEL GARDA ARCO

GRAND HOTEL HOTEL

RIVA**** ARCO SMART HOTEL****

Number of rooms = 77

Position = the Hotel is centrally located in Riva del Garda, a few steps 
from the lake.

Hotel services = Bar, panoramic Restaurant, lounge area, elevator, 
swimming pool, air conditioning; wellness area with whirlpool, Sauna, 
Turkish bath and relax zone. 
All rooms are equipped with bathroom with shower, hairdryer, telepho-
ne, TV/SAT, safe, air conditioning.

Number of rooms = 49

Position = The hotel is located in the centre of Arco, just 6 km from 
Riva del Garda.

Hotel services = Bar, restaurant, lounge area, elevator, garden, swim-
ming pool.
Wellness centre with whirpool, sauna, and turkish bath (with supplement)
All rooms are equipped with bathroom or with shower, hairdryer, TV, 
safe, telephon and air conditionining.

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

35,00

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

00,00

Price includes: Buffet breakfast • 3 course dinner 
with choice of menu + salad buffet • Welcome drink

Treatment All inclusive: Buffet breakfast, Buffet light lunch 
with beverage included, self service style or packed lunch 
• Tea time every day • 3 courses dinner with beverage 
included • Open bar from self service dispenser: tea, coffee, 
water, soft drinks, house wine, beer and soft drinks. Local 
spirits included • Welcome drink at the arrival day 
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Number of rooms = 46

Position = The hotel is about 800 m from the center of Malcesine. 

Hotel services= Bar, restaurant, lounge, elevator, air conditioning, 
garden with outdoor pool.
All rooms with shower, toilet, hairdryer, telephone, TV/SAT, safe, air 
conditioning.

MALCESINE

HOTEL

CRISTALLO***

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

37,50

Price includes: Buffet breakfast • 3 course dinner 
with choice of menu + salad buffet • Drinks with 
dinner (¼ house wine + ½ mineral water p.p.)

MANERBA DEL GARDA

HOTEL & RESIDENCE

BELVEDERE***

Number of rooms = 23 + 45 Apartments

Position = this hotel lies in a panoramic position between Manerba 
and San Felice del Benaco.

Hotel services = Bar, restaurant, elevator, lounge area, garden, swim-
ming pool. 
All rooms are equipped with bathroom with shower, hairdryer, telepho-
ne, TV/SAT, safe, minibar, air conditioning.

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

38,00

Price includes: Buffet breakfast • 3 course dinner with 
choice of menu + salad buffet • Drinks with dinner (¼ 
wine + ½ mineral water p.p.) • 1 x typical dinner for stays 
of 3 nights and above • Open bar from 8 to 11 pm with 
wine, local beer, soft drinks, mineral water, tea and 
coffee 
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Number of rooms = 60

Position = the Hotel is located in the centre of Montinelle, approx 800 
m from the lake.

Hotel services = Bar, restaurant, elevator, lounge area, garden, swim-
ming pool; Wellness centre with indoor pool, sauna and turkish bath 
(with supplement). 
All rooms are equipped with bathroom with shower, hairdryer, telepho-
ne, TV/SAT, safe, air conditioning.

MANERBA DEL GARDA

HOTEL 

SPLENDID SOLE***

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

32,50

Price includes: Buffet breakfast • 3 course dinner 
with choice of menu + salad buffet • Drinks with 
dinner (¼ wine + ½ mineral water p.p.) • 1 x dinner with 
local specialities for stays of 3 nights and above 
• Welcome drink

VERONA

HOTEL

LEON D’ORO****

Number of rooms = 190

Position = The hotel is located not far from the historical centre, just 
1.5km from the Arena.

Hotel services = Bar, restaurant, breakfast room, congress facilities, 
elevator, bus parking
All rooms are equipped with bath rooms with shower, hairdryer, TV/
SAT, minibar, safe air conditioninig, Wifi

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

00,00

Price includes: Buffet breakfast 
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Number of rooms = 130

Position = The hotel is located directly on the lake, approx 300 m from 
the centre of Belgirate, in 11.000 square meters garden.

Hotel services = Bar, restaurant, elevator, lounge area, garden, swim-
ming pool. All rooms are equipped with bathroom with shower, hairdryer, 
telephone, TV/SAT, safe, minibar, air conditioning.

Zacchera Hotels are = Grand Hotel Dino - Baveno; Grand Hotel Bristol 
- Stresa; Hotel Simplon - Baveno; Hotel Splendid - Baveno

Position = all these hotels are directly on the lake, in an excellent po-
sition for the excursions to the borromean islands.

Hotel services = Bar, restaurant, elevator, lounge area, garden, swim-
ming pool. Wellness centre (with supplement) at the Grand Hotel Dino, 
Grand Hotel Bristol and Hotel Splendid (clients at the Simplon and at 
the Hotel Splendid can use the Wellness facilities of the Grand Hotel 
Dino - the Hotels are connected with a tunnel) with Jacuzzi, Sauna and 
Turkish bath. Conference facilities at the Grand Hotel Dino. 
All rooms are equipped with bathroom with shower, hairdryer, telepho-
ne, TV/SAT, safe, minibar, air conditioning.

BELGIRATE

HOTEL

SGH VILLA CARLOTTA****

BAVENO - STRESA

HOTELS

ZACCHERA****

Price includes: Buffet breakfast • 3 course dinner 
with choice of menu + salad buffet

Price includes: Buffet breakfast • 3 course dinner 
with choice of menu + salad buffet

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

54,00

Price p. p. a day in 
DBL room from €

64,00

Hotel SimplonCompletely 
renovated!
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CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

Milano Verona

Venice

Montecatini
Florence

Siena Perugia

Rome

Naples

Sorrento

 12 DAYS - 11 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: MILAN, GARDA, VERONA (approx. 175 km)
Benvenuti a Milano! We begin our discovery of Milan with a guided 
tour including a visit to the incredible Duomo, the largest Gothic 
cathedral in the world. 
The highlight of our day in Milan is the visit to see Leonardo da Vinci’s 
celebrated wall painting “The Last Supper”. 
Next, we board the coach for Sirmione, situated on the narrow 
peninsula in the southern waters of the Lake Garda - the largest 
Italian lake. The narrow streets and pretty piazzas make strolling 
through the town a pleasure and there is free time to explore the 
13th century castle and the Grotte di Catullo – ruins of a Roman 
villa situated at the end of the peninsula. 
We then head inland for tasting of the famous Lugana white wine. 
We proceed to our hotel in the Verona area for dinner and overnight 
accommodation.

DAY 2: VERONA, PADOVA, BRENTA, VENICE (approx. 135 km) 
Origin and the setting for Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet”. The 
tour includes the legendary Juliet’s balcony and Piazza Bra, location 
of Arena, the largest Roman amphitheatre after the Colloseum in 
Rome. The Arena dates back to the 1st century A.D. and is still in use 
for the world famous opera festival held during the summer. The 
charming narrow streets and picturesque piazzas make the city a 
pleasure to explore. 
Next, we proceed to Padova for a guided tour of the town including 
a walk to the University, the Herb Market Square and the Basilica 
of St. Antonio. Later, we visit the Villa Pisani - one the most famous 

CITIES 
AND SIGHTS 
OF ITALY 

Palladian villas of the Riviera del Brenta. We travel to the Venice 
area to our hotel for dinner and 2 nights accommodation. 

DAY 3: VENICE 
Today we enjoy the fabulous city of Venice! Our guide will introdu-
ce us to the wonderful atmosphere of this unique, floating city of 
shimmering waterways, elaborate bridges and great palaces: St. 
Mark’s square with its splendid cathedral and the Doge’s Palace, 
the Rialto Bridge and the Bridge of Sighs. 
At the end of the tour free time to explore the bridges over the la-
goon, the characteristic narrow Venetian streets, the shops, the 
old bars, the typical canals and scenic spots. 
Return to hotel, dinner and overnight accommodation.

DAY 4: VENICE, FERRARA, RAVENNA, MONTECATINI
(approx. 390 km) 
After breakfast, we proceed to the city of Ferrara where we di-
scover the broad streets and impressive palaces. The town is still 
surrounded by more than 9 km of ancient walls which preserve the 
imposing Castello Estense, the most iconic building of the town. 
Next, we continue on to Ravenna, where you can  discover the 
Byzantine city, with its precious mosaics at your own pace. Later 
we continue towards the thermal city of Montecatini Terme to our 
hotel for dinner and 2 nights accommodation.

DAY 5: MONTECATINI, FLORENCE, MONTECATINI
(approx. 100 km) 
We spend the entire day exploring Florence – the city known as the 

Milano
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“cradle of Renaissance”. Our local guide will introduce us to the many 
delights of this city: the Duomo, with its iconic red-tiled dome and 
the beautiful Ponte Vecchio - home to 43 jewellers’ shops - Piazza 
della Signoria with its palace, also known as Palazzo Vecchio, and 
the Basilica of Santa Croce. 
Free time at leisure to explore Florence and its many treasures such 
as the world famous Uffizi Gallery. Back to the hotel in Montecatini 
for dinner and overnight accommodation.

DAY 6: MONTECATINI, LUCCA, PISA, SAN GIMIGNANO, SIENA
(approx. 170 km) 
After breakfast we leave for Lucca - a place of true beauty. Majestic 
city walls encircle a Roman and Medieval centre with an ancient 
arena, over time transformed into the oval Piazza dell’Anfiteatro. 
Tiny churches and narrow streets make add to Lucca’s charm. 
Next, we proceed to Pisa to discover with our guide the famous 
Piazza dei Miracoli with its well-known symbol - the leaning tower. 
We continue on to San Gimignano, a fabulous little medieval villa-
ge famous for its towers, which dominate the wonderful Tuscany 
countryside. 
At the end of this unforgettable day we travel to the Siena area for 
dinner and overnight accommodation.

DAY 7: SIENA, MONTEPULCIANO, PERUGIA
(approx. 130 km) 
Today, we visit the marvellous city of Siena. Surrounded by olive 
groves and Chianti vineyards, Siena is one of the most beautiful 
cities in Tuscany. 
Built on three hills, the city is crossed with wide boulevards and Montecatini

Venezia

Verona
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narrow streets that lead to the historical centre of the city. Here 
we find the Piazza del Campo with its Torre del Mangia – famous 
for the annual Palio horse races, and the cathedral of Siena.
Our journey continues to Montepulciano, a characteristic medieval 
village. We make a stop to taste some of the most-renowned Tuscan 
wines. Our trip takes us on to Perugia - a charming old city perched 
on top of a hill with beautiful panoramic views. 
We tour its winding streets to arrive at the heart of the city with 
its Fontana Maggiore. 
We proceed to our hotel in the Perugia area for dinner and overni-
ght accommodation.

DAY 8: PERUGIA, ASSISI, TODI, ORVIETO, ROME
(approx. 245 km) 
After breakfast, we venture to Assisi: the town of Saint Francis, 
patron saint of Italy. Accompanied by our guide we visit the Rocca 
Maggiore and to the Basilica of Saint Francis, with its famous pain-
tings by Giotto and Cimabue. 
We see some of the numerous churches where Francis preached 
peace and serenity, and which still characterize this medieval town. 
We then head to Todi, the medieval town of the poet Jacopone da 
Todi, located on a hill along the shores of the Tiber River. 

We visit its walls and its historic Piazza del Popolo. Our trip then 
continues in discovery of Orvieto, built on a cliff of compressed 
volcanic ash, overlooking the valley. 
With our city guide we take a cable car up to the historical cen-
tre – location of St. Patrick’s Well and spectacular world-famous 
Gothic cathedral. 
The day ends when we arrive at our Rome-area hotel for dinner 
and 2 nights accommodation.

DAY 9: ROME
Today, the Eternal City will astonish us! Walking through its streets 
is like travelling back in time, between the ancient Roman ruins, 
monuments, marvellous squares, fountains, gardens and villas as 
well as temples and churches of all ages - each one revealing stun-
ning paintings, statues and altars. 
With our guide we visit Rome both by coach and on foot, and have 
free time available to admire this amazing city: the Colosseum, the 
Roman Forum, Piazza Navona, the Trevi Fountain, and the National 
Monument “Altare Della Patria”... all waiting to be discovered! Don’t 
miss Vatican City across the Tiber: the heart of Catholicism. 
At the end of this memorable day we go to our hotel for dinner and 
overnight accommodation.

Pisa San Gimignano
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DAY 10: ROME, NAPLES, POMPEI, SORRENTO
(approx. 275 km) 
After breakfast, we venture to Naples, the city of many faces, co-
lours, flavours and traditions. With our guide we visit the historic 
Vomero, the narrow streets of the popular Spanish Quarter and 
breathe in the dreamlike atmosphere of San Gregorio Armeno and 
the romantic charm of Mergellina. 
It is all Napoli and all of it will fascinate and captivate you! We then 
head to Pompeii for a guided visit of this site rendered immortal by 
the catastrophic eruption of Mount Vesuvius. 
The excavations are the only archeological site that can show us 
daily life in a Roman town. At the end of the day, we proceed to 
our hotel in Sorrento area for dinner and 2 nights accommodation.

DAY 11: SORRENTO AND SURROUNDINGS
A day of relaxation and leisure at your hotel or the opportunity to 
explore the local sights: stroll through the quaint streets of the pretty 
clifftop town of Sorrento, take a boat to glamorous Capri, with its 
suggestive corners, its history, its cuisine and its hospitable people; 
take the coastal drive to Amalfi and Positano, the beautiful pearls 
of the Amalfi Coast famous for the breath-taking views of the sea. 
In the evening dinner and overnight stay in your hotel in the Sorrento 
area.

DAY 12: END OF TOUR
Check out from hotel after breakfast. Arrivederci!

 Cities and Sights of Italy - (12 days/11 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 2 hours guided tour of Milan
• Entrance to view Leonardo DaVinci’s Last Supper 
• Wine cellar visit with Lugana Doc wine tasting 
• 2 hours guided tour of Verona 
• Entrance to Villa Pisani on the Riviera del Brenta
• Transfer by private boat from Tronchetto to San Marco and return
• 2 hours guided tour of Venice 
• 2 hours guided tour of Florence
• 2 hours guided tour of Pisa
• 2 hours guided tour of Siena
• Wine cellar visit with wine tasting and light lunch in Montepulciano area 
• 2 hours guided tour of Assisi 
• 2 hours guided tour of Orvieto 
• 2 hours guided tour of Rome 
• 2 hours guided tour of Naples 
• Entrance to Pompeii excavations and guided tour 
• Services of a Tour Escort for the whole duration of the tour
• Coach as scheduled
• 11 nights with half-board (breakfast and dinner) in 3 or 4 star hotels as per pro-
gramme (1 night in Verona area; 2 nights in Venice area; 2 nights in Montecatini 
Terme area; 1 night in Siena area; 1 night in Perugia area; 2 nights in Rome area; 
2 nights in Sorrento area)

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Tourist tax where due
• Drinks with meals
• Entrances to parks, monuments and museums (unless otherwise specified in 
the section “The price includes”)
• Transfer on arrival and departure
• Porter services
• Tips, extras and personal expenses
• Anything else not included in section “The itinerary as described includes”.

All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

Sorrento

Roma - Fori Imperiali
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CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

Rome

Caserta

Sorrento
Naples

Palermo
Trapani

Selinunte
Agrigento

Noto
Siracusa

Taormina

 12 DAYS - 11 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: ANCIENT ROME
Our tour begins with the discovery of the wonders of the Eternal City. 
Walking through its streets is like travelling back in time, between 
the ancient Roman ruins, monuments, marvellous squares, foun-
tains, gardens and villas as well as temples and churches of all ages 
- each one revealing stunning paintings, statues and altars. With 
our guide we visit Rome both by coach and on foot, and have free 
time to admire this amazing city: the Colosseum, the Roman Forum, 
Piazza Navona, the Trevi Fountain, and the National Monument 
“Altare Della Patria” are waiting to be discovered! 
At the end of this memorable day we go to our hotel near Rome for 
dinner and 2 nights’ accommodation.

DAY 2: ROME AND THE VATICAN CITY 
After breakfast we return to the historical centre of Rome to fur-
ther explore the capital. The Vatican City, the heart of Catholic 
Christianity, awaits us beyond the Tiber River.
With our guide we admire the magnificent and extremely vast 
Vatican Museums, which represent one of the largest and most 
interesting museum complexes in the world, with the incomparable 
Sistine Chapel famous for Michelangelo’s Last Judgement. Free time 
for sightseeing in Rome until we return to our hotel for dinner and 
overnight accommodation. 

DAY 3: ROME, TIVOLI, MONTECASSINO, CASERTA 
(approx. 250 km)
After breakfast we leave Rome to continue towards Tivoli and its 

WARMTH 
OF CLASSICAL 
SOUTHERN ITALY

villas. With our guide we visit the baroque Villa d’Este, a master-
piece of the Italian gardens, with its impressive concentration of 
fountains, nymphs, grottoes, water games. We then continue to the 
Imperial Villa Adriana, the most important and complex villa that 
remains from the Roman era.
We then continue to Montecassino and visit the Abbey, beautifully 
raised from the ruins of four destructions- the last of which took 
place during the Second World War. Finally, we head to our hotel in 
Caserta area for dinner and overnight accommodation.

DAY 4: CASERTA, NAPLES, POMPEI, SORRENTO
(approx. 90 km) 
After breakfast, our next destination is the Royal Palace in Caserta 
- an historical residence that once belonged to the Royal House of 
Bourbon - with its vast park with gardens, fountains, waterfalls 
and sculptures.
Our journey continues towards Sorrento and its hillsides, where we 
sample the delights of genuine typical products from the Campania 
region: pizza, mozzarella cheese and limoncello! Sorrento, a char-
ming little town famed for its hospitality, will enchant you with its 
narrow streets and its quaint historical centre. We proceed to our 
hotel in Sorrento area for dinner and 2 nights’ accommodation.

DAY 5: SORRENTO AND THE SURROUNDING AREA 
A day of relaxation and leisure at your hotel or the opportunity to 
explore the local sights: stroll through the quaint streets of the pretty 
clifftop town of Sorrento, take a boat to glamorous Capri, with its 
suggestive corners, its history, its cuisine and its hospitable people; 
take the coastal drive to Amalfi and Positano, the beautiful pearls 
of the Amalfi Coast famous for the breathtaking views of the sea. 
In the evening dinner and overnight accommodation in our hotel 
in the Sorrento area.

DAY 6: POMPEI, NAPLES, PALERMO
(overnight on the ferry) 
After breakfast we leave for Pompeii for a guided visit of this site 
rendered immortal by the catastrophic eruption of Mount Vesuvius. 
The excavations are the only archaeological site that can show us 
daily life in a Roman town. 
We continue to Naples, the city of many faces, colours, flavours and 
traditions. With our guide we visit the historic Vomero, the narrow 
streets of the popular Spanish Quarter and breathe in the dreamlike 
atmosphere of San Gregorio Armeno and the romantic charm of 
Mergellina. It is all Napoli and all of it will fascinate and captivate 
you! Free time before boarding the ferry for overnight sailing from 
Naples to Palermo in Sicily. Please note dinner and breakfast are 
not included on the ferry.

DAY 7: PALERMO, MONREALE, MONTE PELLEGRINO, 
MONDELLO, PALERMO
(approx. 50 km) 
We begin with a half-day guided tour of Palermo - capital of Sicily 
- starting from the old part of the city with the Royal Palace, the Taormina
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Palatina Chapel and the cathedral. After we visit the town of 
Monreale famous for its cathedral and cloister decorated with 
Byzantine mosaics including the depiction of Christ Pancreator. 
In the afternoon optional excursion to Monte Pellegrino described 
by Goethe as the most beautiful promontory in the world with its 
spectacular views of the city, surrounding mountains and sea. 
After a visit to the sanctuary of Saint Rosalia- the patron saint of 
the city – we make a stop at the small fishing village Mondello with 
its marvellous beach, where you will have free time. 
Dinner and 2 nights’ accommodation in our hotel Palermo area.

DAY 8: PALERMO, ERICE, TRAPANI, SELINUNTE, PALERMO
(approx. 340 km) 
After breakfast we travel to Erice, the medieval hilltop town of 
Monte San Giuliano. Time to admire the Norman castle and the 
cathedral and to make a stop at a bakery shop to taste the typical 
almond pastry of Erice. 
We continue on to Trapani, the ancient Dreapanum, with his hi-
storical centre situated on the headland pointing out to the sea. In 
the afternoon we visit the archaeological park of Selinunte with 
its acropolis and ruins of ancient Greek temples. We return to our 
hotel in Palermo for dinner and overnight accommodation.

DAY 9: PALERMO, AGRIGENTO, PIAZZA ARMERINA, 
TAORMINA
(approx. 370 km) 
Following breakfast we head to Agrigento for a morning visit and 
guided tour of the Valley of Temples. Here we can admire the Temple 
of Juno, the Temple of Concorde - one of the best preserved Doric 
temples in the ancient Greek world - the Temple of Hercules and 
the Temple of Castor and Pollux. 
We continue on to the town of Piazza Armerina where we have 
a short break for a tasting of typical Sicilian food such as olive 
paté, olives, marmalades and wine followed by a guided tour of 
the Villa Romana del Casale - famous for a beautiful collection of 
late-Roman mosaics. 
After time to see the city and its cathedral we continue to Taormina 
to our hotel for dinner and 3 nights’ accommodation.

DAY 10: TAORMINA, ETNA, TAORMINA (approx. 130 km) 
After breakfast we take a morning excursion to Mt. Etna, the hi-
ghest peak of Sicily and the most active volcano in Europe. The area 
surrounding the volcano constitutes the “Park of Etna”, one of the 
largest protected areas in Italy. 
The great variety of vegetation and landscapes that we encounter 
en route to Silvesti Craters” (about 1.900 mt) is amazing. From here 
on you have the option to continue the excursion by jeep. 
We visit a local honey producer to taste quality honey and have 
the opportunity to try local wine. In the afternoon we return to 
Taormina, situated on a rocky plateau of the steeply sloping Monte 
Tauro which dominates the Ionian coast from Capo Sant’Andrea 
to Capo Taormina. 
Opportunity to visit the Greek-Roman theatre, the 2nd largest 

classical theatre in Sicily. We return to our hotel in Taormina area 
for dinner and accommodation.

DAY 11: TAORMINA, NOTO, SIRACUSA, TAORMINA 
(approx. 300 km) 
After breakfast we begin our full day excursion with the first stop 
in Noto known as the Baroque capital of Sicily. 
On to Syracuse, one of the most interesting archaeological sites of 
the island where we have a guided tour at the Archeological Park, 
the Roman amphitheatre, the Greek theatre, the Ear of Dionysus, 
the Cave of the Cordari and the Island of Ortigia - the most ancient 
part of the city with its stunning cathedral. We return to our hotel 
in Taormina area for dinner and accommodation.

DAY 12: TAORMINA 
Check out after breakfast. Arrivederci!

Roma

 Warmth of classical Southern Italy - (12 days/11 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 2 hours guided tour of Ancient Rome
• 2 hours guided tour of Baroque Rome
• Entrance to the Vatican Museums with guided tour
• Entrance to Villa d’Este and Villa Adriana in Tivoli with a guided tour
• Entrance to the Abbey of Montecassino
• Entrance to the Royal Palace in Caserta
• Light lunch with typical product tasting in Sorrento (mozzarella, pizza, limoncello)
• Entrance to the excavations of Pompeii with a guided tour
• 2 hours guided tour of Naples
• Ferry crossing Napoli - Palermo (taken at night)
• 2 hours guided tour of Palermo
• Guided visit of the archaeological site of Selinunte 
• Guided tour of the Valley of the Temples in Agrigento 
• Sicilian specialities tasting (olives, olive paste, jams and wine) 
• Guided tour of the Villa Romana del Casale in Piazza Armerina 
• Guided tour of the archaeological park in Siracusa 
• Services of a Tour Escort for the whole duration of the tour
• Coach as scheduled
• 10 nights with half-board (breakfast and dinner) in 3 or 4 star hotel as per program 
(2 nights in Rome area, 1 night in Caserta area, 2 nights in Sorrento area, 2 nights 
in Palermo area, and 3 nights in Taormina area) and 1 night on accommodation 
only basis on the ferry crossing

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Tourist tax where due
• Drinks with meals
• Entrances to parks, monuments and museums (unless otherwise specified in 
the section “The price includes”)
• Transfer on arrival and departure
• Porter services
• Tips, extras and personal expenses
• Anything else not included in section “The itinerary as described includes”.

All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.
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Milan
Turin

Verona

Parma

Venice

Riviera Levante

Florence

 8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: MILAN, LAKE MAGGIORE, TURIN
(approx. 230 km)
Welcome to Milan! Our tour begins in Milan with a guided visit taking 
us on exploration of the city of fashion and Expo. 
We visit the incredible Milan Cathedral, the largest Gothic cathe-
dral in the world, and the Sforza Castle. We then continue towards 
Stresa, the pearl of Lake Maggiore.
Its panoramic and architectural beauty and mild climate make it 
a popular tourist destination. 
We venture off by boat to the stupendous Borromean Islands, whi-
ch form the backdrop to the marvelous landscape of the lake. At 
the end of the day, we head back to our Turin-area hotel for dinner 
and overnight stay.

DAY 2: TURIN 
(approx. 50 km)
After breakfast, along with our guide, we head to the Venaria Reale, 
famous as the Palace of the Royal House of Savoy and surroun-
ded by magnificent gardens. We then go to the Stupinigi Hunting 
Residence, an elegant architectural masterpiece.
Later, we head back to Turin, a majestic city: the Cathedral, obelisks, 
grand squares and boulevards, the Castle, and the Piazza San Carlo 
are all waiting for you! We have free time to climb the awe-inspi-
ring Mole Antonelliana or visit the renowned Egyptian Museum. 
We also have a proper break at one of the city’s historic cafés to 
enjoy Bicerin, a local hot drink in Turin. Transfer to hotel for dinner 
and overnight stay. 

TASTE
OF NORTHERN
ITALY

DAY 3: TURIN, ALBA, LANGHE, PORTOFINO, RIVIERA 
LEVANTE 
(approx. 250 km)
After breakfast, our day begins by travelling to Alba, heart of the 
Langhe, at the center of a landscape of rolling hills and lush vi-
neyards. We have free time to explore this small village known as 
“the city of 100 Towers.” We then go visit a traditional wine cellar 
where our taste buds will rejoice tasting some classic wines and 
local products. Portofino awaits us! After Rapallo, we reach this 
corner of Paradise by boat; a handful of colorful houses at the end 
of a deep inlet. Transfer to hotel in Riviera di Levante area for din-
ner and overnight stay.

DAY 4: RIVIERA LEVANTE, CINQUE TERRE, PARMA
(approx. 200 km) 
We head off with our guide from La Spezia to visit to Cinque Terre, 
the five delightful villages that cling to sheer cliffs, surrounded by 
green hills; a natural kingdom of wild scents trapped in time. The 
journey takes place both by train and by boat. At the end of the 
unforgettable day, we go to a hotel in the Parma area for dinner 
and overnight stay..

DAY 5: PARMA, MARANELLO, VERONA 
(approx. 190 km)
Today is dedicated to learning about wine and food. After breakfast, 
we leave for Parma where a local guide leads us on the discovery 
of this small and elegant city, rich in noble monuments and pre-
cious works of art. You cannot miss the Piazza del Duomo and the 
grandiose Parco Ducale. Parma is also noted for its local products: 

Portofino
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Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese, which we taste in a traditional che-
ese factory, and Parma ham, which we sample in a local prosciut-
to factory. Then we are off to Maranello and the Ferrari Museum, 
followed by a visit to a vinegar cellar to discover the secrets of 
traditional Balsamic Vinegar of Modena. Towards the evening, we 
head to our Verona-area for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 6: VERONA, LAKE GARDA, VERONA, MESTRE
(approx. 200 km) 
After breakfast our coach takes us to Sirmione situated on the nar-
row peninsula in the southern waters of the lake Garda, the largest 
Italian lake. The narrow streets and pretty piazzas make strolling 
through the town a pleasure and we have free time to explore the 
13th century castle and the Grotte di Catullo, a ruined Roman villa 
situated at the end of the peninsula. We then head inland to expe-
rience the olive tasting of the famous olive oil of the lake Garda. 
Later we go back to Verona. Together with our guide we visit this 
charming city of Roman origin and the setting for Sheakspeare’s 
“Romeo and Juliet”. The visit includes the legendary Juliet’s balcony 
and Piazza Bra, which accommodates the largest Roman amphi-
theatre after the Colisum in Rome. The Arena dates back to the 
1st century A.D. and is still in use for the famous opera season in 
the summer. The charming narrow streets and picturesque piazzas 
make the city a pleasure to explore. Next, we proceed to an hotel 
in the Venice area for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 7: VENICE
Today we enjoy the fabulous city of Venice! Our guide will introdu-
ce us to the wonderful atmosphere of this unique, floating city of 

Milano

 Taste of northern Italy - (8 days/7 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 2-hour guided tour of Milan 
• Private boat excursion: Stresa – Isola Pescatori – Isola Bella – Stresa
• Entrance to Borromeo Palace on Isola Bella 
• Full-day tour guide for Venaria Reale, Stupinigi Palace and Turin 
• Entrance to Venaria Reale 
• Entrance to Stupinigi Palace 
• Tasting and light lunch in the Langhe 
• Boat to Rapallo – Portofino and return
• Excursion to Cinque Terre through to La Spezia by train and boat 
• 2-hour guided tour of Parma 
• Visit to cheese factory and Parmesan cheese tasting 
• Visit to prosciutto factory and prosciutto tasting
• Entrance to Ferrari Museum in Maranello 
• Visit to vinegar cellar with balsamic vinegar tasting 
• Visit to oil mill with olive oil tasting 
• 2-hour guided tour of Verona 
• Transfer by private boat to Tronchetto – San Marco and return
• 2-hour guided tour of Venice 
• 2-hour guided tour of Florence 
• Full-time tour operator throughout the duration of the tour
• Bus as programmed
• Overnight stays in half board (breakfast and dinner) in 3 or 4 star hotels as pro-
grammed (2 nights in the Turin area; 1 night in the Riviera di Levante area; 1 night 
in the Parma area; 1 night in the Verona area; 2 nights in Venice area).

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Tourist tax where due
• Drinks with meals
• Entrances to parks, monuments and museums (unless otherwise specified in 
the section “The price includes”)
• Transfer on arrival and departure
• Porter services
• Tips, extras and personal expenses
• Anything else not included in section “The itinerary as described includes”.

All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.Firenze

shimmering waterways, elaborate bridges and great palaces: St. 
Mark’s square with its splendid cathedral and the Doge’s Palace, 
the Rialto Bridge and the Bridge of Sighs. At the end of the tour, 
free time to explore the bridges over the lagoon, the characteristic 
narrow Venetian streets, the shops, the old bars, the typical canals 
and scenic spots. Return to hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 8: VENICE, FLORENCE
(approx. 255 km) 
After breakfast we go to the “cradle of Renaissance”: Florence. Our 
local guide introduces us to the many delights of this city: the Duomo, 
with its iconic red-tiled dome and the beautiful Ponte Vecchio, that 
is home to 43 jewellers’ shops, Piazza della Signoria with its Palazzo, 
also known as Palazzo Vecchio and the Basilica of Santa Croce. 
It’s time to say “Arrivederci”!

For those who wish to further explore Italy this tour can be com-
bined with our tour “Hidden Treasures of Central Italy”.
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Florence
Arezzo

Perugia
SpoletoBolsena

Montecatini

Rome

 8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: FLORENCE, MONTECATINI 
(approx. 50 km)
Benvenuti a Firenze, the “cradle of Renaissance”, where we spend 
the first day. Our local guide introduces us to the many delights of 
this city: the Duomo, with its iconic red-tiled dome and the beauti-
ful Ponte Vecchio, that is home to 43 jewellers’ shops, Piazza della 
Signoria with its Palazzo, also known as Palazzo Vecchio and the 
Basilica of Santa Croce. Free time at leisure to explore Florence and 
the 1.700 masterpieces in the world -wide famous Uffizi Gallery. 
At the end of this day we go to our hotel in Montecatini area for 
dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: MONTECATINI, VINCI, PISA, LUCCA, MONTECATINI 
(approx. 130 km)
The day is dedicated to the discovery of marvelous Tuscany. After 
breakfast, we leave for Vinci, the town where Leonardo was born. It 
is located in the center of a lush countryside which gives it a unique 
and highly striking appearance. The church of Santa Croce preser-
ves the baptismal font where Leonardo was baptized. The Leonardo 
museum is located within the castle. Next, we proceed to Pisa where 
our guide leads us to discover the famous Piazza dei Miracoli with 
its well-known symbol: the leaning tower. We will then leave for 
Lucca, a place of true beauty. Majestic city walls encircle a Roman 
and Medieval center with an ancient arena, now transformed in a 
semicircular square Piazza dell’Anfiteatro. Tiny churches and narrow 
streets make Lucca a real beauty. At the end of this unforgettable 
day we get to the hotel in Montecatini for dinner and overnight stay. 

HIDDEN
TREASURES 
OF CENTRAL
ITALY

DAY 3: MONTECATINI, SAN GIMIGNANO, MONTERIGGIONI, 
SIENA, AREZZO 
(approx. 240 km)
We continue the visit of our Tuscany and after breakfast head toward 
San Gimignano; walking along the streets of San Gimignano is like 
taking a dive into medieval times. Streets, piazzas, palaces, simple 
houses, churches make the town charming and unforgettable. Its 
famous towers dominate the valley from the top of the hill. We then 
continue to Monteriggioni, a small jewel immersed in the hills of 
Siena, which appears suddenly like a crown placed on the summit 
of the hill. It is a medieval town born within a ring of walls which 
is still intact, distinguished by fourteen towers, which surround 
the unique piazza. To conclude, we reach Siena, one of the most 
beautiful cities of Tuscany. Built on the top of three hills, the city is 
crossed by broad boulevards and narrow alleys which lead to its 
heart: Piazza del Campo with the Torre del Mangia tower and the 
Duomo. At the end, we will return to our hotel in the Arezzo area 
for dinner and the overnight stay.

DAY 4: AREZZO, ASSISI, PERUGIA
(approx. 130 km) 
After breakfast we depart to discover Arezzo, an ancient city which 
gave birth to many famous characters of Italian literature. We freely 
visit the fabulous Piazza Grande, the Duomo, the Roman amphithe-
ater, the Tower, and the Town Palace before continuing on our trip 
toward Assisi, the city of St. Francis, patron saint of Italy. Our gui-
de accompanies us to the Rocca Maggiore and the Basilica of the 
Saint with its famous paintings by Giotto and Cimabue. We visit the 
many churches where Francis preached peace and serenity, which 

Toscana
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characterizes this medieval town still today. In the evening, we re-
ach our hotel in the Perugia area for dinner and the overnight stay.

DAY 5: PERUGIA, SPELLO, BEVAGNA, SPOLETO 
(approx. 75 km)
After breakfast we depart to discover Perugia and with our guide we 
visit this picturesque ancient city located on top of a hill, from which 
one can enjoy a beautiful panoramic view. The many streets running 
up- and downhill make Perugia the pearl of central Italy. We will follow 
them until we arrive at the fulcrum of the city, the Fontana Maggiore 
fountain. At the end of the visit we continue toward Spello, a beautiful 
town ensconced among beautiful olive groves, which climbs uphill 
until reaching the towers, up through small streets and alleyways 
beautified by multicolored flowers. Next stop is Bevagna, one of the 
few flat towns of Umbria… a rest for the legs! Crossing the historic 
center to arrive at the splendid Piazza Silvestri gives the sensation 
of entering a film. At the end of the day, we head for our hotel in the 
Spoleto area for dinner and the overnight stay.

DAY 6: SPOLETO, TODI, BOLSENA 
(approx. 95 km) 
After breakfast we reach Spoleto and with our guide we visit this 
splendid city, nestled among green trees and beautified by the majestic 
Duomo and monumental castle. The entire historic area is focused 
on the ups and downs of small pedestrian streets. Afterwards, we 
leave for Todi, the medieval city of the poet Jacopone da Todi. The 
town is located on a hill that dominates the valley of the Tiber river. 
We visit this concentration of beauty among which the walls and the 
historic Piazza del Popolo, the People’s Square. Last but not least, we 
arrive at Bolsena for dinner and the overnight stay.

DAY 7: BOLSENA, CIVITA DI BAGNOREGIO, ORVIETO, 
VITERBO, ROME 
(approx. 180 km)
After breakfast, we leave for Civita di Bagnoregio, an ancient town 
abandoned by its inhabitants but not by tourists who are fascinated by 
this fairytale - like place, connected to the rest of the world by a long 
bridge. It is called “the city that dies” because of the slow collapse of 
the tufa stone walls. We continue with the discovery of the beauties 
of Orvieto, which rises up on a tufa cliff that dominates the valley. A 
cablecar takes us to the Well of Saint Patrick, where our itinerary be-
gins with our local guide, reaching the spectacular gothic Cathedral 
which is famous throughout the world. Now Viterbo awaits us, the 
medieval city of ancient origins historically known as the City of Popes 
for having been the seat of the papacy in the past. With our guide we 
visit the Palace of the Popes, the Duomo of San Lorenzo and some of 
the many churches in the city. The day ends with the arrival at the 
hotel in the Rome area for dinner and the overnight stay.

DAY 8: ROME
Today, the Eternal City will surprise us! Walking through its streets is 
like traveling backwards in time among ancient Roman ruins, monu-
ments, marvelous piazzas, fountains, gardens, villas, and churches of 

Bolsena

 Hidden treasures of central Italy - (8 days/7 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 2 hour guided tour of Florence
• Entrance to the Leonardo da Vinci Museum in Vinci
• 2 hour guided tour of Pisa
• Full day in San Gimignano, Monteriggioni and Siena
• 2 hour guided tour of Assisi
• 2 hour guided tour of Perugia
• 2 hour guided tour of Spoleto
• 2 hour guided tour of Orvieto
• 2 hour guided tour of Viterbo
• Guided tour of Rome
• Accompaniment for the whole duration of the trip 
• Bus according to the program
• Overnight stays with half pension plans (breakfast and dinner) in 3 or 4 star 
hotels according to the schedule (2 nights in the Montecatini Terme area; 1 night 
in the Arezzo area; 1 night in the Perugia area; 1 night in the Spoleto area; 1 night 
in the Lago di Bolsena area; 1 night in the Rome area)

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Tourist tax where due
• Drinks with meals
• Entrances to parks, monuments and museums (unless otherwise specified in 
the section “The price includes”)
• Transfer on arrival and departure
• Porter services
• Tips, extras and personal expenses
• Anything else not included in section “The itinerary as described includes”.

All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

all historic periods where each time one discovers amazing paintings, 
statues and altars. We visit Rome with our guide in the morning both 
in a bus and by foot, and we have free time available to admire this 
incredible city: the Colosseum, the Roman Forum, Piazza Navona, 
the Trevi Fountain, the altar of the Country await us! Our tour ends 
here. In the afternoon you can to visit the Vatican City across the 
Tiber, the heart of Catholic Christianity. The time has come to say 
goodbye with a warm ARRIVEDERCI!

For those who wish to further explore Italy this tour can be combi-
ned with our tours “Colours of South-Western Italy” or “Flavours 
of South-Eastern Italy”.

Arezzo
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Rome

Pescara

Trani
Bari

Brindisi
Matera

Taranto
Otranto

 8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: ANCIENT ROME 
Our tour begins with the discovery of the wonders of the Eternal City. 
Walking through its streets is like travelling back in time, between 
the ancient Roman ruins, monuments, marvellous squares, foun-
tains, gardens and villas as well as temples and churches of all 
ages - each one revealing stunning paintings, statues and altars. 
With our guide we visit Rome both by coach and on foot, and have 
free time available to admire this amazing city: the Colosseum, the 
Roman Forum, Piazza Navona, the Trevi Fountain, and the National 
Monument “Altare Della Patria”.... all waiting to be discovered! At 
the end of this memorable day we go to a hotel near Rome for dinner 
and overnight accommodation.

DAY 2: ROME, THE VATICAN CITY, TIVOLI AND PESCARA 
(approx. 210 km)
After breakfast we return to the historical centre of Rome to fur-
ther explore the capital. The Vatican City, the heart of Catholic 
Christianity, awaits us beyond the Tiber River. With our guide we 
admire the magnificent and extremely vast Vatican Museums, which 
represent one of the largest and most interesting museum com-
plexes in the world, with the incomparable Sistine Chapel famous 
for Michelangelo’s Last Judgement. 
We then leave Rome to continue towards Tivoli and its villas. With 
our guide we visit the baroque Villa d’Este, a masterpiece of the 
Italian garden, with its impressive concentration of fountains, nym-
phs, grottoes, water games. We then continue to the Imperial Villa 
Adriana, the most important and complex villa that remains from 

FLAVOURS OF 
SOUTH-EASTERN 
ITALY

the Roman era. Next we proceed to our hotel in Pescara area for 
dinner and overnight accommodation. 

DAY 3: PESCARA, CASTEL DEL MONTE, TRANI 
(approx. 290 km)
After breakfast we head towards Castel Del Monte, Andria in Puglia 
where we visit this little treasure trove of history and culture, built 
on a rocky spur. The castle still stands isolated on a promontory of 
unspoilt countryside and retains its dramatic magnificence. 
At a farmhouse in the area we enjoy a tasty snack with typical 
products of Puglia. We then continue to Trani, where the harbour, 
full of colourful boats, overlooks the cathedral and the castle, the 
two jewels of the town. We then proceed to our hotel for dinner 
and the 4 nights’ accommodation.

DAY 4: MATERA, ALBEROBELLO, LOCOROTONDO
(approx. 195 km) 
After breakfast our guide awaits us in Matera. Falling in love with 
this town is very easy! It is impossible not to remain enchanted by 
its famous “Sassi” full of history, its famous small but equally be-
autiful rock churches, the huge square in the centre - revealing an 
archaeological site- and Belvedere, overlooking the ancient villa-
ge houses and caves... We find a magical atmosphere not only in 
Matera, but also in Alberobello, towards which we continue our 
journey. Walking through the streets of this town, which is over-
looked by the beautiful and unique trulli, is like being catapulted 
into another world of timeless charm. 
The last stop of our day, but not the least important, is the village 
of Locorotondo, so named for its characteristic round shape, on the 

Tivoli
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summit of a hill. The charm of its streets and the old town with its 
whitewashed houses will delight us. At the end of this unforgettable 
day we return to the hotel for dinner and overnight accommodation.

DAY 5: TARANTO, BRINDISI, OSTUNI 
(approx. 190 km)
After breakfast we go to Taranto, also known as the city of the two 
seas (Mar Grande and Mar Piccolo) where an iron swing bridge con-
nects the old town to the new town - an important harbour with 
the reflection of two castles in its waters. 
We continue to Brindisi, a maritime city with many different aspects. 
With our guide we visit the Norman Cathedral, the Roman column 
and Piazza della Vittoria. 
To end the day we head to Ostuni, known as the White City, which 
enchants all ... Its characteristic whitewashed houses are built on 
a hill and unfold in a maze of narrow streets. 
The day has come to an end and we return to our hotel for dinner 
and overnight accommodation.

DAY 6: LECCE, OTRANTO 
(approx. 310 km) 
After breakfast with our guide we visit Lecce, full of rich artistic 
and architectural heritage, where the bizarre and rich Baroque style 
dominates. Each corner of Lecce offers amazing views: the cathe-
dral, the amphitheatre, the old City Gates and the Basilica of Santa 
Croce, a jewel of Baroque art. Later we proceed to Otranto, also 
known as the “Gateway to the East”, with its bastions, its dense 
network of narrow streets, the castle and the cathedral. 
Its historical and artistic beauty will remain in your heart forever! 
On the journey back to our hotel, we stop in a typical winery in 
Salento to taste the excellent wines of Puglia. 
We then return to the hotel for dinner and overnight accommodation.

DAY 7: CASTELLANA GROTTE, CANOSA DI PUGLIA, BARI 
(approx. 250 km)
Today we visit the fascinating Castellana Caves - an extraordi-
nary natural spectacle in the karstic underground. We walk through 
the picturesque scenery formed by stalactites, stalagmites, fossils, 
canyons and caves until we reach the wonderful White Cave. 
Later we continue towards Canosa di Puglia, where there is time 
to see the important archaeological sites. 
The journey continues towards Barletta, with its narrow intersecting 
streets in the historic centre that encompass the main monuments: 
the Colossus of Bronze and the Cathedral. In the evening we proceed 
to our hotel for dinner and overnight accommodation.

DAY 8: BARI
(approx. 90 km)
It is the last day of our tour, culminating with a visit to Bari - rich 
in Arabic and Norman tradition and culture. 
The city is made memorable by the scents that permeate the Old 
Town, its beautiful promenade and the impressive basilica. 
We leave you with a warm ARRIVEDERCI!

Otranto

 Flavours of south-eastern Italy - (8 days/7 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 2 hours guided tour of Rome 
• Entrance to the Vatican Museums with a guided tour 
• Entrance to Villa d’Este and Villa Adriana in Tivoli with guided tour 
• Farmhouse visit and light lunch with tasting of typical products 
• 2 hours guided tour of Matera 
• 2 hours guided tour of Lecce 
• Winery visit with wine tasting in Manduria 
• Entrance to the Caves of Castellana with guided tour 
• 2 hours guided tour of Bari 
• Services of a Tour Escort for the whole duration of the tour
• Coach as scheduled 
• 7 nights with half-board (breakfast and dinner) in 3 or 4 star hotels as per pro-
gramme (1 night Rome area, 1 night Pescara area, 4 nights Castellaneta Marina/
Cisternino area, and 1 night Barletta/Trani area)

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Tourist tax where due
• Drinks with meals
• Entrances to parks, monuments and museums (unless otherwise specified in 
the section “The price includes”)
• Transfer on arrival and departure
• Porter services
• Tips, extras and personal expenses
• Anything else not included in section “The itinerary as described includes”.

All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

Castel del Monte
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Rome

Caserta

Sorrento

Pizzo Calabro

Reggio Calabria

Tropea

Taormina

 8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: ROME 
Our tour begins with the discovery of the wonders of the Eternal City. 
Walking through its streets is like travelling back in time, between 
the ancient Roman ruins, monuments, marvellous squares, foun-
tains, gardens and villas as well as temples and churches of all 
ages - each one revealing stunning paintings, statues and altars. 
With our guide we visit Rome both by bus and on foot, and have 
free time available to admire this amazing city: the Colosseum, the 
Roman Forum, Piazza Navona, the Trevi Fountain, and the National 
Monument “Altare Della Patria”… all waiting to be discovered! 
At the end of this memorable day we go to a hotel near Rome for 
dinner and overnight accommodation.

DAY 2: ROME, MONTECASSINO, CASERTA 
(approx. 250 km)
After breakfast we return to the historical centre of Rome to fur-
ther explore the capital.
The Vatican City, the heart of Catholic Christianity, awaits us beyond 
the Tiber River. With our guide we admire the magnificent and extre-
mely vast Vatican Museums, which represent one of the largest and 
most interesting museum complexes in the world, with the incom-
parable Sistine Chapel famous for Michelangelo’s Last Judgement. 
Next, we leave for Montecassino and visit the Abbey, beautifully 
raised from the ruins of four destructions- the last of which took 
place during the Second World War. 
After, we proceed to our hotel in Caserta area for dinner and over-
night accommodation. 

COLOURS OF 
SOUTH-WESTERN 
ITALY

DAY 3: CASERTA, NAPLES, SORRENTO 
(approx. 450 km)
Following breakfast, our next destination is the Royal Palace in 
Caserta - an historical residence that once belonged to the Royal 
House of Bourbon - with its vast park with gardens, fountains, wa-
terfalls and sculptures. Our journey continues towards Naples, a 
city of many faces, colours, flavours and traditions. With our gui-
de we visit the historic Vomero, the narrow streets of the popular 
Spanish Quarter and breathe in the dreamlike atmosphere of San 
Gregorio Armeno and the romantic charm of Mergellina. It is all 
Napoli and all of it will fascinate and captivate you! At the end of 
the day we proceed to our hotel in Sorrento area for dinner and 
overnight accommodation.

DAY 4: SORRENTO AND THE SURROUNDING AREA
(approx. 195 km) 
A day of relaxation and leisure at your hotel or the opportunity to explore 
the local sights: stroll through the quaint streets of the pretty clifftop 
town of Sorrento, take a boat to the glamorous Capri, with its sug-
gestive corners, its history, its cuisine and its hospitable people; take 
the coastal drive to Amalfi and Positano, the beautiful pearls of the 
Amalfi Coast famous for the breath-taking views of the sea; or explore 
Pompeii, a place made immortal by a catastrophic volcanic eruption, 
excavated to reveal everyday life in a ancient Roman town. In the 
evening dinner and overnight stay in your hotel in the Sorrento area.

DAY 5: SORRENTO, PAESTUM, CIVITA, PIZZO CALABRO 
(approx. 50 km)
Today we leave Sorrento and proceed towards Calabria. Our first stop 

Positano
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is a guided tour of Paestum – an important archaeological site of an-
cient Greek heritage. We can admire the well preserved city walls and 
the majestic temples in Doric style. Then we stop for a walk in Civita, 
quiet village overlooking the Ionian Sea. The city is also called “The 
Land of the Devil’s Bridge. Its landscapes are defined among the most 
beautiful of the Calabria. In the late afternoon we arrive at the hotel 
in Pizzo Calabro for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 6: PIZZO CALABRO, TROPEA, PIZZO CALABRO 
(approx. 60 km) 
After a well-earned rest, today our guide accompanies us to visit Pizzo 
and Tropea. Pizzo Calabro, a beautiful village perched on the coast on 
a promontory, in addition to being a major fishing centre is a popular 
tourist resort known for its beautiful coastline and its mild climate. 
Strolling along its picturesque historic centre we have the opportu-
nity to taste the famous truffle of Pizzo, traditional ice cream from 
the local artisan bakery Tropea is the pearl of the “Coast of the Gods,” 
the earthly paradise where the famous braids of red onions and chil-
lies excel. From the cliffs overlooking the sea we can enjoy a unique 
spectacle. We then return to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 7: PIZZO CALABRO, SCILLA, REGGIO CALABRIA, 
GIARDINI NAXOS, TAORMINA 
(approx. 190 km)
After breakfast, our guide accompanies us to Scilla, a beautiful town 
situated on a promontory that overlooks the Straits of Messina, a 
fishing village, known for its castle. The next destination is Reggio 
Calabria, which preserves the charm of antiquity with its Aragonese 
castle, the Greek walls, the Roman thermal baths and the museum 

Taormina

 Colours of south-western Italy - (8 days/7 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 2 hours of guided tour of Rome 
• Entrance to the Vatican Museum with a guided tour 
• Entrance to the Abbey of Montecassino 
• Entrance to the Royal Palace in Caserta 
• 2 hours of guided tour of Naples 
• Entrance to the archaeological park of Paestum with a guided tour
• Full day guide for Pizzo and Tropea
• Full day guide for Scylla and Reggio Calabria
• Ferry from Villa San Giovanni to Messina
• Guided tour of Taormina
• Accompaniment for the whole duration 
• Bus as scheduled
• Nights with half-board (breakfast and dinner) in a 3 or 4 star hotel as per pro-
gram (1 night in Rome, 1 night in Caserta, 2 nights in Sorrento, 2 nights in Tropea, 
1 night in Taormina)

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Tourist tax where due
• Drinks with meals
• Entrances to parks, monuments and museums (unless otherwise specified in 
the section “The price includes”)
• Transfer on arrival and departure
• Porter services
• Tips, extras and personal expenses
• Anything else not included in section “The itinerary as described includes”.

All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.Tropea

that contains the majestic Riace Bronzes. With the ferry we reach 
Messina, located on the extreme north-east point of Sicily and from 
there we go to the Giardini Naxos, the first Greek colony in Sicily, 
cradle of ancient Mediterranean civilizations. We proceed to our 
hotel in Taormina the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 8: TAORMINA
(approx. 90 km)
Our journey has come to an end. After breakfast, with our guide we 
visit Taormina, the beautiful city that releases art, culture, archi-
tecture and history from every corner. The visit to the Greek-roman 
theatre is definitely worth it! The time has now come to say goodbye 
with a nice ARRIVEDERCI!

Montecassino
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Taormina
Palermo

Trapani

Selinunte
Agrigento

Noto
Siracusa

 8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: TAORMINA AREA 
Self-organised arrival by yourself at the hotel in Taormina area in 
the afternoon. The clients will find an information brochure at the 
hotel reception. Dinner and overnight in the hotel.

DAY 2: TAORMINA MARE, CASTELBUONO, CEFALÙ, PALERMO 
(approx. 300 km)
Breakfast in Hotel. Briefing with the tourguide and departure to 
Castelbuono, a medieval town famous for its castle, from which it 
derives its name. Around the castle the city grew up in the 14th century. 
Here you admire, walking on the streets, the medieval castle and the 
church of Matrice Vecchia. Continuation to Cefalù to visit this lovely 
medieval town and its famous cathedral Arabo-Normanno, one of the 
most beautiful churches in Sicily, built by Ruggero II, the first King of 
Sicily. Continuation to Palermo. Arrival at the hotel in the afternoon. 
Dinner and overnight. For the clients that start the tour on Sunday 
fromPalermo: free arrival at hotel, dinner and overnight. 

DAY 3: PALERMO, MONREALE, OPTIONAL: MONTE 
PELLEGRINO, MONDELLO 
(approx. 50 km)
After breakfast in hotel half-day guided tour of Palermo, capital of 
Sicily. We start the visit from the old part of the city with the Royal 
Palace, the Palatina Chapel and the Cathedral. Afterwards you visit 
Monreale famous for its Cathedral with Byzantine mosaics figurating 
Christ Pancreator and its Cloister. In the afternoon optional excur-
sion to Monte Pellegrino with its spectacular views of the city, its 

SICILIAN 
SUNSHINE

surrounding mountains and the ocean and the sanctuary of Saint 
Rosalia, the patron of the city. Goehte once described Monte Pellegrino 
as the most beautiful promontory in the world. Continuation to the 
small fishing village Mondello with its marvellous beach, where you 
have 1 hour freetime. Dinner and overnight in hotel at Palermo.

DAY 4: ERICE, TRAPANI, SELINUNTE, AGRIGENTO
(approx. 340 km) 
Breakfast in Hotel. Visit of Erice, the medieval town on the summit of 
Monte San Giuliano. Here we can admire the Norman Castle and the 
cathedral. Stop at a bakery shop to taste the typical almond pastry of 
Erice. Continuation to Trapani, the ancient Dreapanum, with his me-
dieval district situated on the headland pointing out to the sea. In the 
afternoon visit of the archaeological park of Selinunte that contains the 
ruins of the temples and the Greek Acropolis. On to Agrigento. Overnight.

DAY 5: AGRIGENTO, PIAZZA ARMERINA, TAORMINA BEACH 
(approx. 370 km)
Breakfast in hotel. In the morning visit of Agrigento and guided tour of 
the Valley of Temples, where you can admire the Temple of Juno, the 
Temple of Concorde, one of the best preserved doric temples in the 
whole greek world, the Temple of Ercules and the Temple of Castor 
and Pollux. Continuation to Piazza Armerina in the afternoon including 
a short break to have a tasting of typical Sicilian food like olive paté, 
olives, marmelades and wine. Hereafter you have a guided tour of 
the Villa Romana del Casale, famous for the most beautiful collection 
of late-Roman mosaics and later on also the city with its Cathedral. 
Continuation to Taormina beach, where you arrive in the late after-
noon. Dinner and overnight in your hotel in Taormina.

Piazza Armerina

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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DAY 6: TAORMINA BEACH, ETNA, TAORMINA 
(approx. 130 km) 
Half board in hotel. In the morning excursion to Mt. Etna, the highest 
peak of Sicily and the most active volcano in Europe. The territory sur-
rounding the vulcan constitutes the “Park of Etna”, one of the largest 
protected areas in Italy: you will be astonished about the great variety of 
vegetation and landscapes that we meet along the way before arriving 
at the “Silvesti Craters”. 
From here on you have the option to continue the excursion by jeep. Stop 
at a local beekeeper to taste quality honey and have a winetasting and 
to see how it produced. 
In the afternoon visit of Taormina, situated on a rocky plateau on the 
slopes of the steeply dropping Monte Tauro, dominating the Ionian co-
ast from Capo Sant’Andrea to Capo Taormina. Possibility, to visit the 
Greek-Roman theatre, the 2nd largest classical theatre in Sicily. Return 
in hotel. Overnight.

DAY 7: TAORMINA BEACH, NOTO, SIRACUSA 
(approx. 300 km)
Half board in Hotel. Full day excursion. First stop in Noto to disco-
ver the beautiful baroque in Sicily. On to Syracuse, one of the most 
interesting archaeological sites of the island. Guided tour at the 
Archeological Park, the Roman Amphitheatre, the Greek Theatre, 
the Ear of Dionysus,the Cave of the Cordari, Island of Ortigia, the 
most ancient nucleus of the city with its stunning cathedral. Return 
in hotel in the late afternoon. Dinner and overnight.

DAY 8: TAORMINA BEACH
Breakfast at Hotel. End of our services.

Siracusa

 Sicilian sunshine - (8 days/7 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 2 hours guided tour of Palermo
• 2 hours guided tour of Selinunte 
• 2 hours guided tour of Agrigento (Valle dei Templi)
• Guided tour of Villa Romana del Casale in Piazza Armerina (entrance fees not incl.)
• 2 hours guided of Siracusa
• Almond pastry tasting in Erice
• Tasting of typical local products near Agrigento
• Honey and wine tasting on Mt. Etna
• Services of a Tour Guide for the whole duration of the circuit
• Coach for the whole duration of the tour
• 7 nights with half-board (breakfast and dinner) in 3 or 4 star hotels as per pro-
gram (3 nights in Palermo and 4 nights in Taormina) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Tourist tax where due
• Drinks with meals
• Entrances to parks, monuments and museums (unless otherwise specified in 
the section “The price includes”)
• Transfer on arrival and departure
• Porter services
• Tips, extras and personal expenses
• Anything else not included in section”The price includes”.
• Optional excursion to Mt. Pellegrino and Mondello (Euro 20,00)

All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.Mondello

Palermo
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Aosta Varese
Como

Turin
Milan

Valle d’Aosta is the smallest italian region, surrounded by the highest 
peaks of the Alps such as Mont Blanc and Cervino. It features the small 
roman town of Aosta and some very interesting medieval castles. 
We combine this tour with the one on Lake Maggiore, one of the most 
beautiful italian lakes for an unforgettable holiday. 

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in the Aosta region, welcome drink, 
dinner and overnight at your hotel.

DAY 2: AOSTA AND FENIS (approx. 500 km)
Practically untouched by mass tourism,and among Alpine peaks 
that rise like marble cathedrals lies the regional capital Aosta, a 
once-important Roman settlement that retains a charming historic 
centre. Wherever you look, traces of the past hint at the ancient 
splendour of Augusta Praetoria, the city founded by the Romans, 
of which today we can still admire the magnificent Arch dedica-
ted to the Emperor Augustus, the monumental Porta Pretoria gate, 
the Theatre and the cryptoportico. We will see the monumental 
complex of Sant’Orso with its cloister and the gothic Cathedral. 
In the afternoon we will move to Fenis to see one of the castles of 
Valle d’Aosta, famous for its architecture and its many towers and 
battlemented walls. 
Return to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 3: COURMAYEUR (approx. 70 km)
After breakfast optional excursion to Courmayeur, the oldest alpi-
ne spa town located right at the foot of the Europe’s highest peak, 
Mont Blanc. We will take the first section of the Mont Blanc cable 
car to reach the alpine botanical garden at the altitude of more 
than 2000 metres. The garden takes its name from a very rare plant 
which grows in the rocky pastures: the Saussurea alpina. Return 
to your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 4: TURIN + LAKE MAGGIORE (approx. 250 km)
Today we will head to the Venaria Reale, famous as the Palace of 
the Royal House of Savoy and surrounded by magnificent gardens. 
We will then go to the Stupinigi Hunting Residence, an elegant ar-
chitectural masterpiece. Later, we head back to Turin, a majestic 
city: the Cathedral, obelisks, grand squares and boulevards, the 
Castle, and the Piazza San Carlo are all waiting for you! We will have 
free time to climb the awe-inspiring Mole Antonelliana or visit the 
renowned Egyptian Museum. We will also have a proper break at 
one of the city’s historic cafés to enjoy Bicerin, a local hot drink in 
Turin. Return to your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 5: LAKE MAGGIORE (approx. 20 km)
In the morning departure to Stresa, the pearl of Lake Maggiore. 
Its panoramic and architectural beauty and mild climate make it 
a popular tourist destination. We will venture off by boat to the 
stupendous Borromean Islands, which form the backdrop to the 
marvelous landscape of the lake. Isola Pescatori is a charming island 

VALLE D’AOSTA
AND LAKE 
MAGGIORE

with quaint houses lining the cobbled lanes and fishing boats bobbing 
around gently in the harbour. The island features many restaurants 
where you can try the local fish specialities. Isola Bella is the most 
famous of the Borromean Islands: once a small village, the Island 
was transformed from the Borromeo family and is now famous for 
the baroque Palazzo and its gardens. Isola Madre, the biggest of the 
Borromean Islands completes the tour with its botanical gardens. 
Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 6: LAKES TOUR (approx. 200 km)
After breakfast departure by bus with our guide to tour the three 
lakes: Lake Lugano, Lake Como and Lake Maggiore. From Lake 
Maggiore we will reach Switzerland for a brief tour of the small town 
of Ascona. From Locarno we will reach Lake Lugano, which belongs 
in part to Switzerland and in part to Italy. We will stop to visit the 
city of Lugano and subsequently will arrive at the Swiss Miniature 
Village. We will proceed across the bridge dividing Chiasso to rea-
ch Como, the administrative capital and heart of the silk industry 
and have a tour of the city to admire its sights: the Cathedral, the 
historic Town hall, the Tower of Porta Vittoria and the Basilica of 
San Capoforo dating back to the XII century. Back on the motorway 
we will go to the southern most tip of Lake Maggiore and to Arona 
with a splendid view of the Angera Castle on the opposite shore of 
the lake. Return to hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 7: LAKES TOUR (approx. 180 km)
After breakfast, departure by bus for Milan, Capital of Lombardy, 
for a guided tour of the city. The tour includes: the famed “Duomo”, 
one of the largest churches in the world, the sophisticated La Scala 
Theatre and the imposing Sforzesco Castle. Free afternoon. Return 
to hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 8: It’s time to say “Arrivederci”.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Turin
Milan

Pavia

Genova

Alba Asti

Nestled in the north-western part of Italy, Piedmont is l surrounded 
by the Alps – actually, the word means “at the foot of the mountains”. 
It is a unique region in Italy because of the coexistence of gentle slo-
pes, small glacial lakes, industrial cities, intensely cropped plains, 
and endless vineyards. Thanks to its geographic position, Piedmont 
has always been a sort of link between north-western Europe and 
the rest of Italy. 

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in the Acqui Terme/Monferrato region, 
welcome drink, dinner and overnight at your hotel.

DAY 2: MONFERRATO AND ASTI (approx. 100 km)
Practically untouched by mass tourism, Monferrato is a unique re-
gion whose countryside is accented with soft, rolling hills, rich-soi-
led plains, divided by rivers and forests, set before the majestic 
backdrop of the Alps – the first Vineyard landscape to enter the 
Unesco heritage list with Langhe and Roero. On our way to Asti we 
will visit this area and of course have a taste of its wines. Asti is a 
gem of Piedmont. Lesser known than other Italian cities, Asti has 
a century-long history and features a city-centre rich in medieval 
towers and noble palaces once owned by powerful banker fami-
lies recognized for their power all over Europe. This journey back 
in time begins with the Romans, who founded the ancient Hasta, 
later an independent medieval town. A walking tour will show you 
the beautiful well preserved city center of this town. Return to the 
Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 3: TURIN (approx. 250 km)
Today we will head to the Venaria Reale, famous as the Palace of 
the Royal House of Savoy and surrounded by magnificent gardens. 
We will then go to the Stupinigi Hunting Residence, an elegant ar-
chitectural masterpiece. Later, we head back to Turin, a majestic 
city that leaves nothing wanting: the Cathedral, obelisks, grand 
squares and boulevards, the Castle, and the Piazza San Carlo are 
all waiting for you! We will have free time to climb the awe-inspi-
ring Mole Antonelliana or visit the renowned Egyptian Museum. 
We will also have a proper break at one of the city’s historic cafés 
to enjoy Bicerin, a local hot drink in Turin. Return to your hotel for 
dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 4: ALBA AND THE CASTLE OF BAROLO (approx. 150 km)
After breakfast, our day will begin by travelling to Alba, heart of 
the Langhe, at the center of a landscape of rolling hills and lush vi-
neyards. We will have free time to explore this small village known 
as “the city of 100 Towers.” We will then move to La Morra and Barolo 
and visit a traditional wine cellar where our taste buds will rejoice 
tasting some classic wines and local products. Return to the Hotel 
for dinner and overnight.

DAY 5: GENOA (approx. 150 km)
A large sea port, an architectural wonder, a fascinating city of art... 

PIEDMONT

this is Genoa. With its great artistic heritage, Genoa’s medieval 
center, the largest in Europe, is an intricate maze of alleys called 
“Caruggi”. You will discover with our guide the noble past of the 
city and strolling around, you will marvel at remains of medieval 
buildings, XVI century frescoed Palaces and beautiful churches 
overlooking picturesque squares. There will be time at leisure in 
the afternoon for shopping or to simply enjoy a traditional focaccia. 
Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 6: PAVIA (approx. 240 km)
After breakfast departure to the Certosa of Pavia. Here you will 
have the opportunity to visit to Certosa di Pavia (also known as 
Royal Palace). The monastery has 615 years of history and is a re-
al masterpiece of the Lombard Renaissance. You can appreciate 
many artists by visiting the monument thanks to Cistercian monks. 
Continue to Pavia where you will discover the hidden treasures of 
the historic center of the city such as Visconteo Castle, the historic 
courtyards of the University of Pavia, one of the oldest and most 
important in Italy; Piazza della Vittoria, the Duomo and the church 
of San Michele, stage of the coronations of kings in the Middle Ages, 
where you will take suggestive photographs on the Ponte Coperto 
on the Ticino River. At the end of this beautiful day return to the 
hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 7: MILAN (approx. 260 km)
After breakfast, departure by bus for Milan, Capital of Lombardy, 
for a guided tour of the city. The tour includes: the famed “Duomo”, 
one of the largest churches in the world, the sophisticated La Scala 
Theatre and the imposing Sforzesco Castle. Afternoon free. Return 
to hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 8: It’s time to say “Arrivederci”.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Parma

Cremona

Modena

BolognaLa Spezia

With this tour we want to go off the touristic beaten tracks and make 
you visit some of the italian excellences in many fields: from music 
to cars, from gastronomy to art... 

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in the Parma/Reggio Emilia region, 
welcome drink, dinner and overnight at your hotel.

DAY 2: PARMA AND BUSSETO (approx. 80 km)
This day is perfect for opera music lovers, as we are in the birthpla-
ce of the composer Giuseppe Verdi. The day starts with Parma, a 
guided tour will show you the beautiful cathedral with its beautiful 
Correggio paintings, the Baptistry of Antelami, a real masterpiece 
of the medieval sculpture and the Pilotta Palace, once residence 
of the Farnese family, that ruled over Parma for 5 centuries. In the 
afternoon we move to Busseto, the birthplace of Giuseppe Verdi: we 
will first go to the “Rocca,” once the castle of the Pallavicino family, 
to visit the Verdi Theatre, and then to Museo Casa Barezzi to visit 
the amazing salons where Verdi often held concerts. We will also 
visit Villa Verdi, the house where Giuseppe Verdi lived for 50 years 
just outside Busseto. Return to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 3: MODENA (approx. 100 km)
In the morning departure by coach with our tour escort to Modena: 
the Cathedral with the Ghirlandina bell tower are part of the Unesco 
heritage as masterpieces of the romanesque art. The Cathedral is also 
called the Bible made of Stone for its decorations both outside and 
inside. Modena is known all over the world for its Ferrari cars. A visit 
of the Museo Ferrari in the neighbouring village of Maranello is a must: 
vintage cars and formula 1 cars along with the history of this brand are 
on display. Then another excellence of this town is balsamic winegar 
(Aceto balsamico tradizionale di Modena). A visit of a Vinegar Plant 
(acetaia) will explain how this product is made and especially... how 
real balsamico tastes! Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 4: FONTANELLATO AND TORRECHIARA (approx. 100 km)
Departure for Fontanellato, recognised as one of the most beauti-
ful Italian small towns. You will walk through the medieval streets 
to drink in the fascination of its perfectly intact historical centre. 
There will be a guided tour of the fortress, erected in XIV century by 
Sanvitale family. The castle features the small and fabulous room 
frescoed by Parmigianino. Then you will visit Torrechiara castle, 
an elegant and evocative castle of XV century. From the terrace 
the magnificent view embraces vineyards which cover the gentle 
Parma hills. These hills are famous for the production of 2 italian 
excellences: Parma ham and Parmigiano cheese. A visit of a ham 
and of a cheese factory will reveal how they are made... and how 
they taste. Return to hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 5: BOLOGNA (approx. 180 km)
Today we head to the main town of Emilia Romagna, Bologna: the 
town is known worldwide as “La Dotta” (because it was home to the 

THE HIDDEN 
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first university in Europe founded in 1088), “La Grassa” (thanks to 
reputedly the best cuisine in Italy), and “La Turrita” (for the presence 
of 24 towers of the 100 built in the city around the XII century).  Our 
tour will show you Piazza Maggiore with its main buildings: the City 
Hall, the Podestà Palace, the Neptune’s Fountain, the King Enzo’s 
Palace, and the Basilica of Saint Petronio, one of the biggest chur-
ches in the world. The tour continue the Archiginnasio, the first seat 
of the University of Bologna. Walk through the historical Mercato di 
Mezzo (Food Market) up to Santo Stefano, with its porticos and be-
autiful palaces and the Santo Stefano 7 Churches Complex and the 
Two Leaning Towers of Asinelli and Garisenda. Time at leisure in the 
afternoon before heading back to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 6: CREMONA (approx. 200 km)
After breakfast departure by coach with our tour escort to Cremona 
and guided tour of the town. Later, visit of the Museo dei Violini, where 
you can see some Stradivari and Amati violins, explore five centuries 
of the complex process of violin making and listen to a short violin 
concert. During the visit we will stop in a local confectionery to taste 
the famous local nougat. Return to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 7: CINQUE TERRE (approx. 250 km)
After breakfast departure for a full day excursion to the Cinque 
Terre. We reach the city of La Spezia by coach, then proceed with 
the train into the Cinque Terre. We first visit Vernazza, a small and 
charming fishing village. Vernazza’s historic wealth is reflected in 
the elegant style of its houses and streets, from the castle. We then 
proceed by train to Monterosso, the biggest village of the Cinque 
terre. The old town is delightful with its “caruggi” (narrow alleys), 
you can lose yourself in a glass of “Sciacchetrà” (sweet local wi-
ne) in a cellar or simply walk or take a stroll up to the Convent of 
the Capuchin Friars where you can admire a beautiful panorama. 
A ferry will take you to the enchanting seaside town of Portovenere, 
famous for its tall pastel-colored houses and evocative views from 
the ruins of Doria Castle, where you will have free time to explore, 
before taking a second ferry to La Spezia. Return to the Hotel for a 
farewell dinner with local specialities and overnight.

DAY 8: It’s time to say “Arrivederci”.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Padova

Treviso

Feltre
Bassano

Vicenza

Verona
Venice

Veneto is the most visited region in Italy, cities like Venice and Verona, 
natural wonders like the Dolomites and lake Garda and long and 
beautiful beaches make it the perfect location for holidays. With 
this tour we want to add to the classic activities some “off the bea-
ten tracks” excursion... as there is always something new to explore. 

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in the Vicenza/Padua region, welcome 
drink, dinner and overnight at your hotel.

DAY 2: VICENZA (approx. 50 km)
After breakfast departure for a full day excursion to Vicenza. Guided 
tour of the town including a walk along Corso Palladio - the most 
beautiful street of the town - to admire the wonderful buildings 
dating from the Gothic and Renaissance periods and, of course, 
from the time of the famous architect Andrea Palladio - the most 
important example being the Teatro Olimpico. Proceed to Monte 
Berico and visit the famous Venetian villas Valmarana Ai Nani, also 
well-known for its frescos of Tiepolo, and of the villa “La Rotonda” 
one of the masterpieces of Palladio. Then back to the hotel, dinner 
and overnight stay. Return to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 3: PADUA (approx. 90 km)
In the morning departure by coach with our tour escort to Padua, 
one of the most famous art cities of Italy. Guided tour of the town 
including a walk to the University (founded in 1222), to the Herb 
Market Square and to the Basilica of St. Antonio. Padua is the bir-
thplace of the cocktail “Spritz”, a stop in one of the many bars for a 
Spritz with some snacks is a must. In the afternoon time at leisure 
in this beautiful town. Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 4: VENICE (approx. 150 km)
A tour of this region is not complete without Venice. From the Tronchetto 
parking take the private boat transfer to Piazza San Marco and have 
a guided tour of the historic centre: Piazza San Marco with the Doge’s 
Palace and the Basilica, the Rialto Bridge and the Bridge of Sighs. At the 
end of the tour free time to explore the bridges over the lagoon, the cha-
racteristic narrow Venetian streets, the shops, the old bars, the typical 
canals and scenic spots. Return to hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 5: MAROSTICA, BASSANO, FELTRE (approx. 180 km)
A journey into the countryside, visiting three of the most enchanting 
towns of the region. Our first stop is in Marostica famous for its “hu-
man chess” game. While this only takes place once every 2 years, the 
chess board is visible all year round in the main square, from which 
you can look up to the Castello Superiore. While this is mostly a ruin 
now, it is still an attractive base for walks. The town centre and the 
Castello Inferiore are also worth seeing. We then move on to Bassano 
del Grappa, home of Grappa, the italian spirit which Italians love as 
an after-dinner drink. Of course, we’ll have a stop at the local Grappa 
Museum. We’ll also cross the Ponte degli Alpini, a traditional Palladian 
bridge with a long history. We then head to Feltre, located at the feet 
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of the dolomites. After a short walk in the medieval city center we 
will visit a local brewery “Pedavena” which since 150 years produces 
one of the best italian beers made with local grown barley and hops 
and with spring water. A refreshing beer is of course included before 
heading back to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 6: TREVISO AND PROSECCO (approx. 200 km)
The “Marca Trevisana” is an area rich in history, art and natural beauty. 
The first stop on our day trip is Treviso, a lively old town with picture-
sque views and a vibrant city life. Heart of the city and meeting place 
in Treviso is Piazza dei Signori, dotted with historic buildings like the 
Palazzo dei Trecento and Loggia Dei Cavalieri. We then proceed to the 
Cathedral, a nice example of Romanesque architecture that houses 
famous masterpieces such as frescoes by Pordenone and the altar-
piece with the Annunciation by Titian and the Isola della Pescheria: 
a quaint river island, placed in the centre of Treviso and lapped by 
the River Cagnan Grando, which houses the city fish market. In the 
afternoon we proceed to the wine region of Prosecco, where a visit 
of a vinery with a tasting of this famous sparkling wine is a must. 
Return to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 7: VERONA AND SOAVE (approx. 150 km)
After breakfast departure by bus to Verona and meeting with our 
guide for a tour of the city of Romeo and Juliet. After a brief bus tour, 
visit Piazza Bra where there is the famous Roman Arena, the biggest 
Roman amphitheatre after the Coliseum in Rome. A walk in the centre 
with our guide will take us to Piazza delle Erbe and then to Piazza dei 
Signori, to discover the numerous monuments, towers and churches 
of one of the most beautiful cities in Italy. Free time for shopping sub-
sequently transfer to Soave to explore the medieval village and the 
walls of the picturesque Scaligero Castle. The village gives name to 
an important wine region, famous for its white wines: we will enjoy 
the wines of this region in combination with a traditional dinner in 
an agriturismo. Return to hotel and overnight stay.

DAY 8: It’s time to say “Arrivederci”.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Trieste

Udine
Aquileia

San Daniele

Grado

Lipica

The great variety of landscapes matches the rich and variegated cul-
tural heritage that was determined by a complex history and by the 
confluence of different civilizations in this territory. For this reason, 
Friuli Venezia Giulia looks like a small universe with many different 
traditions: it is the “land of contrasts”. 

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in the Trieste region, welcome drink, 
dinner and overnight at your hotel.

DAY 2: TRIESTE AND THE CASTLE OF MIRAMARE (approx. 20 km)
Trieste is the capital of the Friuli region and has with a rich historical and 
cultural background that played a strong role for the economy of the 
Hapsburg Empire and later Austro-Hungarian monarchy. A walking tour 
will show you the beautiful Catholic and Orthodox churches and one of 
the most beautiful synagogues in Middle Europe, built in a Syrian style. 
You’ll see palaces of remarkable architectural value in Neo-Classical 
style and Italy’s largest square overlooking the sea, Piazza Unità d’I-
talia and the ruins of the Roman Theater. At the end of walking tour, 
we’ll take some time to enjoy a real Italian cappuccino in one of the 
many historical Cafes, as Trieste is known as the homeland of coffee 
culture. After discovering the heart of the city, we’ll continue just few 
kilometres away, to the castle of Miramare. Miramare castle was a ro-
mantic residence of Maximilian from Hapsburg and his wife Charlotte 
from Belgium. Surrounded by a wonderful park with rare botanical 
species, the castle is a wonderful example of a noble residence of the 
mid-seventeenth century. Return to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 3: SPILIMBERGO AND SAN DANIELE (approx. 200 km)
After breakfast departure by coach with our escorted tour to 
Spilimbergo. Short walking tour of the town, visit of the historical 
center, that rises around the city walls and the cathedral, built in 
the Friulian Gothic style, but the highlight of the visit is the local 
mosaic school, that preserves this antique Roman, Byzantine and 
Venetian art. It is possible to see the students coming from all over 
the world work, assembling tiny stones obtained in the close by river 
Tagliamento.We leave Spilimbergo to San Daniele, known all over 
the world for its ham. The visit of a ham production factory with a 
tasting is a must. Back to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 4: ACQUILEIA AND GRADO (approx. 130 km)
After breakfast, our day will begin by travelling to Aquileia, an Ancient 
Roman town that dates back to 181 BC, once one of the biggest cities 
of the Roman Empire. Your guide will show you all the star sights of 
this riverside settlement, the highlight of which has to be the cathe-
dral with its Crypta. Built in a Romanesque style, it’s an unmissable 
landmark that comes wallpapered and carpeted with beautifully-pre-
served mosaics. You’ll also see open-air Roman ruins, believed to be 
the largest Roman city to be fully excavated. We then proceed to the 
popular holiday resort of Grado to take a boat for a trip in the lagoo to 
the Island of Barbana. Barbana is a small island in the Grado Lagoon, 
and it used to be, in fact, connected to the rest of island of Grado until 
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several centuries ago. The reputation of the island was boosted by force 
of the Marian sanctuary located on it, a place featuring a surprisingly 
active religious life. Indeed, the famed Perdon de Barbana gathers a 
large crowd of pilgrims every first Sunday of July. Return to Grado, 
then back to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 5: MUGGIA AND TRIESTE (approx. 30 km)
The fishing village of Muggia, 5km south of Trieste, is the only Italian 
settlement on the historic Istrian peninsula. Slovenia is just 4km south 
and Croatia (the peninsula’s main occupant) a score more. With its 
14th-century castle and semi-ruined walls, the port has a Venetian 
feel and its steep hills make for lovely views back towards Trieste. In 
the afternoon we will take a ferry back to Trieste where there will be 
time at leisure. Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 6: SLOVENIA AND LIPICA (approx. 100 km)
After breakfast we will head to Slovenia: in the morning you’ll explore 
an amazing network of underground caves on board an electric train, 
and in the afternoon you’ll witness an astonishing performance by pu-
rebred Lipizzaner horses, trained specifically for Vienna’s world famous 
Spanish school of riding. The Postojna caves are indeed one of the top 
tourist attractions in Slovenia: 5.3 kilometres of cave are open to vi-
sitors, the longest publicly accessible depth of any cave system in the 
world. To cover this distance you will be able to take advantage of an 
electric train that smoothly takes you from stalagmite to stalactite. 
Look out for a curious creature called the olm, a blind amphibian that 
has adapted to living in pitch darkness and has made the caves its 
home. In the afternoon the tour proceeds to Lipica. This is the home 
of the elegant Lipizzaner horse, the pure white breed that is used in 
Vienna’s Spanish school of riding. Watch a display of these remarkable 
and graceful animals being put through their paces. Return to the hotel 
for dinner and overnight.

DAY 7: UDINE (approx. 170 km)
After breakfast, departure to Udine, a town with squares of Venetian 
charme and ancient buildings: from Piazza Libertà, often considered 
as “the most beautiful Venetian square on the mainland”, to Piazza 
Matteotti which, all surrounded by porticos, seems to be an open-air 
lounge; here you can observe the ancient and colourful historical bu-
ildings which impart the spirit of Udine. We then proceed to Cividale. 
This city has been in the past the capital of the Longobards kingdom, 
with its temple, a sign of Lombard art, its historical centre with its me-
dieval houses and the famous Ponte del Diavolo (Satans Bridge), on 
the Natisone river. On the way back to your hotel the road brings you 
into the Collio wine producing area: an end-of-tour tasting with Collio 
wines and snacks will conclude the excursion.Return to hotel, dinner 
and overnight stay..

DAY 8: It’s time to say “Arrivederci”.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Rimini
Ravenna

Bologna

San Marino
Fano

Urbino

Of Earth’s 196 independent countries, San Marino is the fifth smal-
lest and – arguably – the most curious. A sole survivor of Italy’s once 
powerful city-state network, this landlocked micronation clung on 
long after the more powerful kingdoms of Genoa and Venice folded. 
And still it clings, secure in its status as the world’s oldest surviving 
sovereign state and its oldest republic (since AD 301). The neighbouring 
region Romagna is very popular beach destination, but features some 
of the most beautiful and best preserved medieval towns in Italy. 

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in the Rimini region, welcome drink, 
dinner and overnight at your hotel.

DAY 2: SAN MARINO (approx. 50 km)
After breakfast departure to San Marino to discover the oldest republic 
of the world. The medieval streets, walls and towers are certainly 
captivating! Climb up to the Castello della Cesta, the highest and 
mightiest of San Marino’s three fortresses, and delight in the incre-
dible coastal panorama that unfolds beneath you. Visit the Palazzo 
Pubblico, with its richly decorated façade and creep around a 13th 
century prison deep underground in the Montale tower. San Marino is 
also considered an heaven from philately lovers: San Marino’s stamps 
and coins are a rare prey! Return to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 3: SANT’ARCANGELO DI ROMAGNA, SAN LEO
(approx. 100 km)
Santarcangelo di Romagna, just 15 minutes away from Rimini, is a pretty 
beautiful small town, full of history, culture and nice restaurants and 
bars. The town is still dominated by the picturesque medieval fortified 
village atop of Mt. Giove. The walled town, with its impressive fortress – 
the Rocca Malatestiana and the old clocktower, are the landmarks of the 
city, but the town’s origins date back to Roman times. Sant’Arcangelo is 
considered to be the birthplace of the “Piadina Romagnola” a flatbread 
served with local cold cuts and cheese. We will stop in a local restaurant 
to give a try! We then proceed to San Leo; the town, with its spectacu-
lar fortress perched on top of the ancient Mons Feretrius mountain, is 
a former capital of the Italian kingdom (from 961-963), and home to 
centuries of art, history, and culture. We will visit the Fortress and the 
Cathedral before heading back to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 4: URBINO, FANO AND GRADARA (approx. 250 km)
Departure to Urbino. The town was an important centre of culture 
in the Renaissance age and the capital of the state of Montefeltro. 
Nowadays Urbino is still an important cultural town for its university. 
The tour will show you the Ducal Palace, a superb building in the clas-
sical style which hosts the Marches National Gallery with some of the 
most important works of art of the region and the Raffaello Sanzio 
birthplace, now a little museum dedicated to one of the best-known 
painters in the world. We then proceed to Fano where the Arch of 
Augustus, the town walls and the underground Basilica of Vitruivio 
evoke the memorable Roman period. We will leave some time at 
leisure to try the local fish soup in one of the many restaurants... On 
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the way back stop in the medieval village of Gradara, considered one 
of the nicest italian “borghi” and visit of the castle where Paolo and 
Francesca’s tragedy took place. Dinner and overnight at the Hotel.

DAY 5: BOLOGNA (approx. 240 km)
“La Dotta” (because it was home to the first university in Europe 
founded in 1088), “La Grassa” (thanks to reputedly the best cuisi-
ne in Italy), and “La Turrita” (for the presence of 24 towers of the 
100 built in the city around the XII century). Our tour will show you 
Piazza Maggiore with its main buildings: the City Hall, the Podestà 
Palace, the Neptune’s Fountain, the King Enzo’s Palace, and the 
Basilica of Saint Petronio, one of the biggest churches in the world. 
The tour continue the Archiginnasio, the first seat of the University 
of Bologna. Walk through the historical Mercato di Mezzo (Food 
Market) up to Santo Stefano, with its porticos and beautiful palaces 
and the Santo Stefano 7 Churches Complex and the Two Leaning 
Towers of Asinelli and Garisenda. Time at leisure in the afternoon 
before heading back to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 6: RAVENNA (approx. 150 km)
Once the capital of Rome’s Western Empire, Ravenna’s early importan-
ce as a centre of Byzantine art and culture still shines through today. 
The city attracts visitors with its innumerable mosaics, on display 
throughout the religious buildings and museums in its historic cen-
tre where you will visit the 5th century Mausoleum of Galla Placidia 
and Neonian Baptistry, the splendid 6th century Byzantine churches 
of San Vitale and Sant’Apollinare Nuovo. On the way back stop just 
outside Ravenna to complete the “mosaics tour” with Sant’Apollinare 
in Classe. Return to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 7: RIMINI (approx. 20 km)
Rimini is considered to be just a popoular beach resort, but the city 
center of Rimini has a very interesting city center. A walking tour 
will show you the Ponte di Augusto, built by the romans, the “Tempio 
Malatestiano”, Piazza Cavour and Piazza tre Martiri. Time at leisure 
to continue discovering the medieval town by yourself. Return to 
the Hotel for a farewell dinner with local specialities and overnight.

DAY 8: It’s time to say “Arrivederci”.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Florence
Lucca

Pisa
Volterra

La Spezia

Although the Cinque Terre are not in Tuscany they are easily reached 
from the main Tuscan tourist destinations and have become extre-
mely popular among tourists. The villages are dotted along eleven 
miles of rocky coastline with terraced hillsides and vineyards sloping 
steeply down to the sea. Centuries old footpaths and mule tracks 
wind about 500 to 1,000 feet above the sea, leading through olive 
groves and vineyards, orchards and chestnut woods. The tour then 
features some of the most important tourist destinations in Tuscany 
and in Liguria such as Pisa, Florence and Portofino. 

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in the Pisa/Versilia region, welcome 
drink, dinner and overnight at your hotel.

DAY 2: LA SPEZIA AND CINQUE TERRE (approx. 175 km)
After breakfast departure for a full day excursion to the Cinque Terre. 
We reach the city of La Spezia by coach, then proceed with the train 
into the Cinque Terre. We first visit Vernazza, a small and charming 
fishing village. Vernazza’s historic wealth is reflected in the elegant 
style of its houses and streets, from the castle. We then proceed by 
train to Monterosso, the biggest village of the Cinque terre. The old 
town is delightful with its “caruggi” (narrow alleys), you can lose 
yourself in a glass of “Sciacchetrà” (sweet local wine) in a cellar or 
simply walk or take a stroll up to the Convent of the Capuchin Friars 
where you can admire a beautiful panorama. A ferry will take you 
to the enchanting seaside town of Portovenere, famous for its tall 
pastel-colored houses and evocative views from the ruins of Doria 
Castle, where you will have free time to explore, before taking a se-
cond ferry to La Spezia. Return to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 3: LUCCA AND PISA (approx. 80 km)
In the morning we head for Lucca. This beautiful medieval town is sur-
rounded by a powerful ring of walls. Most of the attractions in Lucca 
today show its ancient history: from the trace of the Roman amphiteater 
that can be seen in the shape of the Piazza dell’Anfiteatro to the arche-
ological remains under the 12th century church of Saints Giovanni and 
Reparata (the first city cathedral, located just around the corner from 
the present-day cathedral of San Martino), to the various towers from 
the 12th to 16th centuries including the famous torre Guinigi. We then 
proceed to Pisa, famous all over the world for its leaning tower, the ca-
thedral and the baptistery. Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 4: LERICI AND CARRARA (approx. 130 km)
Today we will start by visiting Lerici, besides the amazing, fairy-tale 
landscape that inspired artists, writers and poets, buildings of exem-
plary beauty remain, such as the castle located on the highest point 
of the bay, and the walls that surround the ancient city centre. This 
region is considered to be the birthplace of pesto, a sauce made of 
basil and pine nuts, so a tasting of “trofie al pesto” is a must. We then 
head to Carrara, famous for its white marble: the ancient Romans 
built Rome even with this marble; sculptures from artists such as 
Donatello, Michelangelo and Bernini made with this white marble 
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are shown in the most important musems all over the world and this 
marble ist still very popular among architects and interior designers. 
We will visit a marble quarry and then discover another use of this 
marble: the production of the Lardo di Colonnata: a high-quality lard, 
spiced and put to mature in marble tanks. Of course a tasting will 
complete this experience. Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 5: FLORENCE (approx. 200 km)
After breakfast we will go to the “cradle of Renaissance”: Florence. 
Our local guide will introduce us to the many delights of this city: 
the Duomo, with its iconic red-tiled dome and the beautiful Ponte 
Vecchio, that is home to 43 jewellers’ shops, Piazza della Signoria 
with its Palazzo, also known as Palazzo Vecchio and the Basilica 
of Santa Croce. In the afternoon time at leisure to discover the city 
before returning to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 6: VOLTERRA AND BOLGHERI (approx. 230 km)
In the morning we’ll reach Volterra, a jewel that dominates the Val di 
Cecina down to the sea. Volterra was a cradle to Etruscan, Roman, 
medieval and Renaissance civilisation and culture. Its history spans 
three thousand years, and filled the city with artistic and monumental 
heritage: among them the beautiful Piazza dei Priori with the city hall, 
the gates and the great walls dating from the thirteenth century, the 
ruins of the Roman theatre and the Fortress built by the Medici, with 
its high tower, the “Rocca del Mastio”. We then proceed to Bolgheri, 
an enchanting medieval village, which comes into view at the end of 
a beautiful Cypress Lane. The Lane, nearly 5 kilometers long, is com-
prised of over two thousand cypresses, each hundreds of years old. 
The vineyards of the Bolgheri’s hills that dominate the Maremma val-
ley have been cultivated for centuries and produce some of the most 
award-winning wines in the world. The visit of a winery with a wine 
tasting will complete this beautiful day before returning to the hotel.

DAY 7: RAPALLO AND PORTOFINO (approx. 240 km)
Today’s excursion will take you to the Tigullio region. Our first stop 
is in Rapallo, This village will surprise you with its 16th-century ca-
stle built as a defense against the Saracen raids. It is connected to 
the land by a single-span Roman bridge over which, according to 
the legend, Hannibal crossed during his invasion of Italy. We then 
proceed to the elegant resort of Santa Margherita where you can 
stroll along the seaside promenade and explore the charming shops 
and cafe. Then Portofino awaits us! We will reach this corner of 
Paradise by boat; a handful of colorful houses at the end of a deep 
inlet. Return to the hotel for a farewell dinner and overnight.

DAY 8: It’s time to say “Arrivederci”.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Florence
Arezzo

Perugia

Assisi
Spello

Siena

Montepulciano

On this delightful Umbria and Tuscany tour you will discover the heart 
of Italy, these regions feature many medieval hill towns and evoca-
tive landscapes and world famous wines like Chianti and Brunello 
di Montalcino... 

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in the Lake Trasimeno/Perugia area, 
welcome drink, dinner and overnight at your hotel.

DAY 2: PERUGIA AND ASSISI (approx. 80 km)
After breakfast we depart to discover Perugia and with our guide 
we visit this picturesque ancient city located on top of a hill, from 
which one can enjoy a beautiful panoramic view. The many streets 
running up- and downhill make Perugia the pearl of central Italy. We 
will follow them until we arrive at the fulcrum of the city, the Fontana 
Maggiore fountain. At the end of the visit we continue to Assisi, the 
city of St. Francis, patron saint of Italy. Our guide will accompany us 
to the Rocca Maggiore and the Basilica of the Saint with its famous 
paintings by Giotto and Cimabue. We will visit the many churches where 
Francis preached peace and serenity, which still today characterize 
this medieval town. Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 3: AREZZO (approx. 120 km)
After breakfast we depart to discover Arezzo, an ancient city which 
gave birth to many famous characters of Italian literature. We will 
freely visit the fabulous Piazza Grande, the Duomo, the Roman am-
phitheater, the Tower, and the Town Palace before continuing on 
our trip toward Cortona, a small charming town in the Valdichiana, 
in the province of Arezzo in southern Tuscany. The city, enclosed by 
stone walls dating back to Etruscan and Roman times, sits on the 
top of a hill about 600 meters (about 1968 feet) above sea level. 
The Santa Maria Sanctuary and the Grifalco Fortress are worth a 
visit. Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 4: SAN GIMINIANO AND SIENA (approx. 250 km)
We continue the visit of our tour and after breakfast head toward 
San Gimignano; walking along the streets of San Gimignano is like 
taking a dive into the middle of medieval times. Streets, piazzas, 
palaces, simple houses, churches make the town charming and un-
forgettable. Its famous towers dominate the valley from the top of 
the hill. We then continue to Monteriggioni, a small jewel immersed 
in the hills of Siena, which appears suddenly like a crown placed 
on the summit of the hill. It’s a medieval town born within a ring of 
walls which is still intact, distinguished by fourteen towers, which 
surround the unique piazza. To conclude, we reach Siena, one of the 
most beautiful cities of Tuscany. Rising up from the top of three hills, 
the city is crossed by broad boulevards and narrow alleys which lead 
to its heart: Piazza del Campo with the Torre del Mangia tower and 
the Duomo. Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 5: FLORENCE (approx. 250 km)
After breakfast we will go to the “cradle of Renaissance”: Florence. 

THE GREEN 
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Our local guide will introduce us to the many delights of this city: 
the Duomo, with its iconic red-tiled dome and the beautiful Ponte 
Vecchio, that is home to 43 jewellers’ shops, Piazza della Signoria 
with its Palazzo, also known as Palazzo Vecchio and the Basilica 
of Santa Croce. In the afternoon time at leisure to discover the city 
before returning to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 6: SPELLO AND BEVAGNA (approx. 180 km)
In the morning departure to Spello, a beautiful town ensconced 
among beautiful olive groves, which climbs uphill until reaching 
the towers, up through small streets and alleyways beautified by 
multicolored flowers. Next stop is Bevagna, one of the few plains 
towns of Umbria… a rest for the legs! Crossing the historic center 
to arrive at the splendid Piazza Silvestri gives the sensation of en-
tering a film. We then reach Spoleto and with our guide we visit 
this splendid city, nestled among green trees and beautified by the 
majestic Duomo and monumental castle. The entire historic area is 
focused on the ups and downs of small pedestrian streets. Return 
to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 7: MONTEPULCIANO (approx. 240 km)
A day amid art, culture, wine and delicious food. The tour begins 
with Montepulciano with its well preserved Renaissance buildin-
gs with the ancient tradition of its wine, Nobile di Montepulciano, 
true symbol of the city. Then the tour proceeds to Pienza, a perfect 
combination of architectural beauty and harmony. Most of the la-
nes offer breathtaking panoramic views of Val d’Orcia. Unique ta-
stes, smells and flavours support this natural and artistic heritage. 
Pienza’s most renowned tradition is in fact the typical Pecorino 
cheese that you can try in one of the many local shops. The tour ends 
the visit of Montalcino where you will visit the typical village and 
its fortress.with the visit to You will taste it in a local winery where 
you will taste a sampling of wines like Brunello di Montalcino are 
produced... Return to the hotel for a farewell dinner and overnight.

DAY 8: It’s time to say “Arrivederci”.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Rome

Tivoli

The eternal city, the city of emperors and gladiators, the city of the 
popes, the wonders of its baroque fountains and buildings... everything 
has been written and told about the capital of Italy: Admire the iconic 
sights of Rome, one of the most beautiful cities in the world. 

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at Rome airport, transfer to your Hotel in Rome area, 
dinner and overnight.

DAY 2: ANCIENT ROME
Our tour begins with the discovery of the wonders of the Eternal City. 
Walking through its streets is like travelling back in time, between the 
ancient Roman ruins, monuments, marvellous squares, fountains, 
gardens and villas as well as temples and churches of all ages - each 
one revealing stunning paintings, statues and altars. With our guide 
we visit Rome both by coach and on foot, and have free time available 
to admire this amazing city: the Colosseum, the Roman Forum, Piazza 
Navona, the Trevi Fountain, and the National Monument “Altare Della 
Patria”... all waiting to be discovered! At the end of this memorable 
day we return to our hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 3: ROME AND THE VATICAN CITY
After breakfast we return to the historical centre of Rome to fur-
ther explore the capital. The Vatican City, the heart of Catholic 
Christianity, awaits us beyond the Tiber River. With our guide we 
admire the magnificent and extremely vast Vatican Museums, which 
represent one of the largest and most interesting museum com-
plexes in the world, with the incomparable Sistine Chapel famous for 
Michelangelo’s Last Judgement. Free time for sightseeing of Rome 
until we return to our hotel for dinner and overnight accommodation.

DAY 4: ROME, TIVOLI (approx. 80 km)
In the morning we leave Rome to continue towards Tivoli and its 
villas. With our guide we visit the baroque Villa d’Este, a masterpiece 

ROME 
THE ETERNAL CITY

of the Italian garden, with its impressive concentration of fountains, 
nymphs, grottoes, water games. We then continue to the Imperial 
Villa Adriana, the most important and complex villa that remains 
from the Roman era. Return to Rome for an unforgettable dinner 
in a typical restaurant in Rome. Return to your hotel for overnight.

DAY 5: It’s time to say “Arrivederci”... or do you want to stay longer 
and explore Montecassino, Caserta, Orvieto, Florence.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Trani
Bari

Brindisi
Matera

Castel 
del monte

Taranto
Lecce

Otranto

This travel itinerary is a good way to explore Apulia, in the south of 
Italy, which includes the heel of Italy’s ‘boot’, known as the Salento. 
You’ll eat well and admire both the landscape of the region and its 
history, evident in the lovely Puglian-Romanesque cathedrals, pretty 
historic town centres, like the lively baroque city of Lecce and im-
posing castles. One of the most famous sights of Puglia is the trul-
lo, a simple conical-roofed dwelling which is a feature of the area 
around Alberobello. The trip also crosses into the neighbouring region, 
Basilicata, to visit Matera, renowned for its cave-dwelling districts. 

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in the Alberobello area, welcome drink, 
dinner and overnight at your hotel.

DAY 2: ALBEROBELLO AND GROTTE DI CASTELLANA
(approx. 80 km)
After breakfast departure to the caves of Castellana, the largest karst 
in Italy, the Castellana Caves are much appreciated for their vast cry-
stalline concretions, their striking dimensions, and the spectacular scale 
of their natural tunnels. We then proceed to Alberobello, a UNESCO 
world heritage town consisting of trulli structures clustered together. 
In Alberobello you will visit interesting sights such as the Trullo Maggiore 
(Major Trullo), the Trullo Siamese (Siamese Trullo) and the alleys leading 
to S. Antonio Church. Return to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 3: MATERA (approx. 140 km)
The Sassi was long considered a slum, the residents of its crumbling 
houses diseased and impoverished, but the UNESCO Heritage Site 
designation sparked regeneration. The tour begins with an overview 
of the Sasso Caveoso and Sasso Barisano districts, both 9,000-ye-
ar-old neighborhoods of Matera known for their cave dwellings, 
dug into the rock the city was built on. These habitats date back to 
the Paleolithic age and are among the first human settlements in 
Italy. Walk through this underground world, see the ancient water 
systems. We then move to the Park of the Rupestrian Churches of 
Matera. Over 150 rupestrian (cave) churches can be found here - 
some are a simple cave dwelling with one altar, while others are 
more complex, such as the Crypt of the Original Sin where you can 
see a magnificent set of frescoes showcasing scenes from the Old 
and New Testaments, dating back to the 9th century. Return to the 
hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 4: LECCE AND OTRANTO (approx. 320 km)
After breakfast with our guide we visit Lecce, full of rich artistic 
and architectural heritage, where the bizarre and rich Baroque style 
dominates. Each corner of Lecce offers amazing views: the cathe-
dral, the amphitheatre, the old City Gates and the Basilica of Santa 
Croce, a jewel of Baroque art. Later we proceed to Otranto, also 
known as the “Gateway to the East”, with its bastions, its dense 
network of narrow streets, the castle and the cathedral. Its histo-
rical and artistic beauty will remain in your heart forever! On the 
journey back to our hotel, we stop in a typical winery in Salento to 
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taste the excellent wines of Puglia. We then return to the hotel for 
dinner and overnight accommodation.

DAY 5: CASTEL DEL MONTE (approx. 250 km)
After breakfast we head towards Castel Del Monte, Andria in Puglia 
where we visit this little treasure trove of history and culture, built 
on a rocky spur. The castle still stands isolated on a promontory of 
unspoilt countryside and retains its dramatic magnificence. At a 
farmhouse in the area we enjoy a tasty snack with typical products 
of Puglia before heading back to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 6: TARANTO, BRINDISI, OSTUNI (approx. 190 km)
After breakfast we go to Brindisi, a maritime city of many different 
aspects. With our guide we visit the Norman Cathedral, the Roman 
column and Piazza della Vittoria. To end the day we head to Ostuni, 
known as the White City, which enchants all... Its characteristic 
whitewashed houses are built on a hill and unfold in a maze of 
narrow streets. The day has come to an end and we return to our 
hotel for dinner and overnight accommodation.

DAY 7: TRANI, BARLETTA AND CANOSA (approx. 240 km)
In the morning departure to Canosa di Puglia, where there is time 
to see the important archaeological sites. The journey continues 
towards Barletta, with its narrow intersecting streets in the histo-
ric centre that encompass the main monuments: the Colossus of 
Bronze and the Cathedral. In the evening we proceed to our hotel for 
dinner and overnight accommodation. We then continue to Trani, 
where the harbour, full of colourful boats, overlooks the cathedral 
and the castle, the two jewels of the town Return to the Hotel for 
a farewell dinner with local specialities and overnight..

DAY 8: It’s time to say “Arrivederci”.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Sorrento

Capri

Pizzo Calabro

Reggio Calabria

Tropea

Taormina

Naples

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in the Sorrento region, welcome drink, 
dinner and overnight at your hotel.

DAY 2: CAPRI
Breakfast in hotel. The holiday starts with an unmissable trip to the 
evocative Island of Capri. Sail across the Bay of Naples for the start 
of an memorable day. First you will visit the fabulous villa of Dr. Axel 
Munthe, a Swedish doctor whose bestselling book “Story of S. Michele” 
tells of his time in Capri. His villa was built with remains of Roman 
ruins, there is a beautiful shady garden with terrace offering splen-
did views of the island. Then, we go down to the elegant town of 
Capri. The main square, Piazza Umberto I has a little white church 
and several open-air cafes where you can sit and watch the beauty 
around. Admire the colourful gardens of Augustus overlooking the 
famed Faraglioni Rocks and Marina Piccola where Gracie Fields used 
to live. There is free time to admire the elegant boutiques, stroll along 
the cobbled streets or simply relax on the beach. Return to the hotel, 
dinner and overnight.

DAY 3: CAMPANIA - CALABRIA (approx. 450 km)
Breakfast and departure to Calabria via Pompeii. Today, Pompeii 
holds an intense fascination. After the eruption of the Volcano Mount 
Vesuvius in 79 AD, Pompeii lay buried and forgotten for a hundred 
years. The town on top in the list of the World Heritage Sites. The 
excavations begun in the 18th Century and are still being carried out 
today. Our guide will take you through some of the ancient streets 
of Pompeii where you can see Baths, Forums and Villas built in 80 
BC. Marvel at the fabulously preserved Frescos which adorned the 
walls and floors of the Villas. You do not have to be fond of history, 
to be impressed by this site , where the. Mount Vesuvius dominates 
the Bay of Naples. After the visit the journey continues to Calabria. 
Along the road to Calabria, stop in Battipaglia and tasting of the 
famous Mozzarella di Bufala. Arrival in Calabria and accommoda-
tion in hotel****. Dinner and overnight.

DAY 4: TROPEA, PIZZO AND CAPO VATICANO (approx. 100 km)
Breakfast and departure for a beautiful excursion. Tropea, Pizzo and 
Capo Vaticano are the most precious jewels of the Tyrrhenian coast 
of Calabria. Tropea is the pearl of the Tyrrhenian Sea and is one of the 
most popular tourist destinations. Its name was mentioned for the 
first time by Pliny The Elder in the first century A.D. In the centre it is 
possible to admire the Santa Maria dell’Isola Monastery from a terra-
ce on the sheer cliff top. Originally this church was a Basilian system 
of the 11th century and it still belongs to the Abbey of Montecassino. 
The cathedral, which was built in Norman times, is among the oldest 
buildings of the historical centre. In the course of the centuries it was 
rebuilt many times and today it is mostly in the baroque style. Inside 
this church there are precious artistic works, like the picture by Lippo 
Benivieni, “Our Lady of Romania”, who is one of the patron saints of 
Tropea. Pizzo Calabro is one of the most beautiful and famous fishing 
village and it is characterized by narrow streets and small squares. 

CAMPANIA 
AND CALABRIA 
TOUR

Here you will visit the small church of Piedigrotta excavated in the 
tuff stone and above the sea. Then you will go to visit the Aragonese 
Castle, where Joachim Murat was shot. At the end of this trip you will 
stop off to taste the famous Tartufo ice cream and have some time 
for the shopping. Back to the hotel with a stop in Capo Vaticano. The 
promontory of Capo Vaticano, which is made of white granite, domi-
nates the coast and beautiful sandy beaches. It offers many views over 
the Aeolian Islands and the Straits of Messina. Dinner and overnight.

DAY 5: SCILLA AND REGGIO CALABRIA (approx. 230 km)
Breakfast and departure to Scilla, the characteristic little town 
in the enchanting scenery of the Costa Viola. Here you will visit 
the old fishing village which is known as Chianalea. The second 
stop is Ruffo Castle and St. Rocco’s church. Then, you will go to 
Reggio Calabria, an elegant city in Liberty style, which belongs to the 
Italian Art Nouveau period. You will visit the National Archeological 
Museum which holds the richest collection of Magna Grecia finds 
and the Bronzes of Riace. Then you will take a walk on the seafront 
promenade which was defined by G. D’Annunzio as “The most be-
autiful kilometre in Italy” and then you will visit the Roman Baths, 
the Greek walls and the cathedral. Free time for shopping. Dinner 
and overnight.

DAY 6: ZUNGRI (approx. 40 km)
Breakfast and departure to Zungri to visit the Calabrian countryside. 
Zungri is a town situated about 571 metres above sea level on the 
north slope of the plateau of Poro. It is an interesting agricultural 
centre. Its historical centre is characterized by simple architectures 
and it represents a social model of peasant life. Here we will visit a 
small family farm, which produces small quantity of onion, nduja 
(typical salami from Calabria), wine, cheese and vegetables. Typical 
products tasting with the possibility to buy them. After visiting the 
hospitable farm you will see of the Caves of Zungrì and the “Church 
of Our Lady of the Snow”. Dinner and overnight.

DAY 7: ALTOMONTE, CIVITA, NAPLES (approx. 425 km)
Breakfast and departure to Campania. Along the road stop in 
Altomonte and Civita to discover a fascinating area of ancient Calabria 
that dates back to the days of the Albanian peoples still living in the 
area. Arrival in Altomonte, a typical Calabrian small town with nu-
merous steep stairs and winding streets. Above the town, the Gothic 
church of Santa Maria della Consolazione. Finally, we reach Civita, 
and visit the ethnic museum “Arbëreshë” with his Albanian costumes. 
Visit to the Basilica of Santa Maria Assunta which was built in 1650. 
Stop for lunch in a typical restaurant in the little center of Civita and 
tasting unforgettable flavors (optional ca. 20 €). Arrival in Napoli, 
accommodation in hotel****. Dinner and overnight.

DAY 8: It’s time to say “Arrivederci”.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Pizzo Calabro

Reggio Calabria

Locri
Serra san Bruno

Tropea

Taormina

Aeolian Islands

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in the Tropea/Capo Vaticano region, 
welcome drink, dinner and overnight at your hotel.

DAY 2: TROPEA AND CAPO VATICANO (approx. 45 km)
Breakfast in Hotel. Departure to Tropea. Sightseeing of Tropea, the an-
cient Roman city of “Tropis”. Visit to the Norman cathedral (XII century) 
where the holy Madonna of Romania is held, a byzantine landmark of 
the XII century which enjoys an immense admiration by the Tropean 
people. Visit to the historical centre with its panoramic balconies and 
its typical backstreets. Visit to the church of Saint Mary of the isle and 
bathing areas. Continue along the coast of capo Vaticano. After a se-
ries of stunning landscapes to reach the famous lighthouse, you may 
see one of the most beautiful views in Calabria. You may admire the 
cliffs and bays of Capo Vaticano with the sights of the Aeolian Islands. 
At the end of unforgettable hours, you may visit a specialty shop with 
typical Calabrian products and have the opportunity to taste local 
products. Dinner and overnight at the Hotel.

DAY 3: SERRA SAN BRUNO AND PIZZO (approx. 100 km)
After breakfast departure to Serra San Bruno. Brief stop to admire 
the lake of Angitola, a wetland with international natural value with 
the existence of many different water birds. In Serra San Bruno, an 
attractive village between woods where we shall visit the Museum 
of the Certosa of San Bruno and the churches nearby. In the after-
noon arrival in Pizzo. Pizzo Calabro, one of the most beautiful and 
famous fishing villages with a historical center, characterized for 
the narrow Streets and small squares. Here you will visit the small 
church of Piedigrotta that has been built inside a cave and it is lo-
cated on the beach, among the sea. Then you will have a break to 
taste the famous Tartufo ice cream, which is famous all over the 
world. Dinner and overnight in Hotel.

DAY 4: AEOLIAN ISLANDS
The beautiful mini cruise takes you to the Aeolian Islands, reachable 
only by sea. The islands offer images of incomparable beauty as ca-
ves, picturesque bays and cliffs, where nature has created unique and 
wonderful shapes. The Aeolian Islands are among the most beautiful 
islands of the Mediterranean sea. Visiting these islands is certainly a 
cultural and spiritual enrichment and guarantees you an unforget-
table experience. The mini cruise has the following stops: Stromboli, 
the mystical Fire-slide, which consists of a 900 m high volcano, this 
is one of the four active volcanoes in Italy. On the island there are two 
villages: Stromboli, which is the largest and the small fishing village 
of Ginostra. The island is particularly rich in beaches of thin, black 
lava sand, ideal for swimming and relaxing. Lipari, the enterprising, 
preserved despite the numerous boutiques, cafes and souvenir shops. 
The unique nested houses settled on a massive rock. Also, here offers 
a breathtaking view the massive castle and the cathedral. Lipari is 
a very pretty and lively town with narrow and winding streets and 
old houses. In Lipari you will find a beautiful nature and a developed 
infrastructure. It is very nice urban life, which is also revered by the 
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international jet set admire here. In Vulcano, the island of sulfur, one 
can admire the high slopes and a great panorama. This makes Vulcano 
a place you must visit absolutely. The sulfur smell that attracts on the 
island, is very striking. It is produced by the numerous fumarole the 
island. The sulfur mud, which are produced on the island are highly 
curative. Dinner and overnight stay in Hotel.

DAY 5: SCILLA AND REGGIO CALABRIA (approx. 230 km)
After breakfast departure to Scilla through the fascinating land-
scape of the “Costa Viola” (Viollette coast). Arrival and visit of 
Chianalea, an old fishing village, to Ruffo Castle and the Church 
of San Rocco. In the afternoon we continue to Reggio Calabria. Visit 
the Archaeological Museum, which houses the largest collection 
and exhibition of ancient Greece and the two bronze statues of 
Riace. Furthermore, we take a walk on the promenade which was 
baptized by Gabriele D’Annunzio and called the most beautiful ki-
lometer in Italy. Next visit to the Roman Baths, the Greek Walls and 
the cathedral. Return to the hotel. Dinner and overnight in Hotel.

DAY 6: THE HINTERLAND OF CALABRIA: 
ZUNGRI AND TASTING (approx. 40 km)
After breakfast departure to Zungri. We will let you know the Calabrian 
countryside Departure to Zungri, a municipality situated about 571 
metres from sea level on the north slope of the plateau of Poro. Zungri 
is one of the most interesting of the agricultural centre of this area. 
Its historical centre is characterized by simple architectures and it 
represents a social model of peasant life, which is developed in the 
time, but it still keeps some aspects of poor building. Here we will visit 
a small family farm, which produces small quantity of onion, nduja 
(typical salami from Calabria), wine, cheese and vegetables. Typical 
products tasting with the possibility to buy them. After visiting the 
hospitable farm you will see of the Caves of Zungrì and the Church 
of Our Lady of the snow. Dinner and Overnight in Hotel.

DAY 7: GERACE AND LOCRI (approx. 200 km)
Departure to Gerace and Locri. Visit of Gerace, the city of “Hundred 
Churches”. The visit to this medieval town allows us admire some 
of the oldest churches of the region, including a cathedral built 
in the Roman style; it is the largest cathedral in Italy. The city is 
a touristic and cultural center. The historic city center is located 
between Corso Vittorio Emanuele and Corso Matteotti. Here are the 
typical bourgeois 19th century buildings and the churches of Santa 
Caterina, San Biagio, Santa Maria of Mastro and of the Addolorata. 
However, this city also offers a large, valuable archaeological area, 
which is about 3 km away from the city. There are the remains of 
the ancient Greeks, such as temples, theaters, boundary walls and 
the “Antiquarium” museum where various finds from ancient Greek 
and Roman times are presented. Dinner and overnight in Hotel.

DAY 8: It’s time to say “Arrivederci”.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Alghero Nuoro

Cagliari

La Maddalena

Costa 
Smeralda

Sardinia is rather a big island that captivates with its wild hinter-
land. Here coastal drives thrill, prehistory puzzles and four million 
sheep rule the roads. 

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in the Olbia/Arzachena region, welcome 
drink, dinner and overnight at your hotel.

DAY 2: COSTA SMERALDA (approx. 50 km)
After breakfast, departure in the early afternoon and visit the Costa 
Smeralda. The enchanting coast line was discovered by the Ismaelite 
prince Aga Khan during the 60ies and is among the most known holiday 
destinations. Porto Cervo is the most important tourist centre of the 
area. A walk through the famous “Piazzetta” there are lots of shops of 
the most international designers. We proceed to Arzachena in order to 
visit the giants’ grave Coddu Vecchju, which was built on different pe-
riods between the 1800 and 1300 a.c. The giants’graves are collective 
funerary monuments, that testify the religious feeling and the sardi-
nian’s relationship with the world of dead in the nuragic age. The hills 
of this region are well known for the production of Vermentino wine, 
an excellent white wine. On the way back to the hotel stop in a winery 
for a tasting of this delicious wine. Dinner and overnight at your Hotel.

DAY 3: MADDALENA AND CAPRERA (approx. 50 km)
After breakfast departure with our coach to Palau, where we will take a 
ferry to La Maddalena Island. The beauty of the sea of this part of Sardinia 
is compared to the Caribbean. From the Maddalena Island, after a brief 
panoramic tour, we will move to Caprera to discover the historical and 
archaeological relics of an Italian well-known hero, Giuseppe Garibaldi, 
guarded in the Home Museum of Giuseppe Garibaldi. We will return then 
to the center of La Maddalena town, for a sightseeing tour of the quaint 
fishing village and of the beautiful white beaches nearby. On the way 
back to the hotel stop in the most scenic spot in Palau to admire the 
whole Archipelago of Maddalena. Dinner and overnight at your hotel.

DAY 4: NUORO – ORGOSOLO (approx. 50 km)
After breakfast departure to Nuoro, the heart of Sardinia. We will stop 
at the Museum Sardinian Popular traditions. The museum features 8000 
finds dating back to the end of the nineteenth century and the first fifty 
years of the twentieth century. We continue our tour into the interior of 
the area to the town of Orgosolo, symbol of the Barbagia culture and 
famous for its wall-paintings (murales) on houses and buildings. These 
murales display the expression of the political discontent of the local 
people started in the end of the 60’s. In Orgosolo we will have a stop for 
our lunch with the shepherds. In the middle of old oak trees a traditional, 
rustic lunch will be served: Carasau bread, Sardinian sausage, olives, 
cheese, roasted lamb and pork on the spit together with the typical ho-
me-made red wine, the Cannonau, then the typical Sardinian cookies. 
We will proceed to the region of Alghero for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 5: ALGHERO AND NEPTUNE’S CAVES
Alghero is an attractive city overlooking the sea at the place where the 
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Sardinian and Catalan people united: with a walking tour you‘ll discover 
the old town with the tower of Porta Terra, the Old Town’s walls with a 
view of the XVI Century towers, the cathedral dedicated to the Virgin 
Mary and the church of Saint Francis with its annexed cloister. During 
the visit you will be able to admire the historic buildings of Alghero’s 
ancient families, in particular those facing Piazza Civica a short boat 
trip will then take you to tie Neptune’s cave: inside the cave, carved out 
by water for millions of years, there is the beautiful La Marmora lake; 
all around the lake, you will see numerous columns of stalactites and 
stalagmites that can reach a height varying from 10 to 15 mt. We return 
to Alghero then back to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 6: BOSA AND BARUMINI (approx. 200 km)
The day starts with the visit of Bosa, one of Sardinia’s most attractive 
towns with its pastel houses stacked on a steep hillside, tapering up 
to a stark, grey castle. We then proceed to Barumini, located in the 
center of the island and featuring the Nuraghe Su Nuraxi, Sardinia’s 
sole World Heritage Site and the island’s most visited nuraghe. The 
focal point is the 1500 BC tower, which originally stood on its own 
but was later incorporated into a fortified compound. Many of the 
settlement’s buildings were erected in the Iron Age, and it’s these 
that constitute the beehive of circular interlocking buildings that 
tumble down the hillside. After the visit of this complex we pro-
ceed to an hotel in the area of Barumini for dinner and overnight.

DAY 7: CAGLIARI AND NORA (approx. 200 km)
After breakfast departure Cagliari, also called “Casteddu” from the 
local people. Admire the monumental Bastion of San Remy, built by 
the Spanish between 1897 and 1903, the Elephant Tower, the se-
cond highest medieval tower of Cagliari, characterized by a small 
elephant sculpture that symbolizes the impregnability of the city, 
the Royal Palace, and Porta Cristina. Enjoy the stunning views of 
the gulf of Cagliari from the highest point of Cagliari, the Tower of 
San Pancrazio. We will then proceed to the imposing Phoenician, 
Punic and Roman city of Nora. There you will discover the Roman 
theater, the popular living quarters, the baths and the Temple of 
Aesculapius. On the way back to the hotel, stop in an agriturismo of 
the area for a traditional dinner. Return to hotel and overnight stay.

DAY 8: It’s time to say “Arrivederci”.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Opatija

Pula

Rovinj
Porec

Trieste Lipica

The istrian Peninsula offers hidden delights, historic towns and scenic 
shores of this wonderful country that deserve to be visite. 

 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in Rabac, welcome drink, dinner and 
overnight at your hotel.

DAY 2: OPATIJA AND RIJEKA (approx. 150 km)
Just a short way along the coast, also nestled on the banks of the 
Adriatic Sea, is the lovely resort of Opatija, one of the most popular 
tourist destinations on the istrian Adriatic coast and it is known as 
the “Pearl of the Adriatic”. Opatija has a number of attractions that 
are worth visiting, such as the Benedictine Abbey of Saint James 
(Opatija Sv. Jakova). We will then go proceed to Rijeka where a 
walking tour will show you the main promenade Korzo with the 
City tower, we will then see the ruins of Tarsatica and of the ro-
man gate. Then the tour proceeds trough the old part of the city 
to visit Cathedral of st. Victus and the church of Saint Mary of the 
Assumption. Return to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 3: ROVINJ AND POREC (approx. 170 km)
The day starts with Rovinj, considered one of the most beautiful 
Istrian towns. Build on an island, the houses are squeezed one to 
another to the very edge by the sea, with the wonderful church of 
St. Euphemia on the very top of the island in which you can still 
see the sarcophagus from the early 4th century. We will later lea-
ve for Porec, an ancient own with the Decumanus street and the 
Euphrasian Basilica from the 6th century that represents the real 
example of Byzantine art with its well-known mozaics. Back to the 
hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 4: PULA AND MOTOVUN (approx. 180 km)
After breakfast we will leave for Pula, one of the oldest Istrian towns 
whose history goes back for 2000 years. You will take a walk through 
the town to see the Arena, the Triumphal arch of Sergi family and 
temple of Augustus Your day trip continues to Motovun, one of the 
most beautiful medieval hilltop towns in the Istrian hinterland. 
Motovun and the surrounding area are famous for its wines, so a 
wine tasting before heading back to the hotel is a must! We will 
then return to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 5: TRIESTE (approx. 210 km)
Trieste is the capital of the Friuli region and has with a rich historical 
and cultural background that played a strong role for the economy 
of the Hapsburg Empire and later Austro-Hungarian monarchy. 
A walking tour will show you the beautiful Catholic and Orthodox 
churches and one of the most beautiful synagogues in Middle Europe, 
built in a Syrian style. You’ll see palaces of remarkable architectural 
value in Neo-Classical style and Italy’s largest square overlooking 
the sea, Piazza Unità d’Italia and the ruins of the Roman Theater. 
At the end of walking tour, we’ll take some time to enjoy a real 
Italian cappuccino in one of the many historical Cafes, as Trieste 
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is known as the homeland of coffee culture. After discovering the 
heart of the city, we’ll continue just few kilometres away, to the 
castle of Miramare. 
Miramare castle was a romantic residence of Maximilian from 
Hapsburg and his wife Charlotte from Belgium. Surrounded by a 
wonderful park with rare botanical species, the castle is a wonder-
ful example of a noble residence of the mid-seventeenth century. 
Return to the Hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 6: POSTOJNA AND LIPICA (approx. 270 km)
After breakfast we will head to Slovenia: in the morning you’ll explore 
an amazing network of underground caves on board an electric train, 
and in the afternoon you’ll witness an astonishing performance by 
purebred Lipizzaner horses, trained specifically for Vienna’s world 
famous Spanish school of riding. The Postojna caves are indeed one 
of the top tourist attractions in Slovenia: 5.3 kilometres of cave 
are open to visitors, the longest publicly accessible depth of any 
cave system in the world. To cover this distance you will be able to 
take advantage of an electric train that smoothly takes you from 
stalagmite to stalactite. Look out for a curious creature called the 
olm, a blind amphibian that has adapted to living in pitch darkness 
and has made the caves its home. In the afternoon the tour proce-
eds to Lipica. This is the home of the elegant Lipizzaner horse, the 
pure white breed that is used in Vienna’s Spanish school of riding. 
Watch a display of these remarkable and graceful animals being put 
through their paces. Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 7: DAY AT LEISURE
As you are in a very popular sea resort, why not a day at leisure... If 
you think about doing another excursion we could suggest an bo-
at excursion to Cres or simply a walk to the nearby town of Labin. 
dinner and overnight stay. 

DAY 8: It’s time to say goodbye.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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Verona

Lake Garda

Venice

LAKE GARDA, 
VERONA 
AND VENICE

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: Arrival and accommodation in a 3* hotel in the northern 
part of the Lake. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: LAKE GARDA AND VERONA
After breakfast departure by bus with our guide for a panoramic 
tour of Lake Garda. One can reach picturesque towns and villages 
through uncontaminated vegetation, amidst olive groves and vi-
neyards, and enjoy breathtaking views against the lake’s deep blue 
background. Stop in Malcesine to visit the famous Scaligero Castle 
then, passing by Garda and Bardolino, we get to Sirmione, visit the 
Romanesque church of S. Pietro in Mavino, the renowned Grotte di 
Catullo (caves) and the picturesque castle. We proceed to Verona, 
the city of Romeo and Juliet with a guided tour.  Piazza Bra ac-
commodates the largest Roman amphitheatre after the Coliseum 
in Rome. The Arena dates back to the 1st Century A.D. and is still in 
use for the famous opera season in the summer. Cutting through the 
historic centre one reaches Piazza Erbe, which is situated over the 
old Roman Forum, still retaining some of the historic outline. We go 
on to Piazza dei Signori surrounded by historic buildings, linked to 
one another by porticoes and arches and to the Arche Scaligere. To 
finsh a tour of the Basilica of St. Zeno, the patron saint of Verona, 
considered one of the Romanesque works of art in Italy. Return to 
hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 3: VENICE
After breakfast departure by bus for Venice. From the Tronchetto 
parking take the private boat transfer to Piazza San Marco and ha-
ve a  guided tour of the historic centre: Piazza San Marco with the 
Doge’s Palace and the Basilica, the Rialto Bridge and the Bridge of 
Sighs. At the end  of the tour free time to explore the bridges over 
the lagoon, the characteristic narrow Venetian streets, the shops, 
the old bars, the typical canals and scenic spots. Return to hotel, 
dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 4: 
After breakfast, departure.

 3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: Arrival and accommodation in a 3* hotel in the northern 
part of the Lake. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: LAKE GARDA
AND VERONA
After breakfast departure by bus with our guide for a panoramic 
tour of Lake Garda. One can reach picturesque towns and villages 
through uncontaminated vegetation, amidst olive groves and vi-
neyards, and enjoy breathtaking views against the lake’s deep blue 
background. Stop in Malcesine to visit the famous Scaligero Castle 
then, passing by Garda and Bardolino, we get to Sirmione, visit the 
Romanesque church of S. Pietro in Mavino, the renowned Grotte di 
Catullo (caves) and the picturesque castle. We proceed to Verona, the 
city of Romeo and Juliet with a guided tour. Piazza Bra accommo-
dates the largest Roman amphitheatre after the Coliseum in Rome. 
The Arena dates back to the 1st Century A.D. and is still employed 
for the famous opera season in the summer. Cutting through the 
historic centre one reaches Piazza Erbe, which is situated over the 
old Roman Forum, still maintaining some of the historic outline. We 
go on to Piazza dei Signori surrounded by historic buildings, linked to 
one another by porticoes and arches and to the Arche Scaligere. To 
finish a tour of the Basilica of St. Zeno, the patron saint of Verona, 
considered one of the Romanesque works of art in Italy. Return to 
hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 3: 
After breakfast departure by bus to a characteristic winery for wine 
tasting with snacks, then departure.

 5Lake Garda, Verona and Venice - (4 days/3 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 3/2 nights, bed and breakfast in a 3* hotel in northern part of Lake Garda
• welcome drink
• 3/2 dinners at the hotel according to selected option
• private boat transfer Tronchetto/Piazza S.Marco/Tronchetto
• tour escort/ guide as per program

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Single supplement on request
• Europlan luxury coach as per program on request
• Tourist tax where applicable
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.
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Verona

Gardone

Sirmione

 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: Arrival and accommodation in a 3* hotels on Lake Garda: 
Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: VERONA
After breakfast departure  by coach with our tour escort to Verona 
and guided tour of the town, including the enchanting garden 
“Giardino Giusti”, whose eldest part dates back to the second half 
of the 15th century. Over the years, the garden has undergone several 
transformations, until the last restoration in 1930. Now the garden is 
rich with flowerbeds, statues, staircases and artificial caves. Along 
a slope you arrive at the Belvedere, a panoramc point where you can 
enjoy one of the most beautiful views of the city and of the garden 
itself. In the afternoon proceed to Valeggio sul Mincio, visit of the 
little medieval village Borghetto by the river Mincio, famous for its 
Visconteo Bridge. Later visit the botanic “Parc Giardino Sigurtà”, the 
„Temple of Nature“, a park of 600.000 mq with an overwhelming 
vegetation, aquatic plants which grow in the many lakes and ponds. 
Then back to the hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 3: SIRMIONE AND GARDONE
After breakfast departure by coach for our escorted tour to Sirmione 
where together with the large ancient Roman ruins “Cattulus‘ Caves”, 
there are also famous hot water springs that have been known for 
their healing properties since ancient times. Later proceed to Salo‘, 
with its pictoresque promenade and the elegant buildings and then 
on to Gardone. The resort‘s pretty lakeside promenade is lined with 
smart cafés and artistic trattorias offering a gracious charm of a 
bygone era. Freetime for lunch, then visit  the Hruska Botanical 
Gardens a collection of flora from all over the world with plan-
ts from Africa and South America interspersed with species from 
Asia, Europe and Australia. Edelweiss amidst orchid meadows; tree 
ferns several metres high next to pomegranate wonders. Streams 
and waterfalls. Since 1988  this park  belongs to the artist André 

GARDENS 
TOUR LAKE 
GARDA

Heller, who has been inspired by its beauty. The tour goes on to 
Maderno, from where the ferry leaves for Torri del Benaco. On the 
journey home, stop at a wine-cellar in order to taste the famous 
Bardolino wine. Dinner in hotel with a typical pasta-menu (drinks 
included). Overnight stay.

DAY 4: 
After breakfast, departure.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 Gardens tour Lake Garda - (4 days/3 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 3 nights, bed and breakfast in a 3* hotel on Lake Garda
• 1 welcome drink
• 2 dinners in Hotel, drinks excluded
• 1 pasta-dinner in Hotel drinks included (¼ lt wine and ½ lt water per person)
• 1 entrance in the Giardino Giusti
• 1 entrance in the Parco Giardino Sigurtà
• 1 entrance in the Hruska Botanical Garden
• 1 trip by ferry Maderno-Torri del Benaco (bus + passengers)
• 1 wine-tasting with snack in the Bardolino area
• Tour escort as per program

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Single supplement on request
• Europlan luxury coach as per program on request
• Tourist tax where applicable
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.
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LAKES IN 
NORTHERN ITALY 
AND MILAN

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: Arrival and accommodation in a 3* hotel in Lake Maggiore 
or surroundings. Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: LAKES TOUR
After breakfast departure by bus with our guide to tour the three 
lakes: Lake Lugano, Lake Como and Lake Maggiore. From Lake 
Maggiore we reach Switzerland for a brief tour of the small town 
of Ascona. From Locarno we reach Lake Lugano, which belongs in 
part to Switzerland and in part to Italy. Stop to visit the city of Lugano 
and subsequently arrive at the Swiss Miniature Village. Proceed 
across the bridge dividing Chiasso to reach Como, the administra-
tive capital and heart of the silk industry. Tour of the city to admire 
its sights: the Cathedral, the historic Town hall, the Tower of Porta 
Vittoria and the Basilica of San Capoforo dating back to the XII 
century. Back on the motorway to the southern most tip of Lake 
Maggiore and finally go on towards Arona with a splendid view of 
the Angera Castle on the opposite shore of the lake. Return to hotel, 
dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 3: MILAN
After breakfast, departure by bus for Milan, Capital of Lombardy, 
for a guided tour of the city. The tour includes: the famed “Duomo”, 
one of the largest churches in the world, the sophisticated La Scala 
Theatre and the imposing Sforzesco Castle. Afternoon free. Return 
to hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 4: 
After breakfast, departure.

 Lakes Northern Italy and Milan - (4 days/3 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 3 nights, bed and breakfast in a 3* hotel in Lake Maggiore or surroundings
• 1 welcome drink at the hotel
• 3 dinners at the hotel
• tour escort/guide as per program

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Single supplement on request
• Europlan luxury coach as per program on request
• Tourist tax where applicable
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.
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MAGIC ITALIAN 
CHRISTMAS 
MARKETS

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 Magic Italian Christmas Markets - (6 days/5 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 5 nights, bed and breakfast in a 3* hotel on Lake Garda
• Welcome drink
• Vin Brulè tasting
• Cappuccino and pandoro break
• Entrance to the Mangers exhibition
• Tour escort/guide as per program

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Single supplement on request
• Europlan luxury coach as per program on request
• Tourist tax where applicable
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

 Christmas on Lake Garda - (5 days/4 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 4 nights, bed and breakfast in a 3* hotel on Lake Garda
• Welcome drink
• Christmas Lunch
• Vin Brulè tasting
• Cappuccino and pandoro break
• Entrance to the Mangers exhibition
• Tour escort/guide as per program.

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Single supplement on request
• Europlan luxury coach as per program on request
• Tourist tax where applicable
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

MAGIC ITALIAN CHRISTMAS MARKETS
28.11 - 22.12.2021

 6 DAYS / 5 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival and accommodation in a 3* hotel on Lake Garda. 
Welcome drink. Dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: After breakfast departure to Bolzano. Here the Christmas 
market is perhaps more important than elsewhere due to the great 
Germanic and Austrian traditions. The large Christmas market of 
Bolzano begins in the centre at Walther Platz, the city’s main square, 
and from there extends throughout the whole of the historic centre 
where you can admire not only the stands but open air museums, and 
performances for the young and old. In the afternoon visit Merano’s 
Christmas market where you can find typical hand-made gifts crafted 
by Tyrolese artisans. On the way back to the hotel a short stop in the 
town of Garda for a taste of Vin Brulè, a typical winter beverage of the 
area made with spiced hot wine. Dinner and overnight stay in hotel.

DAY 3: After breakfast departure to Trento to visit its typical 
Christmas market, with kiosks and stands that sell many types of 
local merchandize and hand-crafted products. In the afternoon 
stop at Arco to visit the traditional Habsburg market in the antique 
district assembled by little houses built in Austro-Hungarian style. 
Return to the hotel  for dinner and overnight stay. 

DAY 4: After breakfast departure to Venice. Guided visit of St. Mark’s 
square, the Rialto Bridge and other interesting sites of this enchanting city 
built on the water on a pleasant walking tour through the Venetian alleys 
and across the canals. Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 5: After Breakfast departure to Verona for a sightseeing tour. A 
walk through the historic centre to see the most significant monuments 
of the city such as the ancient Roman Amphitheatre called the Arena, 
Juliet’s balcony, the Scaliger Family Tombs, Piazza dei Signori, Piazza 
delle Erbe and Piazza Bra, where you can visit an international exhibition 
of Christmas mangers displayed inside the Arena. Break for cappuccino 
and pandoro, a typical cake eaten only during the Christmas festivities in 
Verona, today famous world round. Dinner and overnight stay at the hotel.

DAY 6: Departure after breakfast.

CHRISTMAS ON LAKE GARDA
23.12 - 27.12.2021 

 6 DAYS / 5 NIGHTS  

23.12: 
Arrival and accommodation in a 3* hotel on Lake Garda. Welcome 
drink. Dinner and overnight stay.

24.12: TRENTO AND ARCO
After breakfast departure to Trento to visit the typical Christmas 
market, where kiosks and stands sell every type of local merchandi-
ze and hand-crafted products. In the afternoon stop at the town of 
Arco to visit the traditional Habsburg market in the antique quarter 
assembled by little houses built in Austro-Hungarian style. Return 
to the hotel for Christmas Eve dinner. Overnight stay.

25.12: GARDA
Breakfast. Morning free before Christmas lunch with turkey. In the 
afternoon departure to Garda for a refreshing walk and visit to the 
little Christmas market.  Tastes of Vin Brulè, typical winter beve-
rage of the area, made with spiced hot wine. Return to the hotel 
for dinner and overnight stay. 

26.12: VERONA
After breakfast departure for Verona for a sightseeing tour. A walk 
through the historic centre to see the most significant monuments of 
the city such as the ancient Roman Amphitheatre called the Arena, 
Juliet’s balcony, the Scaliger Family Tombs, Piazza dei Signori, Piazza 
delle Erbe and Piazza Bra, where you can visit an international exhibi-
tion of Christmas mangers displayed inside the Arena. Break for cap-
puccino and pandoro, a typical cake eaten only during the Christmas 
festivities in Verona, today famous world wide. Dinner and overnight 
stay at the hotel.

27.12: Departure after breakfast.
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NEW YEAR’S 
EVE ON 
LAKE GARDA

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival and accommodation in a 3* hotel on Lake Garda. 
Welcome drink. Dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: VENICE
After breakfast departure for Venice. Guided visit of St. Mark’s square, 
the Rialto Bridge and other interesting sites of this enchanting city 
built on the water on a pleasant walking tour through the Venetian 
alleys and across the canals. Return to the hotel for dinner and over-
night stay.

DAY 3: SOUTH TYROL AND NEW YEAR’S EVE
After breakfast departure for Trentino/South Tyrol to dive into the 
magical atmosphere of the traditional Christmas markets where 
kiosks and stands sell many types of local merchandize and hand-
crafted products. On the way back to the hotel a short stop in the 
town of Garda for a taste of Vin Brulè, a typical winter beverage of 
the area made with spiced hot wine. Return to the hotel in the early 
evening to get ready for the gala dinner with music, entertainment 
and champagne at midnight to wish you a…Happy New Year! 

DAY 4: VERONA
Brunch in the late morning and departure for Verona for a sightseeing 
tour. A walk through the historic centre to see the most significant 
monuments of the city such as the ancient Roman Amphitheatre cal-
led the Arena, Juliet’s balcony, the Scaliger Tombs, Piazza dei Signori, 
Piazza delle Erbe and Piazza Bra, where you can visit an international 
exhibition of Christmas mangers displayed inside the Arena. Break for 
cappuccino and pandoro, a typical cake eaten only during the Christmas 
festivities in Verona, today famous world wide. Dinner and overnight 
stay in hotel.

DAY 5: 
Departure after breakfast.

 New Year’s Eve on Lake Garda - (5 days/4 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 4 nights, bed and breakfast in a 3* hotel on Lake Garda
• Welcome drink
• 3 dinners at the hotel
• 1 brunch in hotel on 01/01
• Bus pass for Venice
• Watertaxi in Venice
• Vin Brulè tasting
• New Year’s Eve Gala Dinner
• Cappuccino and pandoro break
• Entrance to the Mangers exhibition
• Tour escort/guide as per program

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Single supplement on request
• Europlan luxury coach as per program on request
• Tourist tax where applicable
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

29.12.2020 - 02.01.2021
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CARNIVAL 
IN VENICE 
AND VERONA

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival and accommodation in a 3* hotels on Lake Garda. 
Dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: VERONA
After breakfast coach tour with our tour escort to Verona, city of 
eternal love immortalized by Shakespeare with his tale of “Romeo 
and Juliet”: Panoramic ride to the hills surrounding the city. Visit to 
the Arena, the ancient Roman amphitheater; the Basilika of St. Zeno; 
the Herb Market Square; and the Scaliger family tombs. In the early 
afternoon the celebrations of the Veronese Carnival begin with Papa 
del Gnocco (the Dumpling King) symbol of Verona. Taste of gnocchi and 
Veronese wine or sweets at the outdoor stands. A colourful parade 
begins in Corso Porta Nuova and ends at St. Zeno‘s Basilica. Return 
to Hotel and overnight stay.

DAY 3: VENICE
After breakfast departure for Venice. The coach will arrive at the 
coach parking area of Tronchetto. Proceed on private watertaxi 
through the canals to St. Mark’s Square, where a city guide will 
take us on a tour of the centre. Afternoon dedicated to celebrating 
one of the most beautiful Carnivals of the world with the Venetian 
people. Return to Hotel and overnight stay. 

DAY 4: SIRMIONE
Free morning. In the early afternoon visit to Sirmione where along with 
the large Roman ruins “Catullus’ Caves”, there are famous hot water 
springs known for their healing properties since ancient times. Return 
to Hotel and dinner. After dinner the Hotel will celebrate Carnival by 
offering typical carnival desserts “frittole and sossole” and wine for 
all. Overnight stay.

DAY 5: 
After breakfast, departure.

11.02. - 15.02.2021

 Carnival in Venice and Verona - (5 days/4 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 5 nights, bed and breakfast in a 3* hotel on Lake Garda
• Welcome drink
• Vin Brulè tasting
• Cappuccino and pandoro break
• Entrance to the Mangers exhibition
• Tour escort/guide as per program

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Single supplement on request
• Europlan luxury coach as per program on request
• Tourist tax where applicable
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.
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ITALIAN 
FORMULA 1
GRAND PRIX

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

When the Formula 1 visits Monza in 2018, fans enjoy one of the best 
atmospheres of the F1 circus, with the stands turned into a sea of 
red by the Ferrari fans, cheering their team on at their home track. 
Monza is regarded by many as the “temple of speed” as this is the 
fastest track of the circuit: is it a fantastic example of a track that 
combines speed with skill and also has a heart and soul all of its own. 
The Italian Grand Prix is rated as one of the most enjoyable of all 
during the Grand Prix season, join us in 2018 and you will see why 
this grand prix is a must-visit if you are a true racing enthusiast.  

 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: Arrival at your Hotel in the Milan area, welcome drink, din-
ner and overnight.

DAY 2: MILAN + QUALIFYING SESSIONS
Our day begins from Milan with a guided visit taking us on explo-
ration of the city of fashion and Expo. We will visit the incredible 
Milan Cathedral, the largest Gothic cathedral in the world, and the 
Sforza Castle. We will then proceed to the race track in Monza for 
the qualifying sessions. Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

DAY 3: GRAND PRIX
Early morning departure to Monza to attend the Formula 1 Gran 
Premio. Return to hotel for dinner. Overnight stay.

DAY 4: 
After breakfast, departure.

04.09 - 07.09.2020

 Italian Formula 1 - (4 days/3 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 2 nights, bed and breakfast in a 3* hotel in the Milan area or approximately 90 
km distance from the circuit.
• 1 Welcome drink
• 2 dinners in Hotel
• 1 General Admission Entrance Ticket to the Race Track

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Single supplement on request
• Europlan luxury coach as per program on request
• Tourist tax where applicable
• Grandstand Seat
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

2021
ComIng
Soon
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CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 The spring of Prosecco - (4 days/3 nights) 
 Accommodation Hotel in Treviso/Venice 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 3 nights, room and breakfast in a good 3* hotel in the Treviso/Venezia area
• 2 dinners at the hotel
• 1 tour and wine tasting at Villa Sandi winery (or similar) 
• Tour escort/guide as per program

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Single supplement on request
• Europlan luxury coach as per program on request
• Tourist tax where applicable
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

“Going to Exhibitions” is an excellent opportunity to learn about the 
wines of Altamarca Trevigiana (such as Prosecco DOC, Conegliano 
Valdobbiadene and Cartizze DOC, but also Colli di Conegliano Doc 
White and Red, Refrontolo Passito, Torchiato di Fregona and Verdiso) 
and to explore the “magic” of a territory, that is enriched by allure 
and charm in Spring. The inhabitants of Treviso have chosen Spring 
especially to celebrate the annual “Wine Festival”, with Spring exhi-
bitions taking place from Valdobbiadene to Conegliano presenting 
to the public the wine from the previous harvest. This is the time to 
celebrate, to meet up in an area where the wine festival captures 
special character: more than 400 local wineries, large and small, 
take part in the many displays with over 300.000 visitors each year.  

 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS - from March to June  

DAY 1: Arrival and accommodation in a 3* hotel in the Treviso / 
Venezia area,  welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: TREVISO
After breakfast meeting with our guide in “Piazza dei Signori” for a tour 
of Treviso with its renowned sights, like the Civic Tower (Torre Civica), 
the Palace of the Prefecture and the “Palazzo dei Trecento” (City Hall), 
in which magnificent frescoes can be admired. The city of Treviso was 
surrounded by walls of which some remains are still visibile at “Porta dei 
SS Quaranta”. Treviso is a city of water, through which a web of rivers 
and canals run. We walk through narrow streets and return to Piazza dei 
Signori. In the early afternoon we proceed by bus to Villa Sandi, one of 
Palladio’s jewels of Venetian architecture of 1622, located on the hills of 
Valdobbiadene in Montello. The villa is decorated with stuccoes, figures 
in relief and chandeliers in Murano glass. Important personalities such as 
Napoleon Bonaparte, Antonio Canova and the painter Schiavoni have 
lodged here and bear witness to a glorious past. Now it is the official 
base of the Villa Sandi winery and a point of reference for the wine 
culture in Italy and in Europe. Sommelier courses, special events and 
conducted tastings take place every year bringing together art and wine 
expertise. To finish a toast with a glass of Prosecco, accompanied by a 
snack. Return to the hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 3: MAROSTICA
In the morning we set off with our guide to explore Marostica, a 

medieval town surrounded by embattlement walls enclosing the 
Piazza degli Scacchi (the Chess Square) which links two castles, 
the Lower Castle and the Upper Castle. Marostica is known worl-
dwide for its famous chess game played live by people in medieval 
costumes. We then proceed to Bassano del Grappa, one of the most 
beautiful places in the province of Italy. Its symbol, the famous bridge 
“Ponte degli Alpini”, was built according to one of Palladio’s projects. 
The nickname “del Grappa” denotes the name of the mountain above 
Bassano, but also the well-known spirit, grappa, another symbol of 
the city. The Museum of Grappa and the Ponte degli Alpini are a must 
to see. Later in the afternoon we go on to Asolo where the “Festa 
del Prosecco” takes place and where you can try typical dishes and 
of course, the delightful wines. Return to the hotel for the night.

DAY 4: 
After breakfast, departure.
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COOKING, 
WINE-CELLARS, 
CULTURE

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: Arrival and accommodation in a 3* hotel on Lake Garda/
Verona: welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: PARMA AND ISOLA DELLA SCALA
After breakfast departure  by coach with our tour escort to Parma 
and guided tour of the town, then proceed to the surrounding hills, 
where it is possible to taste the specialities of this region: Parmisan 
cheese and Parma ham, after visiting the cheese and the ham fac-
tory. On the journey home, stop at an acetaia, in order to see the 
making of the well-known balsamic vinegar of Modena, and of 
course a taste of it. 
Then proceed to Isola della Scala, the most important ricegrowing 
area in italy (well known for the Vialone Nano rice). 
Dinner in an unforgettable old mill (1650), and taste 3 different rice 
dishes, a rice cake and then grappa made from rice! 
Later, visit the methods of rice-cultivation, past and  present. Return 
to the hotel and  overnight stay.

DAY 3: CREMONA AND MANTUA
After breakfast departure by coach with our tour escort to Cremona 
and guided tour of the town. Later, visit of the Sala dei Violini in the 
townhall, where you can see some Stradivari violins and listen to 
a short violin concert. 
On the journey home, stop in Mantua for a walk  and then return to 
the hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 4: VERONA
After breakfast departure by coach with our escorted tour to Verona 
and walk through the town. Later in he morning stop in a Bar in 

 Cooking, wine-cellars, culture - (5 days/4 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 4 nights, bed and breakfast in a 3* hotel on Lake Garda/Verona
• 1 welcome drink
• 2 dinners in Hotel, beverage not included
• 1 dinner in a old mill (3 rice dishes + rice cake) incl. ¼ lt wine and ½ lt water and 
1 grappa per person
• 1 pasta dinner incl. ½ lt wine and ½ lt water per person
• 1 visit of a cheese factory with cheese taste
• 1 visit of a ham factory with ham taste
• 1 visit of a factory of balsamic vinegar with vinegar taste
• ½ day guided tour of Parma and Cremona
• 1 entrance in the Sala dei violini in Cremona + short violine concert
• 1 capuccino in a Bar in Piazza Bra in Verona
• 1 entrance in the olive oil museum in Cisano
• 1 wine taste in Bardolino
• Tour escort/guide as per program

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
•  Single supplement on request
• Europlan luxury coach as per program on request
• Tourist tax where applicable
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

Piazza Bra for a capuccino. 
Free time. In the afternoon proceed to  Lake Garda and visit  the 
olive oil musuem in Cisano and a wine-cellar with a wine tasting 
at the end of it. In the evening you will enjoy an entertaining pa-
sta-dinner with live music and dance. Overnight stay.

DAY 5: 
After breakfast, departure.
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Soave

Verona

5 IMPORTANT 
WINES 
IN JUST 50 KM

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: Arrival and accommodation in a 4* hotel in Soave, welco-
me drink, dinner at a typical local restaurant and overnight stay.

DAY 2: SOAVE AND VERONA
After breakfast free morning to walk around the centre of Soave 
to explore the medieval village and the walls of the picturesque 
Scaligero Castle. Lunch in a restaurant in Soave. Early afternoon 
departure by bus to Verona and meeting with our guide for a tour 
of the city of Romeo and Juliet. After a brief bus tour, visit Piazza 
Bra where there is the famous Roman Arena, the biggest Roman 
amphitheatre after the Coliseum in Rome. A walk in the centre with 
our guide will take us to Piazza delle Erbe and then to Piazza dei 
Signori, to discover the numerous monuments, towers and churches 
of one of the most beautiful cities in Italy. Free time for shopping 
subsequently meeting up in a characteristic restaurant in the centre 
of Verona for dinner. Return to hotel and overnight stay.

DAY 3: THE BIG EVENT!
After breakfast, late morning, departure to a wine cellar in the vici-
nity of Soave for a first tasting of the renowned white wine, Soave. 
This famous wine represents about 40% of DOC wine production 
in the province of Verona: straw yellow colour, at times greenish, 
intense smell and dry, almost bitter taste. At the end of the first 
tasting we proceed with a short trip to the area of Custoza (approx. 
40 minute), situated in the hills that link Verona with Lake Garda. 
For centuries this area has been an important strategic crossroads 
of Via Postumia, the legendary Roman road, the stage of famous 
battles of the Italian Renaissance in the 19th century. The white 
wine Custoza Doc is produced in this area, very fragrant, almost 
aromatic with a soft delicate taste. From Custoza, in just 30 minutes, 
we move to the lower area of Lake Garda, that is the area of the 
white Lugana, famous white wine that is easily matched to many 
types of food, but given its strong personality, also with cheeses. 

This wine’s golden colour perfectly complements its decisive smell 
and taste that is slightly reminiscent of wood. At the end of this 
tasting we travel up the East coast of the lower part of the lake 
by bus passing the towns of Peschiera del Garda, Lazise, Bardolino, 
before reaching a wine cellar on the hills. The Bardolino Doc area is 
covered by panoramic olive groves and vineyards on the lake and 
enjoys mild climate all year round. Bardolino Doc red wine, easy 
to drink, ruby red colour, light and fragrant. From here the group 
moves to Valpolicella, a hilly area between Lake Garda and Verona, 
already well-known in Roman times for grape growing. In this area 
important red wines are produced, the most famous being Amarone. 
Deep red, with a velvety taste, it is one of the most famous wines 
of Italy. At the end of the tasting we return to Soave for a brief stop 
at the hotel before reaching a wonderful wine cellar, for the gala 
dinner with live music!Overnight stay at hotel.

DAY 4: 
After breakfast, departure.

 5 important wines in just 50 km - (5 days/3 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 5 nights, bed and breakfast in 4* hotel in Soave 
• 1 lunch in a restaurant in Soave
• 1 dinner in a restaurant in Soave
• 1 dinner in a characteristic restaurant in Verona
• 1 wine tasting in the Soave area
• 1 wine tasting in the Custoza area
• 1 wine tasting in the Lugana area
• 1 wine tasting in the Valpolicella area
• 1 wine tasting in the Bardolino area
• 1 Gala dinner with live music in a winery in Soave
• Tour escort/guide as per program

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Single supplement on request
• Europlan luxury coach as per program on request
• Tourist tax where applicable
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.
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Bardolino

Verona

COOKERY 
COURSE 
IN LAKE GARDA

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

In Italy cooking is first and foremost a pleasure, an excuse to get 
together and enjoy the harmony of family life.
During this mini-course, we will share methods of preparing food 
the way they have been handed down by Italian mothers and grand-
mothers, made with simple, traditional ingredients.
We wish to give our guests some ideas, that they can introduce into 
their own daily culinary practices. You will find that Italian food is 
not complicated and preparing it is really fun!.  

 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: Arrival and accommodation in a 3* hotel on Lake Garda. 
Welcome drink, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: BARDOLINO PASTA COOKING LESSON
After breakfast departure with our tour escort to buy the ingredients 
for the cookery lesson, the shopping list will be provided by our chefs.
At 10.00 arrival at Cascina Capuzza where we will meet the chef 
for the first lesson. Today we will learn how to make pasta! Without 
special equipment or techniques you will learn the art of preparing 
pasta. We are certain you will be surprised by the results of your work 
.... Some ‘cold cuts’ and some wine will complete a well-deserved 
lunch. In the afternoon we will pay a visit to nearby Sirmione, a pictu-
resque town on Lake Garda, with a walk through the historic centre.
Return by evening, dinner at the hotel, overnight stay..

DAY 3: BARDOLINO PIZZA COOKING LESSON
After breakfast meeting with our tour escort to go back to Cascina 
Capuzza, where your chef awaits you for another cookery lesson. 
Today you will learn to make pizza! Pizza – like pasta – is a dish 
known throughout the world which is always connected to Italy, 
but few people can prepare a really good pizza. Home made pizza 
is always a reason to celebrate: simple flavours and traditional 
aromas will be discovered and permit us at the same time to be 
together having fun. Once the dough has been prepared it must 

leaven… Therefore we go to explore the wine cellar and taste some 
wine and have an aperitif. On your return the dough will be ready 
so you can roll out the pizza and top it. Finally the pizza comes out 
of the oven and ... bon appetit! The pizza will be accompanied by 
wines of the estate. Before returning to the hotel, we will stop in 
Borghetto, a medieval village on the river Mincio. Return to hotel, 
dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 4: 
After breakfast, departure.

 Cookery course at Lake Garda - (4 days/3 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 3 x half board in a 3* hotel on Lake Garda.
• 2 cookery lessons
• 1 wine tasting at the Selva Capuzza wine cellar
• 2 lunches with typical Italian salamis/pizza and wines from the estate
• tour escort/guide as per program

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
•  Single supplement on request
• Europlan luxury coach as per program on request
• Tourist tax where applicable
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.
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Cividale

Spilimbergo

Verona Venice

MP3 FRIULI

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: Arrival and accommodation in a 3* hotel in Friuli. Welcome 
drink (Prosecco), dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: SPILIMBERGO AND SAN DANIELE
After breakfast departure  by coach with our escorted tour to  
Spilimbergo. Guided tour of the town, visit of the historical cen-
ter, that rises around the city walls and the cathedral, built in the 
Friulian Gothic style. Close by there is a very important mosaic school, 
that preserves this antique Roman, Byzantine and Venetian art. It is 
possible to see the students work, assembling tiny stones obtained 
in the close by river Tagliamento. 
The visit of the city if Cividale follows. This city is known as the pearl 
of Friuli, with its temple, a sign of Lombard art, its historical centre 
with its medieval houses and the famous Ponte del Diavolo (Satans 
Bridge), on the Natisone river. Stop in a pastry shop to taste a cake 
which is a speciality of Friuli, called La Gubana. 
A visit to the “Rocca Bernarda” in Ipplis Prema, which stands in a 
classic Italian setting of ancient cypresses and graceful vineyards 
with a spectacular view over a vast swathe of countryside.  
The visit includes a presentation and accompanied tour of the vi-
neyards and cellar, where the famous wine Picolit is produced. An 
end-of-tour tasting of this wine, togehter with Collio wines and 
snacks will conclude the visit to the winery. 
We leave the wine road and we arrive to San Daniele, known all over 
the world for its ham. Visit the historical centre and ham production 
which makes this special ham, here you can also taste it. Finish the 
day with a dinner in a famous “Prosciutteria”, where you can taste 
this speciality.  Back to the hotel and overnight stay.

DAY 3: THE BIG EVENT!
After breakfast departure by coach with our escorted tour to 
Passariano and visit  the famous Villa Manin. 
The majestic complex is one of the most significant artistic 

monuments of Friuli Venezia Giulia and one of the best-known sym-
bols of regional tourism and culture. It was built in the seventeenth 
century by Ludovico Manin to celebrate the richness and power of 
his house, used by Manin as a country home. During the last Doge 
of Venice, Ludovico Manin, the Villa became the headquarters of 
the French troops led by Napoleone Bonaparte. 
This led to the degradation of the nineteenth century Villa, cau-
sed by ‘weakening of the family fortune of Manin. Since 1969 the 
Autonomous Region Friuli Venezia Giulia is the owner. 
Proceed to Conegliano. On the hills between Conegliano and  
Valdobbiadene, to the north of Treviso, there is the Prosecco re-
gion and the Strada del Vino (the wine road). Along this road there 
are many wine cellars where you can taste Prosecco, Frizzante and 
Sparkling wines. In the evening goodbye dinner in a typical cellar 
with live music and wine. Then back to the hotel and overnight stay.

DAY 4: 
After breakfast, departure.

MOSAICO • PROSECCO • PROSCIUTTO HAM 
PICOLIT WINE

 MP3 Friuli - (4 days/3 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 3 nights, bed and breakfast in a 3* hotel in Friuli (Maniago or similar)
• 1 welcome drink
• 1 dinner in Hotel, drinks excluded
• 1 ham tasting in a ham factory
• 1 wine tasting in the Collio area
• 1 wine tasting in the Prosecco area
• 1 dinner in a “Prosciutteria”
• 1 farewell dinner and wine (½ lt per person)
• 1 visit in the mosaic school of Spilimbergo
• 1 visit in Villa Manin in Passariano
• 1 pasta-dinner in Hotel drinks included (¼ lt wine and ½ lt water per person)
• Tour escort as per program

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Single supplement on request
• Europlan luxury coach as per program on request
• Tourist tax where applicable
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.
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Venice

Florence

VeniceAr:

FlorenceDep:

Brisighella
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 8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: ARRIVAL IN VENICE (approx. 10 km)
Arrival at Venice airport. Transfer to your hotel in Mestre, located on 
the mainland close to Venice with excellent bus links to the lagoon city. 

DAY 2: MESTRE/VENICE - CHIOGGIA/SOTTOMARINA 
(approx. 35 km)
After the morrning Tour Information Meeting you will cycle on the 
bike path over the Liberty Bridge to Venice. Afterwards, you will 
take the ferry to Lido and the bicycle via Pellestrina, with stun-
ning views of the sea, to Chioggia: a quiet little town, reminiscent 
of the Venetian naval supremacy, where you can take a rest in one 
of the typical fish restaurants. Tonight, you will stay in Chioggia/
Sottomarina, where there is a wide sandy beach. 

DAY 3: CHIOGGIA/SOTTOMARINA - ADRIA 
(approx. 50 km)
On quiet roads you will cycle back to the river Adige, which will lead you 
through fertile fields, melon plantations, and tranquil villages to Adria, a 
small, friendly town with lots of charm. Founded by the Etruscans due to 
its proximity to the rivers Adige and Po, nowadays the branched channels, 
narrow streets, cosy cafes, and friendly people attract many visitors. 

DAY 4: ADRIA - COMACCHIO (approx. 65 km)
You will cycle a short part of today’s route along the longest river 
in Italy, the river Po. Then, one of its branches, called Po di Goro, 
will lead you right through its delta towards the sea. Perhaps you 
want to cool off in the Adriatic Sea before you get to the charming 
town of Comacchio? Magnificent palaces, ornate churches and 

VENICE-
FLORENCE 
BY BICYCLE

 Venice - Florence by bicycle - (8 days/7 nights) 

THE PRICE INCLUDES:
• Transfer on arrival and departure
• Overnight stays at the listed hotels
• Breakfast buffet or ample breakfast
• Personal tour information
• Luggage transfer between hotels
• Excellently planned routes
• Detailed travel information (route maps or overview maps, route description, 
tourist attractions, important telephone numbers)
• EUROBIKE signposting
• 24-hours ticket for Venice public transportation (bicycle tickets not included, 
approx € 3,-)
• Train journey from Brisighella to Borgo San Lorenzo incl. bike
• GPS tracks available
• Service hotline for the duration of the tour 

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Tourist tax where payable
• Drinks with meals
• Entrances to parks, monuments and museums (unless otherwise specified in 
the section “The price includes”)
• Porter services
• Tips, extras and personal expenses
• Anything else not included in section “The price includes”
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

numerous bridges still bear witness to the prosperity once gained 
by salt production. 

DAY 5: COMACCHIO - RAVENNA (approx. 65 km)
The first half of the day’s bike tour is dedicated to the natural park “Delta 
del Po” with its unique flora and fauna. Riding your bike on a dam, you 
will feel like cycling straight through the water while flamingos are 
nesting only a few metres away from you. After two short ferry rides 
(tickets not included in the tour price, approx € 3,-) you will reach the 
Adriatic Sea. There are wide beaches on the way to Ravenna, where 
you will be enchanted by the art and culture of the port city. 

DAY 6: RAVENNA - BRISIGHELLA (approx. 55 km)
The foothills of the Apennines form gently rolling hills which change 
the landscape. Even earlier, on the edge of the vast plains, you will get 
to Faenza - an enchanting little city where world-famous ceramics 
are produced. The artists will be happy to let you watch while they 
are painting the artefacts. Now it is not far to Brisighella - an idyllic, 
medieval village, overlooked by the Rocca Veneziana and the Torre 
Orologgio. Tranquillity and pure relaxation are waiting for the cyclists. 

DAY 7: BRISIGHELLA - FLORENCE 
(approx. 35 km + Train Journey)
The day starts with a wonderful train journey through the wild moun-
tain world of the Apennines to Borgo San Lorenzo. Today, you will 
cycle up two short climbs. Your reward will be a fantastic descent 
via Fiesole to Florence, the history-charged capital of Tuscany. B

DAY 8: BRISIGHELLA - FLORENCE 
Today you will transfer to Florence airport for your return flight.



Florence

Rome
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FlorenceAr:

RomeDep:

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

Spoleto

 8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: ARRIVAL IN FLORENCE (approx. 15 km)
Arrival in Florence airport. Transfer to your first class hotel in Florence 
area. Tour briefing and distribution of the rental bikes. Visit of the 
beautiful centre of Florence recommended. 

DAY 2: FLORENCE - PASSIGNANO SUL TRASIMENO 
(approx. 60 km + Train Journey)
In the morning, you will take the train to Arezzo. There, you can 
visit the beautiful churches and palaces of the city of antiquities 
and gold. With your bike you will cycle on beautiful trails through 
the vast plains of the Val di Chiana, constantly accompanied by 
the silhouetted hills of southern Tuscany. You will pass Cortona 
and finally arrive at Lake Trasimeno, the battlefield of Hannibal 
against the Romans. Enjoy the beautiful view of picturesque Lake 
Trasimeno. Tonight, you will spend the night in Passignano. 

DAY 3: PASSIGNANO SUL TRASIMENO - PERUGIA 
(approx. 35 km)
You will cycle along the lake to Torricella. From there you will continue 
through open fields, rolling hills and idyllic places to Perugia. 
Stroll through one of the nicest shopping streets of Italy to the Cathedral 
of San Lorenzo, the Palazzo dei Priori, or the Arco Etrusco... the Umbrian 
capital will fascinate you! 

DAY 4: PERUGIA - ASSISI (approx. 30 km)
After having crossed the river Tiber, it is only a few kilometres by bike 
to the birthplace of St. Francis of Assisi. However, before you cycle up 
to the mystical city, you will take a trip to one of the most beautiful 

FLORENCE-ROMA 
BY BICYCLE

 Florence-Rome by bicycle - (8 days/7 nights) 

THE PRICE INCLUDES:
• Transfer on arrival and departure
• Overnight stays in the selected category
• Breakfast buffet or ample breakfast
• Personal tour information
• Luggage transfer between hotels
• Excellently planned routes
• Detailed travel information (route maps or overview maps, route description, 
tourist attractions, important telephone numbers)
• Train journey from Florence to Arezzo (with the bike)
• Train journey from Poggio Mirteto to Rome (without bike, bike delivery in Poggio 
Mirteto)
• GPS tracks available
• Service hotline for the duration of the tour 

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Tourist tax where due
• Drinks with meals
• Entrances to parks, monuments and museums (unless otherwise specified in 
the section “The price includes”)
• Porter services
• Tips, extras and personal expenses
• Anything else not included in section “The price includes”
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

sanctuaries of Umbria: Santa Maria degli Angeli! In Assisi, you can im-
merse yourself in the colourful world of medieval frescoes by Giotto. 

DAY 5: ASSISI - SPOLETO (approx. 60 km)
Your way leads you along the foot of the mighty Mount Subasio to the 
still entirely preserved medieval town Spello. Afterwards, you will con-
tinue through the Valle Umbra to Spoleto. Cities, such as Montefalco, 
Trevi, and Campello can be seen on the surrounding hills. From the 
more than 80 m high aqueduct you can enjoy a vertiginous view of the 
Tessino Canyon, Mount Luco, and the Rocca Albornoz (papal fortress). 

DAY 6: SPOLETO - NARNI (approx. 45 km)
Between mountains, accompanied by the beautiful countryside, you 
will cycle to Terni and further to Narni. If you want to spoil yourself - 
Terni is known for its excellent pastries and for having the most crea-
tive cuisine of the region! Narni and its medieval streets will take you 
back to ancient times. 

DAY 7: NARNI - ROME (approx. 60 km + Train Journey)
In the middle of the green heart of Umbria, you will pass huge moun-
tains until you reach Calvi, the last major town of this region. You 
can still enjoy the quiet and solitude of the Sabine mountains before 
you take the train to immerse yourself in the vibrant city of Rome. 

DAY 8: Today you will transfer to the Rome airport for your return 
flight. 
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Milan

Camogli

MilanAr:

FlorenceDep:

CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

5 Terre

 8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: ARRIVAL AT CAMOGLI (approx. 210 km)
Arrival in Milan airport. Transfer to your hotel in Camogli. 

DAY 2: CIRCULAR WALK PORTOFINO 
(Walking time: approx. 4 to 5 hours)
From Camogli you will walk to the Gothic monastery San Fruttuoso, 
located in a secluded bay. Alternatively you can take a more chal-
lenging tour high above the sea or on easier terrain via the foothills 
of Portofino. Along the path leading from San Fruttuoso you will 
enjoy a fabulous views over the fishing village of Portofino. 

DAY 3: CAMOGLI - SESTRI LEVANTE 
(Walking time: approx. 3 hours)
You will take the bus from Rapallo up to the pilgrimage church 
Montallegro, situated 600 metres above sea level. 
Walking at altitude you will enjoy distant views across the Golf of Tigullio 
until you will reach the ancient little town of Chiavari. From here you will 
take the train to the picturesque little town of Sestri Levante. 

DAY 4: CIRCULAR WALK MONEGLIA 
(Walking time: approx. 4.5 hours)
The walk between Sestri Levante and Moneglia is an absolute insi-
ders’ tip! You will enjoy the unforgettable impressions of nature along 
this remote coastal scenery with its precipitous slopes towards the 
sea. First you will walk across the foothills of Punta Manara to Riva 
Trigoso, then continue below Monte Moneglia into the lovely seaside 
resort of Moneglia. 

DAY 5: SESTRI LEVANTE - LEVANTO 
(Walking time: approx. 5.5 hours)
In the morning you will start off by walking from Framura to Bonassola. 
From here the path will lead you over a little mountain pass onwards 

CINQUE TERRE 
WALKING TOUR

 Cinque Terre Walking tour - (8 days/7 nights) 

THE PRICE INCLUDES:
• Transfer on arrival and departure
• 7x overnight stays as stated above, breakfast included
• Luggage transfer
• Detailed route description
• Detailed travel and tour documents
• Service hotline 

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Cinque Terre-Card (required for national park on Day 6), approx. € 8 per person
• Boat trip Portovenere - Monterosso, approx. € 14 per person
• Train and bus fares, approx. € 28 per person
• Tourist tax where due
• Drinks with meals
• Entrances to parks, monuments and museums (unless otherwise specified in 
the section “The price includes”)
• Porter services
• Tips, extras and personal expenses
• Anything else not included in section “The price includes”
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

to Levanto, your base for the following three days. You will continue 
along a panoramic path to Monterosso, a picturesque little village 
with colourful houses overlooking the sea. From the lighthouse on 
the Punta Mesco you can enjoy the view of the entire Cinque Terre 
region for the first time. 

DAY 6: CIRCULAR WALK‚ HEART OF CINQUE TERRE 
(Walking time: approx. 4.5 to 6.5 hours)
Today you will experience the classic tour amongst all Cinque-Terre 
paths: the route between Monterosso and Corniglia. 
This coastal landscape with its old villages and steep vineyards has 
remained nearly unchanged for centuries. Amazing views of terrraced 
vineyards, lemon and olive groves, farm houses and colourful villages 
will appear in front of you. 

DAY 7: CIRCULAR WALK PORTOVENERE 
(Walking time: approx. 4.5 hours)
The tour from Riomaggiore to Portovenere is the final highlight 
and tops off your week of walking; a leisure walk through terraced 
vineyards and pine forests. You will be amazed by the picturesque 
little town of Portovenere with its multi-coloured houses. Weather 
permitting, you will take a boat ride along the Cinque-Terre coast 
back to Monterosso and spot the walking routes of the past few 
days from the sea. 

DAY 8: Today you will transfer to the airport for your return flight. 
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CONTACT US FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

Merano

Venice

VeniceAr:

VeniceDep:

 8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS  

DAY 1: ARRIVAL IN MERANO (approx. 300 km)
Arrival in Venice airport. You will transfer to your first class hotel in 
Merano and enjoy the Mediterranean atmosphere in this wonderful and 
cultural town in the heart of South Tyrol. Here you can wander around 
the charming arcades or follow in the footsteps of Emperess Sissi along 
the ‘Passer’ esplanade. 

DAY 2: FROM MERANO TO NALS (approx. 35 km)
Along the Waal paths you will venture through apple orchards before 
arriving at an impressive waterfall. Soon your trail will lead you 
through the hills of Tisens – famous for its chestnuts and up to the 
historic little church of St. Christoph. After hiking through beauti-
ful woodland with fantastic views deep into the Etsch valley you 
reach Nals, an idyllic little village in the middle of apple orchards 
and vineyards. Walking time: approx. 5.5 to 6 hrs. 

DAY 3: FROM NALS TO KALTERN/KALTERER LAKE 
Today you will experience a fascinating hike on the trail of cast-
les. On interesting and steep roads you will walk from fortress to 
fortress admiring diverse historic architecture. In the afternoon 
you will wander through the region of ‘holes in the ice’, a natural 
phenomenon which gives you the chance to discover icicles in mid-
summer. Past the tower of St. George and many more vineyards, you 
will soon reach Lake Kaltern. Walking time: approx. 6 hrs. 

DAY 4: FROM KALTERN/KALTERER LAKE TO COREDO 
In the morning you will travel to the Mendelpass (saddle of Mendel) 
by train. You will enjoy the phenomenal view before starting an 
easy walk over the plateau towards Nonstal, a border between 
provinces and languages . Into amazing canyons and through idyllic 

FROM
MERANO 
TO LAKE GARDA

 From Merano to Lake Garda - (8 days/7 nights) 

THE PRICE INCLUDES:
• Transfer on arrival and departure
• 7 overnight stays in selected category, incl. breakfast
• Half board: min. 3-course dinner (6x, not in Riva)
• Luggage transfer
• Welcome meeting
• Mendelpass mountain railway
• Trentino-Card with numerous inclusive services
• Cable car fare Pradel-Molveno (only in the summer season, otherwise walk)
• Detailed planned route
• Detailed route instructions
• Service hotline 

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Train ride from Coredo/Dermulo to Crescino, bus fare: from Lago Nembia to 
Comano, approx. EUR 5 per person
• Tourist tax where due
• Drinks with meals
• Entrances to parks, monuments and museums (unless otherwise specified in 
the section “The price includes”)
• Porter services
• Tips, extras and personal expenses
• Anything else not included in section “The price includes”
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

small villages to the pilgrimage site of Saint Romedio and two small 
sparkling lakes, you will soon reach Coredo. Here you will enjoy the 
Italian atmosphere in the middle of the Trentino region. Walking 
time: approx. 5 hrs. 

DAY 5: FROM COREDO TO ANDALO 
During a short train journey you will admire the impressive landscape 
of the Nonstal, before starting the walk along the ‘Way of St. James’ 
up to the airy high plain of the Paganella. The path will lead through 
dense woodland to the foot of the Brenta-Dolomites, before making 
its way up to Cavedago with its famous triple-arched bridge. Across 
the wetland of a karst lake you will reach today’s destination Andalo. 
Walking time: approx. 5.5 to 6 hrs. 

DAY 6: FROM ANDALO TO COMANO TERME 
A fantastic walking tour will lead you into the mountain area of the 
Pradel. A stop at a Rifugio (mountain cabin) to enjoy a typical Italian 
snack and the impressive view of the surrounding mountain tops. By 
cable car you will go to the banks of the sparkling blue lake Molveno. 
From the crystal clear and green tarn Lake Nembia, you will continue 
to Comano Terme by bus, passing woodlands and hilly areas, mean-
dering rivers and numerous small country villages. Walking time: ap-
prox. 4 to 6 hrs. 

DAY 7: FROM COMANO TERME TO RIVA DEL GARDA 
At the end of your hiking week you will walk through the untouched 
meadows of the valley of Lomason. You will climb up to Rifugio 
Monte San Pietro, where you can have a stunning view of Lake 
Garda. You will walk down through winding streets and archways, 
past stonewalls to the castle of Tenno. On the last few kilometres 
of your tour you will walk through olive groves and Mediterranean 
cypress vegetation until you will reach the goal of your hiking week, 
the banks of Lake Garda. Walking time: approx. 5 to 6 hrs. 

DAY 8: Today you will transfer to the airport for your return flight. 



SPORT & FUN
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CONTACT US  FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 TREKKING  

Put the Backpack on your shoulder and go! Our guides will take you 
to discover the routes that no map or book report. Among ancient 
villages, with beautiful views to the discovery of local people and 
their traditions, with tasting of typical products that in olive mills, 
cellars and mountain huts.

Lake Garda and its surroundings offer many sport activities that 
anyone can enjoy, preferably guided by experts who can accompany 
you in the discovery of unknown paths or can help you experience 
strong emotions playing sports never tried before.
We propose you some fun sport tours as a suggestion to your active 
groups:

 MOUNTAIN BIKE  

With expert mountain bike guides, you will discover the many paths 
that Lake Garda has to offer from north to south. On the challenging 
mountains or wavy hills full of vineyards. You will always find the 
path for everyone.

DAILY 
EXCURSIONS

 Daily excursions  

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• Mountain bike and helmet rental
• 1 guide for every 15 participants
• Starting point in Costermano (Garda)
• For any bike transportation at different place, price at request
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 NORDIC WALKING  

With our FINW instructors, keeping up with the technique of Nordic 
Walking. The sport was born to train cross-country skiers also in the 
summer months, but it is now one of the most popular activities to 
walk fast in our beautiful nature. Rent with us your Nordic sticks 
and be prepared to march!

 SAILBOAT  

The Lake Garda is known throughout the world for its sailing acti-
vities. With racing boats Asso99, born right on the Lake Garda, the 
excitement of the sailing world is within your reach. 
With experienced skippers you will be able to sail the lake waters, 
with the sweet sound of the wind... and the voice of your comman-
der will give orders to maneuver, because you will be the crew that 
will work to make the boat ‘fly’!

CONTACT US  FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 Daily excursions  / Nordic walking

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 1 Nordic Walking instructor for every 15 people
• Nordic Walking sticks hire

  Daily excursions  / Sailboat  

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• Using boats Asso99 (1 boat every 7 participants)
• Support of 1 skipper of each boat
• Use of the necessary tools for the excursion (life jacket, harness)

DAILY 
EXCURSIONS
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 CANYONING  

A short walk in the woods, to the entrance of a deep canyon carved 
by a creek ... and we begin. 
We will give you wetsuit, booties and harness... all the rest will 
come from you. 
A spirit of adventure, courage, and no worry about getting wet. This 
experience of canyoning will remain indelible in your minds forever.

 FREE CLIMBING  

Fully safely with the assistance of expert guides you will be able to 
climb on the natural rock walls, for an adrenaline rush! 
The walls are located at the north of the lake, but also near Garda. 
Real natural training for the more experienced, but also for those 
who want to approach eaily this sport.

CONTACT US  FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 Daily excursions  / Canyoning

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 1 guide every 8 people,
• tools for the excursion (wetsuit, shoes, ropes, harness etc.)

  Daily excursions  / Free climbing  

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• assistance from 1 guide every 8 people,
• tools needed for the tour (harness, climbing shoes, ropes etc.)

DAILY 
EXCURSIONS
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 PHOTOGRAPHIC TREASURE HUNT 

A map of the area and goals to look for and photograph. Equipped 
with digital cameras, the participants will have to find the targets 
and document them. A house in ruins, a rare tree, a small church 
in the country, a particular bottle of wine ... all of this in the list 
of objectives. On returning we will count the pictures and decide 
the winner.

The term team building means ‘building a synergy in a group of pe-
ople, a team’.
The best chances to form a group, can be found while participating 
in outdoor sports that involve collaboration among the participants, 
solving minor problems, such as finding the right path or waiting for 
those in need.
With help of expert guides we can offer fun and useful team building 
activities for every group of companies, or any type of event.
Your business groups can find accommodation in our Hotel Caesius 
Thermae in Bardolino, which offers a wellness area of 3,000 square 
meters and also boasts a full conference center with several meeting 
rooms (the largest with 300 seats).
Hospitality and expertise in organizing corporate events, gala din-
ners and a complete service for all groups.

The corporate event can be integrated with different outdoor activities.
Here are some of them:

 MOUNTAINBIKE ORIENTEERING  

the group split in teams will receive a map of the area and should 
collaborate in finding the right route to get to the end terminal. A race 
where, rather than speed, the team collaboration will be essential 
to avoid mistakes in the direction. In fact, in the hills of Bardolino it 
is easy to get into a small road downhill which, if it not the correct 
one, may become a steep uphill to get back on the right route ...

TEAMBUILDING 
ACTIVITIES

CONTACT US  FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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CONTACT US  FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

 NAVIGATION ON A SAILING BOAT  

Just enough time to figure out how to maneuver the fastest racing 
boats Asso99 and ready to go! Over the waves and taking advantage 
of every breath of wind in sight, to win the race against ‘fellow rivals’.

 JUNGLE ADVENTURE PARK 

The park is located in San Seno di Montagna, and consists of a path 
suspended on trees in the woods in a panoramic setting. The diffe-
rent paths include bridges, ropes, nets with ropes, pulleys, suspen-
ded barrel tunnels etc.. The instructor on the ground will judge the 
behavior of the team, giving penalty points if their attitude to the 
safety is wrong or misses the team spirit.

 FREE CLIMBING  

The rock wall is Marciaga/Costermano . Customers will reach the 
point of departure and will be welcomed by the instructor who will 
provide them with safety harness . After a briefing with explana-
tions on climbing techniques, the climb will begin. The instructor 
will judge the use of the technique by the participants.

 TREASURE HUNT IN VERONA  

Customers will meet the guide in Piazza Bra. Divided into teams will 
receive the first question to be solved. The questions are related to 
the city of Verona: its history, its monuments, the most characteristic 
places ... For each correct answer, the teams have to understand 
in which tavern will have to go to receive the next question. After 
finishing the hunt, the ranking of teams will be drawn.

TEAMBUILDING 
ACTIVITIES
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With this tour package we are offering a stay in lake Garda’s pa-
noramic hills, to live an open air experience, doing sport in an easy 
and fun way.
Suitable for all age groups, for people who love sporting activities 
surrounded by nature.  

 3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: 
Arrival of the participants in one of our 3 star hotels situated in the 
hills of Lake Garda, in or near San Zeno di Montagna, a picturesque 
town at approx 600 metres above Lake Garda. Welcome drink. Dinner.

DAY 2: 
After breakfast, the participants will meet our mountain-bike guide. 
The bicycles will be waiting for you and, after a brief meeting and 
a double check of the bikes, the tour will begin! The journey will be 
programmed on the basis of the ability of the participants who will 
be crossing pine forests and stunning panoramic views on the lake, 
a fun tour which will take you up and down the hill, through uneven 
roads and beautiful pathways surrounded by woods.

DAY 3: 
After breakfast, the participants will meet their Nordic Walking 
instructor at the hotel. A short briefing on the walking technique 
and then departure. The tour includes an easy panoramic route, 
during which the different step techniques of Nordic Walking will 
be experienced. Return to hotel and then departure.

EASY SPORT 
FOR ALL... 
AROUND 
THE LAKE

 Easy Sport for all... around the Lake - (3 days/2 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 2 x overnight stay with breakfast and buffet in 3 star hotels
• 2 x dinners in hotel
• 1 x lunch in hotel
• 1 x mountain bike excursion with hire of bike and helmet + instructor
• 1 x entrance with package for green route + blu route at the Jungle Park of San 
Zeno di Montagna
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

CONTACT US  FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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 In the blue and... above! - (4 days/3 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 3 x overnight stays with buffet breakfast in a 3 star hotel in the Northern area 
of the lake
• 2 x dinners at the hotel
• 1 x local typical Trentino dinner in a tavern
• 1 x half day excursion (approx 3 hours) sailing boat ‘Asso 99’
• 1 x half day excursion (approx 3-4 hours) on via ferrata above Arco
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

The lake offers the possibility of doing an infinity of various sporting 
activities. The element that they all have in common is the colour 
blue!! From the clear lake water to the shiny sky!! Water sports bring 
us in contact with the blue waters, other sports are practised at a 
distance from the lake and our glance is always attracted by the 
colour blue that calls us from the distance. Let’s live this connection 
between the sky and the lake, through sailing and tracks... discove-
ring incredible views and living unique emotions...  

 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: 
Evening arrival in a 3 star hotel in the Northern part of the lake. 
Welcome drink, dinner and overnights stay.

DAY 2: 
After breakfast the group will make their own way to Castelletto 
di Brenzone. Here the group will meet the instructors of the ‘Italian 
sailing federation’. During the meeting the group will be briefed on 
sailing, then will go aboard the fast racing boats “Asso 99”. Each 
group component will have a role on board and with the help of 
their skipper the team spirit will ensure celebrations! It will be easy 
to challenge the other boats and improvise a race.
Once finished and back at the harbor, the group will have time to stop 
in Malcesine for a walk in the historical centre and some free time.
Return to the hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 3: 
After a large breakfast the group will go to Arco, a picturesque town 
above Riva del Garda. After a short walk in the centre, the group 
will meet our mountain guides and together they will go to the 
starting point for their excursion on the via ferrata. The vie ferrate 
are created to facilitate climbing in vertical parts of the walk and 
with all the necessary security. Today the group will face the “mini 
ferrata” of Monte Colodri. This excursion is suitable for beginners 
who can get to know this activity without having to immediately 
tackle any difficulties.
The cross is situated at the top of Monte Colodri and it is easy to 
reach with this ferrata which is also suitable for children. This path 
was made in 1981 to facilitate the return of the climbers and to give 
excursionists the possibility of experiencing the thrill of climbing 

CONTACT US  FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

IN THE BLUE 
AND... ABOVE!

this wall. From here you can admire the fabulous Valle del Sarca, 
the Arco castle and the blu Lake. After the descent the group will 
have some free time to take a walk in Riva del Garda before retur-
ning to the hotel. The dinner is expected in a typical local tavern 
above Riva del Garda.. enjoy a menù from the Trentino region with 
carne salà, cold meats and cheeses from the region. Return to hotel 
and overnight stay.

DAY 4: 
Breakfast and return journey home.
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Expert instructors will guide you through the emotion of the power 
of the wind on the speedy competition boat “Asso99” built and de-
signed on Lake Garda itself. These boats are now considered to be 
amongst the rest in their category. You’ll also have the pleasure of 
testing your skill in a race against your travelling companions as 
your return to shore.  

 2 DAYS / 1 NIGHTS   

DAY 1: 
evening arrival in one of our 3* hotels on the lake or surrounding 
area. Welcome drink. Dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2: 
after a substantial breakfast you will make your own way to 
“Castelletto” to join your instructors. Here you will be told the fun-
damentals of sailing then you will board your boats and take to the 
lake for an approx 2½ hour sail. Riding the waves in complete silence 
is a magical experience. This will be your introduction to sailing on 
Lake Garda. As you manouver the ropes your boat will glide through 
the water gaining speed with each change you make. You’ll really 
feel in charge and as you return to the harbour the different crews 
will race each other... may the best team win!
You will receive a cd and photos of this fantastic experience.
Once you’ve changed out of your sailing gear you willhead for a 
restaurant where you will eat a meal of locally caught fish typical 
of the lake before going back to your hotel.

IN ADDITION: 
• It is also possible to do a full day sailing (from 09.00 to 16.00) with 
a packed lunch, a break at “Campione del Garda” and small trip to 
the little lakes (where you may swim in the summer months) at a 
supplement
• An escort for half day (4 hours) for half a lake trip: at a supplement
• An escort full day (8 hours) round the lake trip: at a supplement

YOUR FIRST 
SAILING 
EXPERIENCE

 Your first Sailing experience - (2 days/1 nights) 

THE ITINERARY AS DESCRIBED INCLUDES:
• 1 x nights stay with buffet breakfast
• 1 x welcome drink
• 1 x 3 course dinner in hotel (excluding drinks)
• 1 x half day excursion 
(2,5 hours) on the ‘Asso99’ boat, the use of the trapezio and life jacket, photos and cd.
• 1 x 3 course lunch of lake fish (excluding drinks)
All itineraries can be modified to suit your requirements.

CONTACT US  FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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 Drama, Dance and Music on Lake Garda 

• All hotel and transport arrangements can be tailor-made for each group as well 
as extra activities to make free time exciting , interesting and fun. 
• Choose from the range of ACTIVITIES (see page 16) readily available in the Lake 
Garda area to complement the Arts Trip itinerary.

CONTACT US  FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE

With its proximity to the world renown classical cultural cities of 
Verona, Venice and Milan, Lake Garda and its surrounding area is 
the ideal location for an inspirational Performing Arts School Trip.

Studios for dance or drama workshops and training sessions can be 
arranged and throughout the summer months there is the possibi-
lity to arrange concert performances for musical groups in several 
of the lakeside towns.

 DRAMA  

With Shakespeare’s city of Verona on Lake Garda’s doorstep, what 
better place to explore the dramatic arts and develop performan-
ce skills.

 DANCE 

Sprung floor studio facilities can be arranged for the practice and 
perfection of all forms of dance. Nearby Verona is host to a diverse 
range of dance performances throughout the summer months from 
classical ballet to Flamenco and contemporary dance.

 MUSIC 

Italy boasts a pedigree of some of the world’s most famous compo-
sers,musicians and singers with the famous Roman Arena in Verona 
annually hosting opera during the summer. Italians are keen mu-
sic-lovers, welcoming student performing groups of all musical 
types throughout the summer season in concerts of all kinds.

DRAMA, 
DANCE 
AND MUSIC 
ON LAKE GARDA
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Lake Garda and the surrounding area is the perfect location for School 
Sports Trips, with its mild climate, great  facilities and amazing cul-
tural and scenic beauty.

Training facilities & equipment can be arranged for perfecting skills 
and team-work and ‘Friendly Matches’ with local teams organised 
to put into practice these enhanced tecniques.
Most popular School Sports Trips.

 FOOTBALL  

Football is the considered to be the ‘Italian National Sport’ – not 
suprisingly the local area  is well provided with local pitches and 
willing local teams of all ages .

 NETBALL  

Not a sport traditionally played in Italy but facilities for training 
are vailable and matches can be arranged subject to other visiting 
teams being in resort.

 RUGBY  

The Northern part of Italy around Lake Garda is the main centre for 
rugby clubs responding to the growing interest in the sport. Facilities 
and fixtures located in Verona, Valpolicella  , Padova and Brescia.

 HOCKEY  

Another sport growing in popularity . Training pitches and fixtures 
can be arranged with boys and girls teams in Verona , Padova and 
Brescia areas.

ACTION & SPORTS

 Action & Sports 

• All hotel and transport arrangements can be tailor-made for each group as well 
as extra activities to make free time exciting , interesting and fun. 
• Choose from the range of ACTIVITIES (see page 16) readily available in the Lake 
Garda area to complement the Sports Trip itinerary.

CONTACT US  FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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In addition to the range of  facilities available for the more traditio-
nal school sports, the Lake Garda area is an unbeatable location to 
introduce students to exhilarating activities such as mountain biking 
and sailing and trekking.

 SAILING  

Lake Garda is the largest Italian lake and is home to Windsurfing , 
Kite Surfing, Paddle Boarding and Sailing of all types. 
Courses for all levels from beginners to experienced can be arran-
ged together with all equipment requirements.

 MOUNTAIN BIKING  

The lakeside and surrounding countryside provides a wide range of 
bike routes – from flat cycle paths to more testing rocky, off-road 
biking trails. Cycling tours for half day , full day or more and  accom-
panied by an experienced guide can be tailor-made for the group.

 TREKKING  

Walking is considered to be the best exercise there is – trekking 
adds the attraction of experiencing nature and exploring the en-
vironment at close hand. The area is rich in walking  and trekking 
routes to suit all abilities and interests. Guided routes to caves, sites 
of prehistoric graffiti and more can be planned..

 HOCKEY  

Another sport growing in popularity . Training pitches and fixtures 
can be arranged with boys and girls teams in Verona , Padova and 
Brescia areas.

 Action & Sports 

• All hotel and transport arrangements can be tailor-made for each group as well 
as extra activities to make free time exciting , interesting and fun. 
• Choose from the range of ACTIVITIES (see page 16) readily available in the Lake 
Garda area to complement the Sports Trip itinerary.

ACTION & SPORTS

CONTACT US  FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE
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The Lake Garda area has a range of fun and educational venues and 
activities to complement the various themes of school trips. Choose 
from cultural tours in the nearby classical cities, fantastic fun days out 
at themed parks, exploration of the picturesque the lakeside towns by 
boat, and cable car not forgetting evenings at themed restaurants, 
10 pin bowling , cultural performances or even quiz & karaoke nights.

 MILAN  

Visit the fashion, football and financial capital of Italy with its Gothic 
Cathedral, Leonardo Da Vinci’s Last Supper, bustling shopping area 
plus possibility to vistis the San Siro Football Stadium. 

 VENICE  

A trip to this unique city famous for its network of canals and hi-
storic carnival – visit San Marks Square & Basilica, experience a 
gondola ride throught the canals, make carnival masks at a Mask 
Making workshop.

 VERONA  

Unmissable -  historically rich provincial capital city with a Roman 
Amphitheatre to rival the Colliseum in Rome and immortalised by 
Shakespeare in his play Romeo & Juliet.

 GARDALAND  

Largest theme park in Italy located near to the lake with rides and 
shows to suit all ages.

 CANEVALAND  

Waterpark for a splashing day out.

 MOVIELAND STUDIOS  

Movie themed park with Movie Making Package bookable to explore 
film production techniques.

 JUNGLE  

Activity climbing park with different levels of adventure route throu-
gh the park. Adventure Equipment and qualified guides provided.
film production techniques.

ACTIVITIES

 Activities 

Travel by cable car to the top of Monte Baldo for spectacular views and walking 
routes,  criss-cross Lake Garda by public ferry or private boat visiting the char-
ming lakeside villages.

• Bowling
• Pizza Night
• Mediaeval Themed Banquet
• Rock Star Cafe

CONTACT US  FOR YOUR TAILOR-MADE TOUR QUOTE



TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1) TOURISM CONTRACTS
The contract is regulated by the 
provisions of the Legislative Decree 
79/2011, of Directive 90/314/EEC, 
the relevant international conven-
tions, and in particular the Brussels 
Convention of  April 23, 1970, ratified 
by law December 29, 1977, No. 1084, 
of the Warsaw Convention October 
12, 1929 regarding international air 
transport, ratified by law May 19, 
1932, No. 841, the Berne Convention 
February 25, 2961 regarding railroad 
transport, ratified by law March 2, 
1963, No. 806 insofar as applicable 
to the services forming the subject 
matter of the tourist package, as 
well as the relevant provisions of the 
Civil Code and other domestic law 
regulations, insofar as they do not 
derogate from the provisions of the 
present contract.

2) REGISTRATION 
Registration for the tours described 
here are accepted via all the Itali-
an travel agencies.  Acceptance of 
the bookings is subject to available 
places on the part of the Europlan 
Agency S.p.A. and is deemed to be 
completed when confirmed by the 
operator itself.
Upon the reservations and full pay-
ment to the Agenzia Europlan S.p.A., 
a travel contract is established bet-
ween the tourist and Agenzia Euro-
plan S.p.A. which is included in the 
registration card that must be signed 
at the travel agency. 
We accept reservations from per-
sons who wish to share the room 
with others, only on the express 
condition that they agree to pay the 
single room supplement if the other 
person cancels.

3) PAYMENTS 
The reservation must be accompa-
nied by an advance payment equal 
to 30% of the cost.  The balance must 
be paid 30 days before departure.
For registration made during the 30 
days preceding the date of depar-
ture the whole sum must be paid 
upon registration.  If the client fails 
to observe these conditions the ope-
rator shall be entitled to cancel the 
reservations even if they have alrea-
dy been confirmed.

4) HOTELS CLASSIFICATION 
The hotels have been officially clas-
sified.

5) CANCELLATION 
In the event of cancellation of the 
tour contract, Europlan S.p.A. shall 
apply the following penalties, in ad-
dition to the obligations and costs 
incurred by the cancellation of the 
services:
-Total cancellation of the group
No penalty up to 30 days prior to ar-
rival;
Between 29 & 22 days penalty of 25% 
of the total of rooms booked at con-
tracted rate
Between 21 & 15 days penalty of 35% 
of the total of rooms booked at con-
tracted rate
Between 14 & 07 days penalty of 50% 
of the total of rooms booked at con-
tracted rate
Between 06 & 03 days penalty of 
80% of the total of rooms booked at 

contracted rate
Between 02 & 0 days penalty of 95% 
of the total of rooms booked at con-
tracted rate
Partial cancellations
No penalty up to 30 days prior to ar-
rival
Between 29 & 15 days possibility 
of cancellation without penalty of 
max. 20% of rooms booked
Between 14 & 05 days possibility 
of cancellation without penalty of 
max. 10% of rooms booked
Between 04 & 0 days no possibility 
of cancellation without penalty. For 
every cancelled room a penalty of 
95% of the contracted rate will be 
charged
No repayment after this time limit.
No repayment shall be paid to whoe-
ver does not turn up for departure or 
leaves during the tour itself.
Neither is any repayment due to 
whoever cannot participate in the 
tour due to missing or incomplete 
personal expatriation documents 
that are required.  
The renouncing client may be re-
placed by another person provided 
that the written communication (by 
registered mail) is sent to Agenzia 
Europlan S.p.A. in sufficient time for 
the changes, in any event within and 
no later than 4 working days before 
departure and provided that no rea-
sons of passports, visas, vaccinati-
ons or problems with different hotel 
accommodation persist. 
In the event that replacement is pos-
sible, the renouncing client shall be 
credited with most of the costs in-
curred in informing all the suppliers 
about the change that has occurred.   
The Agenzia Europlan S.p.A. never-
theless reserves, without underta-
king any liability:
-  to reimburse possible sums recove-
red for unused services following the 
renunciation;
-  to reimburse possible sums recove-
red in relation to unused services du-
ring the tour or for various services 
obtained provided that the tourist 
provides written documentation.

6) CANCELLATION WITHOUT
PENALTY 
The tourist may revoke the tour con-
tract without paying a penalty in the 
event of:
- an increase in the cost of the tour 
of more than 10%;
-  a change in the class of hotel whe-
re an inferior class is offered (there 
is no possibility of revoking the con-
tract without paying a penalty in the 
event that the change occurs with a 
hotel of the same class or of a supe-
rior class).
In such case the tourist shall be obli-
ged to notify, within two working 
days of receiving the notice of the 
change, whether he intends to exer-
cise the right of cancellation.  
He may request to take another tour 
of the same value, or, if this is not 
available, a higher value, without 
any price supplement, or of inferior 
value, and in such case the differen-
ce in price will be repaid to him.  
If he does not intend to take another 
tour, the tourist may request the re-
payment of the sums already paid, 
which shall be repaid within 7 days 
of the receipt of the notice of can-

cellation and the intention not to use 
the proposed alternatives.

7) CANCELLATION OF THE TOUR BY 
THE OPERATOR 
In the event that, before the start 
of the tour, Agenzia Europlan S.p.A. 
announces that it is impossible to 
provide the reserved tour, the tourist 
may choose to be repaid all the sums 
already paid, or take another tour, of 
the same value, or, if this is not avai-
lable, a higher value, without any 
price supplement, or of inferior va-
lue, and in such case the difference 
in price shall be repaid to him.  
If he does not intend to take another 
tour, the tourist may ask for the re-
payment of the sums already paid, 
which shall be repaid within 7 days 
of the receipt of the notice of cancel-
lation and the intention not to take 
the proposed alternatives.  
Likewise Agenzia Europlan S.p.A. 
may cancel the contract without in-
demnity when the minimum number 
of tourists provided for in the bro-
chure is not reached provided that 
this is brought to the participant’s 
attention at least 20 days before the 
departure of the tour.

 8) VARIATIONS IN THE PROGRAM 
Agenzia Europlan S.p.A. may change 
the tour program and replace the 
hotels provided with others of the 
same type and class, in the event 
that this becomes necessary for 
operative reasons or for any other 
reason.

9) UNANTICIPATED EVENTS, 
ACCIDENTS AND FORCE MAJEURE 
(Strikes and suspensions due to bad 
weather conditions).
These acts constitute a cause of 
force majeure and are not the liabi-
lity of the carrier or of Agenzia Euro-
plan S.p.A.  Possible additional costs 
due to such causes shall not, howe-
ver, be repaid.

10) REPAYMENT FOR NON-USED 
SERVICES 
Requests for possible repayment in 
relation to non-used tourist services 
must be sent to Agenzia Europlan 
S.p.A. in writing within 10 days of the 
date of return at the end of the tour, 
or be forfeited.

11) COMPLAINTS 
Agenzia Europlan S.p.A. only re-
sponds insofar as indicated in its 
brochure.  If you encounter any pro-
blems, we recommend that you con-
tact us directly or via your agency, 
remembering that our intervention 
can only be effective if we are invol-
ved during the course of your stay. 
However in every case we cannot 
accept complaints that were not 
made to the management of the 
complex and sent in writing by re-
gistered mail with notice of receipt 
enclosing the documentation relea-
sed to you by the management itself, 
within and not later than 10 working 
days from the date of return to the 
place of departure. 
Furthermore we request you not to 
change in any way the stay without 
our advance authorization and we 
remind you that, if for any reason 
you are obliged to curtail your stay 

and you believe that you are entitled 
to a repayment, you must ask for the 
management of the complex to re-
lease a written declaration sent via 
your agency. 
On the other hand, Agenzia Europlan 
S.p.A. cannot take into consideration 
during or at the end of the stay itself 
any arguments regarding the cost of 
participation in the tours or stays.  As 
a matter of fact, when making a re-
servation with the travel agency the 
client accepts the cost printed in the 
brochure which is a lump sum pay-
ment and include a series of services 
and the cost of various services, in-
ter alia organization expense and 
the expenses of the local represen-
tatives, the commercial margin, the 
obligation to the suppliers for the 
reservation of the rooms or apart-
ments.

12) LIABILITY 
The liability of Agenzia Europlan 
S.p.A. in claims by tourists and their 
property is regulated by the laws and 
international conventions concer-
ning the liability of a tour operator 
and the services comprised in an all 
inclusive tour, in force at the time of 
verifying that there is such liability.  
In no event can the liability of Agen-
zia Europlan S.p.A. exceeds the limits 
provided by the aforesaid laws and 
conventions.

13) WARRANTY IN TOURISM / 
GUARANTEE FUND 
(Art. 9 Law 115/2015)
Contracts closed in organized tou-
rism include a guarantee given by 
the travel agencies that they provide 
a guarantee in case a tour operator 
goes bankrupt in order that the con-
sumer, when travelling abroad and 
within a single country, can obtain 
a refund of the tour price and return 
home. The Agency Europlan S.p.A. is 
covered by the insurance policy nr. 
6006000022 / W with Amitravel 
Protection branch of the company 
Filo Diretto S.p.A.  as described by 
law 9/115/2015.

14) INTEGRATED POLICY AGAINST 
RISKS OF CANCELLATION 
Europlan advises its clientele to in-
sure themselves with an OPTIONAL 
policy to better guarantee the stay.

15) VALIDITY OF THE PROGRAMS 
Valid from 01.01.2021 to 31.12.2021.

16) JURISDICTION 
The courts in Verona shall have ju-
risdiction in every possible dispute.  
“Italian law punishes with the pe-
nalty of imprisonment crimes rela-
ting to prostitution and pornography 
involving minors, even if they are 
committed abroad”. 
Mandatory notice pursuant to Sec-
tion 16 of the Law 269/98.
The present program has been 
drawn up in accordance with the 
regional provisions for regulation of 
the activities of travel and tourism 
agencies.
A copy of the program has been sent 
for the verification of the Tourism 
Department of the province of Ve-
rona.

Technical organization EUROPLAN S.p.A. - Partnership
Verona Provincial License Order No. 6592 VR/10 dated 21.12.2010.

Insured with Allianz Insurance
Policy No. 253639178



We are ready to make 
your wishes come true.
There may be several answers to the same question… 
We at Europlan choose to give only one, yours! 
Thanks to our deep native roots and excellent knowledge of 
services, accommodation facilities and special features of the 
regions in which we operate, we are able to fulfil any request and 
to organize customised group tours as well as events, congresses, 
team building, anniversaries and meetings.

EUROPLAN RESERVATION SERVICE
I - 37010 Affi (Vr), via Crivellin 7L | Tel. +39 045 6209 444 | Fax +39 045 6210420 
sales@europlan.it | www.europlan.it


